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In this dissertation we establish that the use of distribution in the implementation of a shared
memory multi-processor operating system is both feasible and able to substantially improve performance of core operating system services. Specifically we apply distribution in the form of replication
and partitioning in the construction of K42, a shared memory multi-processor operating system.
Clustered Objects, a software construction for the systematic and selective application of distribution to objects of K42’s object oriented system layer, is presented. A study of the virtual memory
services of K42 is conducted in which distribution is applied to key virtual memory objects to
enable performance improvements. The distributed versions of these objects substantially improve
scalability, and specifically improve throughput of a standard multiuser benchmark by 68% on a
24 way multi-processor. Additionally, a methodology for the dynamic hot-swapping of Clustered
Object instances is presented as a means for enabling dynamic adaptation. Motivated by the desire to hot-swap between centralized and distributed implementations of Clustered Objects, the
methodology presented is correct, efficient and integrated with the Clustered Object support.
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Glossary
COS: Clustered Object System: the name of the Clustered Object infrastructure in K42.
COSMgr: Clustered Object System Manager: a distributed Clustered Object which implements
the core features of the COS.
FCM: File Cache Manager: the object which manages the resident pages for an individual file.
FR: File Representative: the object which represents an open file in the kernel and is used to
initiate IO operations to a file system.
Global PM: Global Page Manager: the object which manages the physical page frames across
the entire system.
HAT: Hardware Address Translation Object: the object used to represent and manipulate hardware page tables. K42 utilizes a per-processor, per-process page tables.
miss-handling: the process initiated when a clustered object is accessed on a processor on which
there is no local translation for the object. The translation mechanism invokes a method of the
Root of the clustered object to carry out the object’s miss-handling behavior. Miss-handling
is leveraged for lazy Representative creation and as a general mechanism for redirecting calls
on a clustered object.
PM: Page Manager: the object which manages the physical page frames allocated to an individual
Process.
Process Object: the object which represents a running process.
RCU: Read-Copy-Update: a synchronization discipline which utilizes quiescent states to safely
partition changes to a data structure.
ix

Region: the object which represents a mapping of a portion of a processes address space to a
portion of a file.
Representative: the object which serves as the access point for a clustered object instance. Single
or multiple Representatives can be associated with a single clustered object instance.
Root: the internal central object which serves as the anchor for a clustered object instance. All
Representatives have a pointer to the root of the Clustered Object instance to which they
belong.
VMM: Virtual Memory Management: a core service of any modern operating system. Manages
mapping of virtual addresses to physical page frames which contain the data to be accessed.

x

Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Problem Statement

Despite decades of research and development into Shared Memory Multi-Processor (SMP) operating
systems, achieving good scalability for general purpose workloads, across a wide range of processors,
has remained elusive. “Sharing” lies at the heart of the problem. By its very nature, sharing
introduces barriers to scalability and comes from three main sources. First, sharing can be intrinsic
to the workload. For example, a workload may utilize a single shared file to log all activity of
multiple processes, or a multi-threaded application may use a shared data array across multiple
processors. Secondly, sharing also arises from the data structures and algorithms employed in
the design and implementation of the operating system (OS). For example, an operating system
may be designed to manage all of the physical memory as a single shared pool and implement
this management using shared data structures. Thirdly, sharing can occur in the physical design
and protocols utilized by the hardware. For example, a system utilizing a single memory bus and
snooping based cache coherence protocol requires shared bus arbitration and global communications
for memory access, even for data located in independent memory modules.
General purpose operating systems provide a basic framework for efficiently utilizing computer
hardware. To facilitate computer use, the operating system provides an abstract model of a computer system through a set of common interfaces realized by operating system services. A critical
issue in the development of operating system services is to enable efficient application utilization of
hardware resources. Operating systems for multi-processors must ensure correctness and scalability
of the system services in order to allow the parallelism afforded by the hardware to be exploited for
both general purpose and explicit parallel workloads. A thorough overview of operating systems
1
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and basic concurrency can be found in a number of undergraduate-level textbooks on this subject
matter [113, 121, 127, 130, 135].
Operating systems are unique, from a software perspective, in their requirement to support and
enable parallelism rather than exploiting it to improve their own performance. An operating system
must ensure good overall system utilization and high degrees of parallelism for those applications
which demand it. To do this, operating systems must: 1) utilize the characteristics of the hardware
to exploit parallelism in general purpose workloads, and 2) facilitate concurrent applications, which
includes providing models and facilities for applications to exploit the parallelism available in the
hardware.
It is critical that an OS reflect the parallelism of the workloads and individual applications to
ensure that the OS facilities do not hinder overall system or individual application performance.
This point is often overlooked. Smith alludes to the requirements of individual applications, noting
that the tension between protection and performance is particularly salient and difficult in a parallel
system and that the parallelism in one protection domain must be reflected in another [123]. In other
words, to ensure that a parallel application within one protection domain can realize its potential
performance, all services in the system domains that the concurrent application depends on must
be provided in an equally parallel fashion. It is worth noting that this is true not only for individual
applications but also for all applications forming the current workload on a parallel system: the
demands of all concurrently executing applications must be satisfied with equal parallelism in order
to ensure good overall system performance.
Achieving scalable performance requires minimizing all forms of sharing, which is also referred
to as maximizing locality. On shared memory multi-processors (SMPs), locality refers to the degree
to which locks are contended and data — including the locks themselves — are shared amongst
threads running on different processors. The less contention on locks and the less data is shared,
the higher the locality. Maximizing locality on SMPs is critical, because even minute amounts of
(possibly false) sharing can have a profound negative impact on performance and scalability [19,49].
The work of this dissertation is focused on the application of techniques to the construction
of systems software to improve locality. We assert that, with considerable effort, we can reduce
sharing in the operating system in the common case and achieve good scalability on a wide range
of processors and workloads, where performance is limited by the hardware and inherent scalability
of the workload. The most obvious source of sharing that is within the control of the operating
system designer is the data structures and algorithms employed by the operating system. However,
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Gamsa observes that, prior to addressing specific data structures and algorithms of the operating
system in the small, a more fundamental restructuring of the operating system can reduce the
impact of sharing induced by the workload by minimizing sharing in the operating system structure [49]. Gamsa’s work uses an object-oriented model to create individual, independent instances
of operating system resources which can be instantiated as necessary to meet many of the parallel
demands of the workload. This allows accesses to independent resources to be directly reflected to
independent software structures, thus avoiding unnecessary sharing due to shared meta structures.
The above approach alone, however, does not eliminate sharing, but rather helps limit it to the
paths and components which are shared due to the workload. For example, consider the performance of a concurrent multi-user workload on K42, a multi-processor operating system constructed
using Gamsa’s design. Assume a workload that simulates multiple users issuing unique streams of
standard UNIX commands with one stream issued per processor. Such a workload, from a user’s
perspective, has a high degree of independence and little intrinsic sharing. Despite the fact that
K42 is structured in an object-oriented manner, with each independent resource represented by an
independent object instance, at four processors, throughput is 3.3 times that of one processor and
at 24 processors, throughput is 12.5 times that of one processor. Ideally, the throughput would
increase linearly with the number of processors. Closer inspection reveals that the workload induces
sharing on OS resources, thus limiting scalability. We contend that in order to ensure the remaining
sharing does not limit our performance, we must use distribution, partitioning and replication to
remove sharing in the common paths. Using distributed implementations for key virtual memory
objects, and running the same workload as above, the OS yields a 3.9 times throughput at four
processors and a 21.1 times throughput at 24 processors. (See Chapter 7 and Figure 7.1 for details of these results.) The work presented in this dissertation describes techniques and methods
for building such data structures and applying them to the operating system in order to achieve
scalable performance for standard workloads.
The development of high-performance, parallel systems software is non-trivial. The concurrency
and locality management needed for good performance can add considerable complexity. Finegrain locking in traditional systems results in complex and subtle locking protocols. Adding perprocessor data structures in traditional systems leads to obscure code paths that index per-processor
data structures in ad-hoc manners. Clustered Objects were developed as a model of partitioned
objects to simplify the task of designing high-performance SMP systems software [144]. In the
partitioned object model, an externally visible object is internally composed of a set of distributed
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Representative objects. Each Representative object locally services requests, possibly collaborating
with one or more other Representatives of the same Clustered Object. Cooperatively, all the
Representatives of the Clustered Object implement the complete functionality of the Clustered
Object. To the clients of the Clustered Object, the Clustered Object appears and behaves like a
traditional object. The distributed nature of Clustered Objects make them ideally suited for the
design of multi-processor system software, which often requires a high degree of modularity and
yet benefits from the sharing, replicating and partitioning of data on a per-resource (object) basis.
Clustered Objects are conceptually similar to design patterns such as facade [47]; however, they have
been carefully constructed to avoid any shared front end, and are primarily used for achieving data
distribution. Some distributed systems have explored similar object models. Specifically, Clustered
Objects are similar to other partitioned object models, such as Fragmented Objects [17, 83] and
Distributed Shared Objects [62, 136], although the latter have focused on the requirements of
(loosely coupled) distributed environments. In contrast, Clustered Objects are designed for (tightly
coupled) shared memory systems. Section 2.2 discusses related work in more detail.
Our use of the word distributed throughout refers to the division of data across a shared memory
multi-processor complex. Distribution does not imply message passing, but rather, distribution
across multiple memory locations all of which can be accessed via hardware supported shared
memory. We distribute data across multiple memory locations in order to: (i) optimize cache
line access, (ii) increase concurrency, and (iii) exploit local memory on architectures which have
non-uniform memory access, where some memory modules may be cheaper to access from a given
processor.
A key to achieving high performance on a multi-processor is to use per-processor data structures
whenever possible, so as to minimize inter-processor coordination and shared memory access. In this
dissertation per-processor data structures refers to the use of a separate instance of a data structure
for each processor. The software is constructed, in the common case to access and manipulate the
instance of the data structure associated with the processor on which the software is executing. The
use of per-processor data structures is to improve performance by enabling distribution, replication
and partitioning of stored data. In general, access to of any of the data structure instances by any
processor is not precluded given the shared memory architectures we are targeting. In contrast,
the ability to access all data structure instances via shared memory is often used to implement
coordination and scatter-gather operations as necessary.
Typically there are two performance characteristics that are used when evaluating parallel pro-
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gram performance: 1) absolute performance, and 2) performance improvement due to parallelism
(speedup or associated scalability measures) [37]. In this dissertation we will focus on the latter, but
to ensure that we are not seeing improved scalability at the cost of unreasonable base uniprocessor
performance, we present the results from a traditional Operating System (Linux, in particular)
for comparison for the full system workloads. In general, when we consider performance, we are
interested in evaluating the operating system’s ability to satisfy concurrent user-level service requests, associated with a given user-level workload running on some number of processors. To do
this we evaluate performance by running a workload on a range of processor configurations. As
we increase the number of processors, we scale the user-level workload, and measure performance
as either throughput or execution time. From this data, we plot either throughput, speedup or
slowdown. Note that, although all of our implementation work is limited to the operating system,
we do not explicitly measure performance of the operating system, but only measure application
performance, which indirectly includes OS overheads. We make no modifications to applications,
hence we can observe the impact of OS effects.

In this dissertation we describe the design and implementation of distributed data structures
in the construction of a shared memory multi-processor operating system. We standardize Clustered Objects via a set of protocols which provide a distributed object-oriented model, permitting
incremental development while fully leveraging hardware-supported shared memory. We present
the application of distribution, via distributed Clustered Objects we implemented, to optimize a
critical systems service, namely the memory management subsystem. Distributed implementations can offer better scalability. However, distributed implementations typically optimize certain
operations, improving their scalability, but often increase costs of other operations at the same
time. They also typically suffer greater overheads when scalability is not required. In order to
provide a means of coping with the tradeoffs of using distributed implementations, we also present
a technique we developed for dynamically replacing a live Clustered Object instance with a newly
created compatible instance. This mechanism can be used to switch between non-distributed and
distributed implementations dynamically at run time and additionally enable other forms of dynamic adaptation.
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Motivation

We contend that MP OS scalability is important and is becoming increasingly relevant. An increasingly large number of commercial 64-way or even 128-way MPs are being used as Web or
Data Base (DB) servers. Next generation game stations will be 4-way SMP’s, but it is not hard
to envision 32- or 64-way SMP desktop PC’s and game stations in the not too distant future with
the expected increases in transistor density supporting relatively large-scale SMT/CMP chips. The
High End Computing (HEC) community is recognizing the importance of using large-scale SMP’s
to overcome performance bottlenecks: the Department of Energy has expressed interest in using
K42 as their core operating system for their HEC needs, and K42 is being used in one of the systems being built for DARPA’s High Productivity Computing Systems Program. While our efforts
have focused on SMP operating system software, the techniques we describe are applicable to any
transaction-driven service (i.e. OS, Web server, DB, etc.) where parallelism is not generated within
the service, but is a result of parallel requests by the workload using the service. The importance
of scalability can also be witnessed by the large efforts that have gone into parallelizing Linux and
commercial operating systems, such as AIX, SunOS, and Irix over the last several years1 .

1.3

Research Context: Tornado and K42 Operating Systems

The work presented in this dissertation has been conducted in the context of two operating systems
projects, Tornado and K42. The Tornado operating system was designed and implemented by the
systems research group at the University of Toronto, primarily focusing on the exploration of
techniques for supporting large Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) multi-processors. Research
into the Tornado operating system ended in 1999. The K42 operating system project began in 1998
at IBM. K42 is based on Tornado and the University of Toronto research group has collaborated
with the IBM research group in K42’s development. Specifically, the University of Toronto research
group has been working on the K42 source base since 1999 and has focused on the scalability
aspects of K42. The majority of the implementation and experimentation we have conducted and
documented in this thesis has been done in K42. The remainder of this section gives a brief overview
of K42. Over the course of the work covered in this dissertation I have been working as part of
both the University of Toronto research group and the IBM research group. In 2003 I joined the
1
In industry, large efforts have been spent on improving scalability of operating systems, albeit with disappointing
results. Unfortunately very little of this work has been published.
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IBM group in a full time capacity and continue to work on K42.
In this dissertation we will explicitly disambiguate the work done by the larger University of
Toronto group, the work done by the larger IBM research group and my individual work. When
referring to my work, as supervised by Professor Stumm, I will use the terms, ’I’, ’we’ and ’our’.
The attribution of work done by the larger groups of the University of Toronto and IBM will be
made explicitly.
Providing a well-structured kernel is a primary goal of the K42 project, but performance is
the central concern. Some research operating system projects have taken particular philosophies
and have followed them rigorously in order to fully examine their implications. While the IBM
research group follows a set of design philosophies in K42, compromises are made for the sake
of performance. The principles that guide the design include: 1) structuring the system using
modular, object-oriented code, 2) designing the system to scale to very large shared-memory multiprocessors, 3) avoiding centralized code paths and global data structures and locks, 4) leveraging
performance advantages of 64-bit processors, 5) moving as much system functionality as possible to
application libraries, and 6) moving system functionality from the kernel to server processes. The
first four are direct consequences of the Tornado [48] work and the contributions of my dissertation.
Two of the goals of the K42 project are:
• Performance: A) Scale up to run well on large multi-processors and support large-scale
applications efficiently. B) Scale down to run well on small multi-processors. C) Support
small-scale applications as efficiently on large multi-processors as on small multi-processors.
• Adaptability: A) Allow applications to determine (by choosing from existing components or
by writing new ones) how the operating system manages their resources. B) Autonomically
have the system adapt to changing workload characteristics.
K42 is structured around a client-server model (see Figure 1.1). The kernel is one of the core
servers, currently providing memory management, process management, IPC infrastructure, base
scheduling, networking and device support. In the future the IBM research group plan to move
networking and device support into user-mode servers.
The layer above the kernel contains applications and system servers, including the NFS file
server, name server, socket server, pseudo terminal (pty) server, and pipe server. For flexibility,
and to avoid IPC overhead, as much functionality as possible is implemented in application-level
libraries. For example, all user-level thread scheduling is done by a user-level scheduler linked into
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Application
Linux API/ABI

Application

Linux libraries/glibc
Linux emulation

K42 OS libraries

K42 OS libraries

File
Server

K42
Kernel

Name
Server

Linux
File
Server

Linux device drivers/IP stack

Figure 1.1: Structural Overview of K42

each process.
All layers of K42, the kernel, system servers, and user-level libraries, make extensive use of
object-oriented technology. All inter-process communication (IPC) is between objects in the client
and server address spaces. A stub compiler is used to interpret custom syntax decorations on the
C++ class declarations to automatically generate IPC calls from a client to a server, and these IPC
paths have been optimized to have good performance. The kernel provides the basic IPC transport
and attaches sufficient information for the server to provide authentication on those calls.
From an application’s perspective, K42 supports the Linux API and Linux ABI. This is accomplished by an emulation layer that implements Linux system calls by method invocations on K42
objects. When writing an application to run on K42, it is possible to program to the Linux API or
directly to the native K42 interfaces. All applications, including servers, are free to reach past the
Linux interfaces and call the K42 interfaces directly. Programming against the native interfaces
allows the application to take advantage of K42 optimizations. The translation of standard Linux
system calls is done by intercepting system calls and implementing them with K42 code.
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Contributions

Designing and implementing K42 as a fully functioning operating system has been a large effort
involving a number of people. This section identifies my individual contributions.
K42 is a descendant of the Tornado operating system designed and implemented at the University of Toronto. Tornado was based on a set of synergistic structuring principles and OS mechanisms
for the construction of scalable multi-processor operating systems [49]. Gamsa et al. presented
some initial micro-benchmark performance results for Tornado (as illustrated in Figure 3.2), which
primarily leveraged an object-oriented decomposition and manually applied distribution to its infrastructure [48, 49]. Tornado made very limited use of distribution with respect to its individual
objects and higher level services.
It was concluded that better performance and scalability was achieved by utilizing an objectoriented structure, with independent objects representing individual resources. Such a structure
allows independent service requests to be serviced by independent objects, thus reducing sharing
within the OS. Recognizing that some objects will inherently be accessed in a shared fashion,
Gamsa implemented a set of low level mechanisms which he felt would facilitate constructions of
distributed implementations. My work began as a study exploring the use of these mechanisms
to construct distributed implementations of some example objects [3]. The bottom two layers of
Figure 1.2 isolate Gamsa’s contributions to the Clustered Object research. Fundamentally, only a
single distributed Clustered Object implementation was used in Tornado, which we developed based
on my initial study. The following mechanisms were developed by Gamsa with a particular focus on
the base scalability of these mechanisms, ensuring that no shared memory or global synchronization
is required [48]:
• The use of per-processor indirection tables, mapped to the same virtual address but backed
by independent physical memory, to enable efficient translation of a global Clustered Object
identifier to a processor-specific Representative without requiring remote memory access in
the common case.
• Manipulation of C++ virtual method dispatch to enable lazy establishment of the perprocessor translations of a Clustered Object, enabling both per-object lazy instantiation and
ensuring that the overhead in the common case is a pointer dereference and a virtual method
dispatch, without requiring remote memory accesses.
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Figure 1.2: Clustered Object Research Map
• The generation of auxiliary objects and infrastructure which implement a security model
and utilize an efficient, interprocess protected procedure call mechanism [51] to expose the
services of a Clustered Object located in one address space, to threads executing in another,
in a scalable and secure manner.
My dissertation focuses on the implementation of Clustered Objects, including software support
for their development in the form of a set of base classes that formalize the internal structure of a
Clustered Object and facilitate the construction of both distributed and centralized implementations. We specifically study the use of distributed implementations to optimize the Virtual Memory
system of K42.
In order to address the needs of large SMP’s, K42 adopted Tornado’s fundamental structure. We
continued our work on Clustered Objects on K42, as its initial code base was being developed, reimplementing some of the lower level Clustered Object mechanisms. Of the lower two levels depicted
in Figure 1.2, we specifically implemented from scratch new versions of the Translation Tables,
Miss-handling Mechanisms, and RCU-Based Garbage Collection for K42. We then implemented
an interface to these basic Clustered Object services in terms of a Clustered Object System (COS)
manager and a set of base C++ classes. This software supported a design of Clustered Objects
derived from my initial study of Clustered Objects in Tornado, supporting both centralized (shared)
and distributed implementations. We then adapted all existing K42 system objects into centralized
Clustered Objects2 so they could easily be migrated to distributed implementations later. From
that point on, all system objects constructed by any developer of K42 were Clustered Objects
utilizing my infrastructure. It was critical to my work to have established the ubiquitous use of
2
A centralized or shared Clustered Object does not utilize distribution, but rather uses one Representative for all
processors and as such is functionally similar to a standard C++ object.
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Clustered Objects for all K42 objects. It has allowed me to consider the construction of a compatible
distributed implementation for any existing object.
We then refined the basic Clustered Object mechanisms and developed more advanced base
classes for Clustered Object development. These base classes codify a set of protocols for destruction, inter-rep communication (the co-ordination of the Representatives of a single Clustered
Object instance), lazy allocation, initialization, and hot-swapping (the dynamic replacement of one
Clustered Object instance with another). As illustrated in Figure 1.2, this portion of my work
(third layer from the bottom) is the next level of Clustered Object support, which permits the
development of compatible shared and distributed Clustered Object implementations on top of the
basic mechanisms.
The next component of my work entailed the development of distributed Clustered Object implementations of key K42 objects. We specifically focused on distributed implementations of the
Virtual Memory Management (VMM) Objects of K42, in order to optimize the performance of
SDET, a general purpose operating system workload [125]. We explored various techniques for incrementally developing compatible distributed implementations of the following K42 VMM objects:
Process, Page Managers, Region and File Cache Managers. Of these, I have individually developed
all but the Page Managers3 from scratch. We investigated their performance characteristics and
tuned them with respect to SDET.
The hot-swapping of Clustered Object instances is ongoing research which began as a study of
how to construct the mechanisms to support the dynamic replacement of an instantiated Clustered
Object with another at run-time [5]. My main contribution was the development of the Clustered
Object infrastructure used to implement the hot-swapping protocol, along with jointly designing the
protocol itself. Hui [63], implemented a specialized Clustered Object which utilizes the Clustered
Object infrastructure to implement the hot-swapping protocol. Since then we have continued to
evolve the hot-swapping support and protocol. The hot-swapping work is still at its early stages
and to date we have a set of mechanisms but have not explored the design and implementation of
policies which utilize the mechanisms in order to adapt the system in a more autonomic fashion.
Although Clustered Objects do encapsulate and hide distribution of an implementation from
the clients of an object, they do not alleviate the complexity in the internal implementation (even
though they localize the concern). Developing a distributed Clustered Object has all the challenges
3
Another member of the IBM K42 team developed the first distributed implementation of the Page Managers in
order to address a measured performance problem.
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of building a tightly coupled distributed application. In 1998, we presented an initial evaluation
of Clustered Objects and their internal design [3]. One of the results of that work was an internal
model for Clustered Objects which formalized the internal components and their relationships.
That model was used as the basis for a new Clustered Object implementation in K42.
In summary, in this work we have:
1. developed infrastructure and protocols necessary to support the development of Clustered
Objects. When designing such support, we guided decisions based on performance and generality, with the goal of providing an infrastructure which can be applied and reused by others
when developing Clustered Objects.
2. applied distributed data structures and algorithms at the granularity of individual system
objects in order to improve performance of a core system service, namely virtual memory
management.
3. enabled the dynamic replacement of Clustered Objects to permit online adaptation in order
to be able to adapt to changing workloads.
One might question the utility of spending great effort on distributed data structures if prohibitive sharing exists in the applications. However, distributed data structures are required even
when the user applications are not parallel in nature. In subsequent chapters, we show that in
order to obtain good scalability for standard multi-user workloads, fundamental operating system
data structures must be partitioned and distributed. Even if the user applications are not parallel
in nature, the operating system itself can critically limit overall scalable performance.

1.5

Outline of this Dissertation

The next chapter reviews related research. Chapter 3 highlights the motivation for this work and
provides an overview of the Clustered Object research. Chapter 4 describes application of distribution to the construction and optimization of K42, focusing on a case study of the virtual memory
management services. Chapter 5 describes in detail the protocols and infrastructure created to support Clustered Object development. Chapter 6 discusses a technique for dynamically replacing an
object on the fly. Chapter 7 presents relevant performance results. Chapter 8 concludes, discussing
various observations and future work.

Chapter 2

Background and Related Work
Much of the research into multi-processor operating systems has been concerned with how to
support new, different or changing requirements in OS services, specifically focusing on user level
models of parallelism, resource management and hardware configuration. We will generically refer
to this as support for flexibility. In contrast, the research done at the University of Toronto has
pursued a performance oriented approach. The group has suggested two primary goals for the
success of multi-processor operating systems:
1. Provide a structure which allows good performance and scalability to be achieved with standard tools, programming models and workloads without impacting the user or programmer.
Therefore the OS must support standards while efficiently mapping any available concurrency
and independence to the hardware without impacting the user level view of the system.
2. Enable high performance applications to side step standards to utilize advanced models and
facilities in order to reap maximum benefits without being encumbered by traditional interfaces or policies which do not scale.
Surveying the group’s work over the last several years, two general requirements for high performance systems software have been identified:
1. Reflect the Hardware:
• Match scalability of the hardware in the systems software. Ensure software representations, management and access methods do not limit system scale, for example, software
service centers required to manage additional hardware resources should increase with
the scale of the system.
13
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Name
Hydra [36, 79, 141, 142]
StarOS [36],
Medusa [100],
Tunis [45]
Dynix/PTX [13,52,65]
Mach [16, 66, 107, 108,
145]
Psyche [115–118]
Clouds [39, 40]
Sprite [59]
Presto [15]
Distributed
Shared
Objects
(DSOs) [8, 62, 136]
Elmwood [77]
Choices [22, 23, 72]
Synthesis [86–88]
Fragmented Objects
(FOs) [17, 83, 120]
Mosix [10, 11]
Topologies,
Distributed
Shared
Abstractions
(DSAs) [34, 35, 99, 114]
Concurrent
Aggregates (CAs) [33]
Paradigm/Cache Kernel [30, 31]
pSather [80]
KTK/CTK [53, 122]
Hurricane [134]
Hive [27]
Disco [20]
Tornado [48, 49]

Leading Authors
W. Wulf
A. K. Jones
J. K. Ousterhout
R.C. Holt
Sequent
R. Rashid

Year
1974
1979
1980
1985
1985
1986

Institution
Carnegie Mellon University
Carnegie Mellon University
Carnegie Mellon University
University of Toronto
Sequent
Carnegie Mellon University

M. L. Scott
P. Dasgupta
J. K. Ousterhout
B.N. Bershad
A. S. Tannenbaum

1988
1988
1988
1988
1988

University of Rochester
Georgia Institute of Technology
University of California Berkeley
University of Washington
Vrije University

T.J. Leblanc
R.H. Campbell
H. Massalin
M . Shapiro

1989
1989
1989
1989

University of Rochester
University of Illinois
Columbia University
INRIA

A. Barak
K. Schwan

1989
1990

Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Georgia Institute of Technology

A. A. Chien

1990

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

D. R. Cheriton

1991

Stanford University

C. Lim
K. Schwan
M. Stumm
J. Chapin
M. Rosenblum
B. Gamsa

1993
1994
1994
1997
1997
1998

University of California Berkeley
Georgia Institute of Technology
University of Toronto
Stanford University
Stanford University
University of Toronto

Table 2.1: Table of main operating systems research discussed.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of related work with respect to K42 and Clustered Objects
• Reflect unique performance characteristics of MP hardware to maximize performance.
Mirror locality attributes of the hardware in the software structures and algorithms:
avoid contention on global busses and memory modules, avoid shared cache-line access
and efficiently utilize replicated hardware resources.
2. Reflect the Workload:
• Map independence between applications into systems structure.
• Match the concurrency within applications in the systems structures.
In this chapter we review relevant work. We begin with a review of early MP OS research, then
look at systems work directly related to the use of distributed data structures and finally conclude
with a look at modern research into MP OSes. Figure 2.1 illustrates a map of the related work
with respect to K42 and Clustered Objects; Table 2.1 lists the work in chronological order.
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Early Multi-Processor OS Research Experience

Arguably the most complex computer systems are those with multiple processing units. The advent
of multi-processor computer systems presented operating systems designers with four intertwined
issues:
1. true parallelism (as opposed to just concurrency),
2. new and more complex hardware features, such as multiple caches, multi-staged interconnects
and complex memory and interrupt controllers,
3. subtle and sensitive performance characteristics, and
4. the demand to facilitate user exploitation of the system’s parallelism while providing standard
environments and tools.
Based on the success of early multiprogramming and time sharing systems and what was
viewed as fundamental limits of uniprocessor performance, early systems researchers proposed
multi-processors as the obvious approach to meeting the increasing demands for general purpose
computers. The designers of Multics, in 1965, went so far as to say:
“...it is clear that systems with multiple processors and multiple memory units are
needed to provide greater capacity. This is not to say that fast processor units are undesirable, but that extreme system complexity to enhance this single parameter among
many appears neither wise nor economic.”
Perhaps the modern obsession with uniprocessor performance for commodity systems is the strongest
evidence of our inability to have successfully leveraged large scale multi-processors for general purpose computing. Large multi-processors are predominately now considered as platforms for specialized super-computing applications. We believe, however, this is changing. In an attempt to
meet increasing performance demands and address memory latencies, there is renewed interest in
utilizing parallel processing for commodity systems. For example, it is expected that the next
generation Sony Playstation will have between 4 and 16 parallel processing units. Given this one
expects future workstations and servers to adopt even more aggressive configurations.
Real world experimentation with general purpose multi-processors began as simple dual processor extensions of general purpose commercial uniprocessor hardware [7]. The general approach was
to extend the uniprocessor operating system to function correctly on the evolved hardware. The
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primary focus was to achieve correctness in the presence of true parallelism. This typified the major trend in industrial operating systems. They start with a standard uniprocessor system, whose
programming models and environments are accepted and understood, and extend it to operate on
multi-processor hardware. Various techniques for coping with the challenges of true parallelism
have been explored, starting with simple techniques which ensured correctness, but yielded little or
no parallelism in the operating system itself. As hardware and workloads evolved, the demand to
achieve greater parallelism in the operating systems forced OS implementors to pursue techniques
which would ensure correctness but also achieve higher performance in the face of parallel workload
demands.
The fundamental approach taken was to apply synchronization primitives to the uniprocessor code base in order to ensure correctness. Predominantly the primitive adopted was a shared
memory lock, implemented on top of the atomic primitives offered by the hardware platform. The
demand for higher performance led to successively finer grain application of locks to the data structures of the operating systems. Doing so increased concurrency in the operating system at the
expense of considerable complexity and loss of platform generality. The degree of locking resulted
in systems whose performance was best matched to systems of a particular scale and workload demands. Despite having potentially subtle and sensitive performance profiles, the industrial systems
preserved the de facto standard computing environments and achieved reasonable performance for
small scale systems, which have now become widely available. It is unclear if the lack of acceptance
of large scale systems is due to the lack of demand or the inability to extend the standard computing
environments to achieve good performance on such systems for general purpose workloads.
In general, the industrial experience [41, 69, 71, 81, 82, 90, 102, 103, 112] can be summarized
as a study into how to evolve standard uniprocessor operating systems with the introduction of
synchronization primitives. Firstly, this ensures correctness and secondly, permits higher degrees
of concurrency in the basic OS primitives.
In contrast to the industrial research work, the majority of the early academic research work,
focused on flexibility and improved synchronization techniques. Systems which addressed flexibility
include: Hydra [36, 79, 141, 142], StarOS [36], Medusa [100], Choices [22, 23, 72], Elmwood [77],
Presto [15], Psyche [115–118], Clouds [39, 40]. With the exception of Hydra, StarOS and Medusa,
very few systems actually addressed unique multi-processor issues or acknowledged specific multiprocessor implications on performance. In the remainder of this section we highlight work which
either resulted in relevant performance observations or attempted to account for multi-processor
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performance implications in operating system construction.
In 1985 the Tunis [45] operating system, created by another group at the University of Toronto
under the direction of Professor R. C. Holt, was one of the first systems to focus on the importance of
locality rather than flexibility. One of the aims of the project was to explore the potential for cheap
multi-processor systems, constructed from commodity single board microprocessors interconnected
via a standard backplane bus. Each microprocessor board contained local memory and an additional
bus-connected memory-board providing shared global memory. Given the limited global resources,
the designers focused on structuring the system more like independent local operating system
instances. This would prove to be a precursor of later work like Hurricane, which attempted to
apply distributed system principles to the problem of constructing a shared memory multi-processor
operating system [134]. Although limited in nature, Tunis was one of the first operating systems
to provide uniprocessor UNIX compatibility while employing a novel internal structure.
The early 1980’s not only saw the emergence of tightly coupled shared memory multi-processor
systems such as the CM* [100], but also loosely coupled distributed systems composed of commodity
workstations interconnected via local area networking. Projects such as V [32] and Accent [107]
attempted to provide a unified environment for constructing software and managing the resources
of a loosely coupled distributed system. Unlike the operating systems for the emerging shared
memory multi-processors, operating systems for distributed systems could not rely on hardware
support for sharing. As such, they typically were constructed as a set of autonomous light-weight
independent uniprocessor OS’s which cooperated via network messages to provide a loosely coupled
unified environment. Although dealing with very different performance tradeoffs, the distributed
systems work influenced and intertwined with SMP operating systems research over the years. For
example one of the key contributions of V [32] was micro-kernel support of light-weight user-level
threads that were first-class and kernel visible.
In the mid 1980’s, the Mach operating system was developed at Carnegie Mellon University
based on the distributed systems Rig and Accent [16, 66, 107, 108, 145]. One of the key factors
in Mach’s success was the early commitment to UNIX compatibility while supporting user-level
parallelism. In spirit, the basic structure of Rig, Accent and Mach is similar to Hydra and StarOS.
All these systems are built around a fundamental IPC (Inter-Process Communication) model. For
example, in the case of Mach, the basic IPC primitives are ports and messages. Processes provide
services via ports to which messages are sent using capabilities and access rights. Mach advocates
an object oriented-like model of services which are provided/located in servers. Rashid states
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that Mach was, “designed to better accommodate the kind of general purpose shared-memory
multi-processors which appear to be on their way to becoming the successors of traditional general
purpose uniprocessor workstations and timesharing systems” [107]. Mach’s main contribution with
respect to multi-processor issues was its user-level model for fine-grain parallelism via threads and
shared memory within the context of a UNIX process. This model became the standard model for
user level parallelism in most UNIX systems. Otherwise, Mach takes the traditional approach of
fine-grain locking of centralized data structures to improve concurrency on multi-processors1 . The
later Mach work does provide a good discussion of the difficulties associated with fine-grain locking,
discussing issues of existence, mutual exclusion, lock hierarchies and locking protocols [16].
Another system developed in the 1980’s, which was specifically designed for UNIX compatibility
and multi-processor support, was the Topaz system at Digital Research [91, 92, 131]. Topaz was
structured as a micro-kernel and a set of independent system servers. All communication was done
with a Remote Procedure Call IPC provided by the micro-kernel. Topaz supported two types of user
address spaces. One was a single threaded address space with an execution environment compatible
with Ultrix, Digital’s version of UNIX. The second was a Topaz custom address space, which
additionally supported multiple threads of execution. A key research contribution of Topaz was to
study the support required for multiple threads within a single UNIX process and its implications
on the UNIX system interface. The Topaz system and Topaz-specific applications were developed
in Modula2+ [111]. Modula2+ had explicit language support for concurrency, including: explicit
thread support, explicit locking support, reference counted pointers, and a trace and sweep garbage
collector. The Topaz authors report that the use of Modula2+’s support for concurrency and its
object-oriented like encapsulation were particularly beneficial for systems construction. They state
that on a 5-processor Topaz system, ideal scalability was rarely achieved. They note that for one
file system copy application, a factor of 4.7 speedup was achieved, and that for parallel compilation
a factor of 2 to 3 was achieved. No details are given in the literature pertaining to the scalability of
Topaz. It is worth noting that Topaz provided UNIX compatibility while pursuing multi-processor
support with an alternate system structure. Tornado and K42 have similar goals but with a greater
focus on studying the structures required for scalability.
Gottlieb et al. [55] present operating system-specific synchronization techniques based on replaceadd hardware support. The techniques attempt to increase concurrency by avoiding the use of
1
Industrial systems such as Sequent’s Dynix [13,52,65], one of Mach’s contemporaries, employed fine-grain locking
and exploring its challenges.
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traditional lock or semaphore-based critical sections. The techniques they propose are generalized
in later work by Herlihy [60, 61]. Edler et al. [43] in the Symunix II system claim to have used the
techniques of Gottlieb et al. as part of their design for supporting large-scale shared memory multiprocessors. Unfortunately, it is not clear to what extent the implementation of Symunix II was
completed or to what extent the non-blocking techniques were applied. The main focus of Edler’s
work [43] was on Symunix II’s support for parallelism in a UNIX framework, and specifically issues
of parallel virtual memory management.
The later work of Massalin [86–88] explicitly studies the elimination of all locks in system software via the use of lock-free techniques. Massalin motivates the application of lock-free techniques
for operating systems, pointing out some of the problems associated with locking:
Overheads: Spin locks waste cycles and blocking locks have costs associated with managing the
queue of waiters.
Contention: Lock contention on global data structures can cause performance to deteriorate.
Deadlocks: Care must be taken to avoid deadlocks and this can add considerable complexity to
the system.
Priority Inversion: Scheduling anomalies associated with locking, especially for real-time systems, introduce additional complexity.
One of the key methods used for applying lock-free techniques was the construction of system
objects which encapsulated a standard data structure and associated synchronization implemented
with lock free techniques. Massalin argues that such an encapsulation enables the construction of a
system in which the benefits of lock free techniques can be leveraged while minimizing the impact
of its complexity. Despite showing that the lock-free data structures have better raw uniprocessor
performance, with respect to instructions and cycles, compared to versions implemented with locks,
scalability is not established. Massalin’s work was done in the context of the Synthesis operating
system on a dual processor hardware platform, so the degree of parallelism studied was very limited.
Furthermore, although the Synthesis work advocates reducing the need for synchronization, there
is little guidance given or emphasis placed on this aspect2 . The lock-free structures developed
2

Primarily, two approaches are advocated; 1) Code Isolation and 2) Procedure Chaining. Massalin argues for
the specialization of code paths which operate on independent data in a single threaded fashion thus avoiding the
need for synchronization. This approach however, is explored in a limited fashion in Synthesis and relies on run-time
code generation. Tornado’s object-oriented structure, on which K42 is based, explores the parallel advantages of
independent data in a more generalized and structured manner [49]. Procedure Chaining, the enqueueing of parallel
work, does not improve concurrency or reduce sharing but simply enforces serialization via a scheduling discipline.
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do not in themselves lead to less sharing or improved locality and hence, although having better
performance than lock based versions, the large scale benefits are likely limited.
Although the scalability of lock-free techniques is not obvious, the work does add evidence
for the feasibility of constructing an operating system around objects which encapsulate standard
data structures along with synchronization semantics. Such an approach enables the separation of
concerns with respect to concurrency, system structure and reuse of complex parallel optimizations
in the Synthesis operating system.
The MOSIX researchers have similarly observed the need to limit and bound communication
when tackling the problems of constructing a scalable distributed system [10, 11]. MOSIX focuses
on the scalability issues associated with scaling a single UNIX system image to a large number of
distributed nodes. The MOSIX work strives to ensure that the design of the internal management
and control algorithms impose a fixed amount of overhead on each processor, regardless of the
number of nodes in the system. Probabilistic algorithms are employed to ensure that all kernel
interactions involve a limited number of processors and that the network activity is bounded at
each node.
Unlike many of the other distributed systems, MOSIX is designed around a symmetric architecture where each node is capable of operating as an independent system, making its own control
decisions independently. Randomized algorithms are used to disseminate information such as load
without requiring global communication that would inhibit scaling. This allows each node to base
its decisions on partial knowledge about the state of the other nodes without global consensus.
Although MOSIX is targeted at a distributed environment with limited sharing and coarsegrain resource management, its focus on limiting communication and use of partial information
to ensure scalability is worth noting. Any system which is going to scale in the large must avoid
algorithms that require global communications and leverage partial or approximate information
where possible.
While studying the performance of Sprite, Ousterhout et al. independently observed difficulties
associated with constructing a scalable operating system kernel [59]. Like Mach [16, 66, 107, 108,
145], the Sprite kernel, although designed for distributed systems, was designed to execute on
shared memory multi-processor nodes of a network. It employed both coarse and fine-grain locking.
The researchers at Berkeley conducted a number of macro and micro benchmarks to evaluate the
scalability of Sprite on a five processor system. They made the following observations:
• The system was able to demonstrate acceptable scalability for the macro benchmarks up to
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the five processors tested. Considerable contention was experienced in the micro benchmarks
however, indicating that macro benchmark results will not extend past seven processors.
• Even a small number of coarse-grain locks can severely impact performance. A running Sprite
kernel contains 500 to 1000 locks, but consistently two coarse-grain locks suffered the most
contention and were primary limiting factors to scalability. At five processors, a coarse-grain
lock was suffering 70% contention (i.e.,70% of attempts to acquire the lock failed).
• Coarse-grain locks are a natural result of incremental development and locking. Developers,
when first implementing a service, will acquire the coarsest grain lock in order to avoid
synchronization bugs and simplify debugging, and only subsequently do they split the locks
to obtain better scalability.
• Lock performance is difficult to predict even for knowledgeable kernel developers who designed
the system. The Sprite developers found that locks which they expected to be problematic
were not and unexpected locks were. Further, performance was brittle with performance cliffs
occurring at unpredictable thresholds; for example, good performance on five processors and
poor performance on seven.
• Ousterhout et al. advocate better tools to help developers understand and modify locking
structures.
In 1991 Cheriton et al. proposed an aggressive distributed shared memory parallel hardware
architecture called Paradigm and also described OS support for it based on multiple co-operating
instances of the V micro-kernel, a simple hand-tuned kernel designed for distributed systems construction, with the majority of OS function implemented as user-level system servers [31]. The
primary approach to supporting sharing and application coordination on top of the multiple microkernel instances was through the use of a distributed file system. The authors state abstractly that
kernel data structures, such as dispatch queues, are to be partitioned across the system to minimize
interprocessor interference and to exploit efficient sharing, using the system’s caches. Furthermore,
they state that cache behavior is to be taken into account by using cache-friendly locking and data
structures designed to minimize misses with cache alignment taken into consideration. Finally they
also assert that the system will provide UNIX emulation with little performance overhead. It is
unclear to what extent the system was completed.
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In 1994, as part of the Paradigm project, an alternative OS structure dubbed the Cache Kernel
was explored by Cheriton et al. [30]. At the heart of the Cache Kernel model was the desire to
provide a finer grain layering of the system, where user-level application kernels are built on top of
a thin cache kernel which only supports basic memory mapping and trap reflection facilities via an
object model. From a multi-processor point of view, however, its architecture remained the same as
the previous work, where a cluster of processors of the Paradigm system ran a separate instance of
a Cache Kernel. The authors explicitly point out that such an architecture simplifies kernel design
by limiting the degree of parallelism that the kernel needs to support. The approach results in
reduced lock contention and eliminates the need for pursuing aggressive locking strategies. Cheriton
et al. also allude to the fact that such an approach has the potential for improving robustness via
limiting the impact of a fault to a single kernel instance and only the applications that depend on it.
Although insightful, the Cache Kernel work did not explore or validate its claims. Hurricane [134]
and Hive [27], contemporaries of the Cache Kernel did explore these issues in greater detail, adopting
the high-level architecture proposed by the Paradigm group.
To summarize the experiences of the early multi-processor operating systems research, it is
worthwhile reviewing the experiences of the RP3 researchers [18], who attempted to use the Mach
micro kernel to enable multi-processor research. The RP3 authors state that a familiar programming
environment was a factor in choosing Mach as it was BSD Unix compatible while it still promised
flexibility and multi-processor support. The RP3 hardware was designed to minimize contention
in the system by providing hardware support for distributing addresses of a page across physical
memory modules, under control of the OS. There was no hardware cache coherence, but RP3
did have support for specifying uncached access on a page basis and user mode control of caches,
including the ability to mark data for later software controlled eviction. The OS strategy was to
start with the Mach micro-kernel, which supported a standard UNIX personality on top of it, and
progressively extend it to provide gang scheduling, processor allocation facilities and the ability to
exploit the machine-specific memory management features.
The RP3 researchers found that they needed to restructure the Mach micro kernel and UNIX
support in order to utilize the hardware more efficiently and in order to improve performance,
specifically needing to reduce memory contention. Some interesting points made include:
• Initially, throughput of page faults on independent pages degraded when more than three
processors touched new distinct pages because of contention created by the spin lock algorithm
used in the page-fault handling subsystem. Spin locks create contention in the memory
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modules in which the lock is located and performance worsens with the number of spinners.
“Essentially, lock contention results in memory contention that in turn exacerbates the lock
contention.” [25] By utilizing memory interleaving, it was possible to distribute data, in effect
reducing the likelihood of co-locating lock and data and hence improving performance.
• Contention induced by slave processors spinning on a single shared word degraded boot
performance to 2.5 hours. Eliminating the contention reduced boot time to 1/2 hour.
• The initial use of a global free-list did not scale, distributed per processor free-lists were
introduced to yield efficient memory allocation performance.
The RP3 authors found bottlenecks in both the UNIX and Mach code with congestion in
memory modules being the major source of slowdown. To reduce contention, the authors used
hardware specific memory interleaving, low contention locks and localized free lists. We contend
that the same benefits could have been achieved if locality had been explicitly exploited in the basic
design.
As stated earlier, UNIX compatibility and performance were critical to the RP3 team. In the
end, the flexibility provided by Mach did not seem to be salient to the RP3 researchers. Mach’s
internal traditional shared structure limited performance and its flexibility did not help to address
these problems.
Based on the work covered in this section, we note that high performance multi-processor
operating systems should:
1. enable high performance not only for large scale applications but also for standard UNIX
workloads which can stress traditional implementations, and
2. avoid contention and promote locality to ensure scalability.

2.2

Distributed Data Structures and Adaptation

In this section we focus on the research related to the use of distributed data structures and
associated work on adaptation.

2.2.1

Distributed Data Structures

A number of systems proposed the use of distributed data structures, albeit with various motivations. In this section we review some of the more prominent systems related work.
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Distributed Systems: FOs and DSOs
Fragmented Objects(FOs) [17, 83, 120] and Distributed Shared Objects(DSOs) [8, 62, 136] both
explore the use of a partitioned object model as a programming abstraction for coping with the
latencies in a distributed network environment. Fragmented Objects represent an object as a set
of fragments which exist in address spaces distributed across the machines of a local area network,
while the object appears to the client as a single object. When a client invokes a method of an
object, it does so by invoking a method of a fragment local to its address space. The fragments,
transparently to the client, communicate amongst each other to ensure a consistent global view of
the object. The Fragmented Objects work focuses on how to codify flexible consistency protocols
within a general framework.
In the case of Distributed Shared Objects, distributed processes communicate by accessing a
distributed shared object instance. Each instance has a unique id and one or more interfaces. In
order to improve performance, an instance can be physically distributed with its state partitioned
and/or replicated across multiple machines at the same time. All protocols for communication,
replication, distribution and migration are internal to the object and hidden from clients. A coarsegrain model of communication is assumed, focusing on the nature of wide area network applications
and protocols such as that of the World Wide Web. For example, global uniform naming and binding
services have been addressed.
Clustered Objects are similar to FO’s and DSO’s in that they distribute/replicate state but
hide this from clients by presenting the view of a single object. Clustered Object representatives
correspond to FO’s fragments.

Language Support: CAs and pSather
Chien et al. introduced Concurrent Aggregates(CAs) as a language abstraction for expressing parallel data structures in a modular fashion [33]. This work is concerned with the language issues of
supporting a distributed parallel object model for efficient construction of parallel applications in a
message passing environment. Similar to several concurrent object-oriented programming systems,
an Actor model [1] is adopted. In this model, objects are self-contained, independent components
of a computing system that communicate by asynchronous message passing. Such models typically
impose a serialization of message processing by the use of message queues, thus simplifying the
programmer’s task by eliminating concurrency issues internal to an object. Chien et al. studied
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a language extension called an Aggregate that permits object invocation to occur in parallel. An
instance of an Aggregate has a single external name and interface, however each invocation is translated by a run-time environment to an invocation on an arbitrary representative of the Aggregate.
The number of representatives for an Aggregate is declared by the programmer as a constant. Each
representative contains local instances of the Aggregate fields. The language supports the ability
for one representative of an Aggregate to name/locate and invoke methods of the other representatives in order to permit scatter and gather operations via function shipping and more complex
cooperation.
pSather explores language and associated run-time extensions to support data distribution on
NUMA multi-processors for Sather, an Eiffel-like research language [80]. Specifically, pSather adds
threads, synchronization and data distribution to Sather. Unlike the previous work discussed,
pSather advocates orthogonality between object orientation and parallelism; it introduces new language constructs independent of the object model for data distribution. Unlike Chien’s Concurrent
Aggregates, it does not impose a specific processing/synchronization model, nor does it assume the
use of system-provided consistency models/protocols like Distributed Shared Objects or Fragmented
Objects. In his thesis, Chu-Cheow proposes two primitives for replicating reference variables and
data structures such that a replica is located in each cluster of a NUMA multi-processor [80]. Since
the data distribution primitives are not integrated into the object model, there is no native support
for hiding the distribution behind an interface. There is also no support for dynamic instantiation
or initialization of replicas, nor facilities for distributed reclamation. Note that this work assumes
that every replicated data element will have a fixed mapping of one local representative for every
cluster with respect to the hardware organization and that initialization will be done for all replicas
once prior to the data element’s use.
The pSather work explores the advantages of several distributed data structures built on top
of the pSather primitives. This was done in the context of a set of data parallel applications on
a NUMA multi-processor. Given the regular and static parallelism of data parallel applications,
the semantics of the data structures explored are limited and restricted. The data structures
considered include: a workbag (a distributed work queue), a distributed hash table, a distributed
matrix and a distributed quad tree. The primary focus is to validate pSather implementations
of various applications; this includes the construction of the distributed data structures and the
applications themselves. Although the primary focus of the pSather work is on evaluating the
overall programmer experience, using the parallel primitives and the library of data structures
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developed, the performance of the applications is also evaluated with respect to scale. The author
highlights some of the tradeoffs in performance with respect to remote accesses given variations in
the implementation of the data structures and algorithms of the applications. He points out that
minimizing remote accesses, thus enhancing locality, is key to good performance for the applications
studied. Unfortunately, it appears that the author does not compare the performance of the
distributed data structures to centralized implementations, so it is difficult to get a feeling for the
exact benefits of distribution.
Finally, it is not clear that the distributed data structures that are explored in the pSather work
are appropriate for systems software, which is dynamic and event-driven in nature, as opposed to
the regular and static parallelism of scientific applications. For example, consider the semantics of
the distributed hash table:
• The state stored in the hash table is monotonically increasing; once inserted, an item will
never be removed.
• Each local hash table employs coarse-grain locking.
• There are no facilities for modifying stored state.
• There are no facilities for hashing distributed state.
The restrictions are not necessarily problematic for data parallel applications which would utilize
such a hash table to publish progressive results of a large distributed calculation. However, it would
be difficult to use such a hash table as a cache of page descriptors for the resident memory pages
when implementing an operating system. Systems code, in general, cannot predict the parallel
demand on any given data structure instance, and hence the data structure creation, initialization,
sizing and concurrency must be dynamic in nature. Additionally, systems software must be free to
exploit aggressive optimizations which simple semantics may not permit. For example, once it is
determined that a distributed hash table is going to be used, there may be other optimizations that
present themselves by distributing the data fields of the elements that are being stored. In the case
of page descriptors, rather than just storing a reference to a page descriptor, in the local replicas of
the hash table, one might want to allow each replica to store local versions of the access bits of the
page descriptor in order to avoid global memory access and synchronization on the performance
critical resident page fault path.
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Topologies and DSAs
In the early 1990’s there was considerable interest in message passing architectures, which typically
leveraged a point to point interconnection network and the promise of unlimited scalability. Such
machines, however, did not provide a shared memory abstraction. They were typically used for
custom applications, organized as a collection of threads which communicate via messages, aware
of and tuned for the underlying interconnection geometry of the hardware platform.
In an attempt to ease the burden and generalize the use of such machines, Bo et al. proposed
OS support for a distributed primitive called a Topology [114]. A Topology attempts to isolate
and encapsulate the communication protocol and structure among a number of identified communicating processes via a shared object-oriented abstraction.A Topology’s structure is described as
a set of vertices and edges where the vertices are mapped to physical nodes of the hardware and
edges capture the communication structure between pairs of nodes corresponding to vertices. An
example would be an inverse broadcast which encapsulates the necessary communication protocol
to enable the aggregation of data from a set of distributed processes. The Topology is implemented
to minimize the number of nonlocal communications for the given architecture being used. They
are presented as heavy-weight OS abstractions requiring considerable OS support for their management and scheduling. Applications make requests to the operating system to instantiate, configure
and use a Topology. Each type encapsulates a fixed communication protocol predefined by the OS
implementors. Applications utilize a Topology by creating, customizing and invoking an instance,
binding the application processes to the vertices, specifying application functions for message processing, specifying the state associated with each vertex and invoking the specified functions by
sending messages to the instance.
In subsequent work, motivated by significant performance improvements obtained with distributed data structures and algorithms on a NUMA multi-processor for Traveling Sales Person
(TSP) programs [99], Clémençon et al. proposed a distributed object model called Distributed
Shared Abstractions (DSAs) [34, 35]. This work is targeted at increasing the scalability and portability of parallel programs via a reusable user level library which supports the construction of
objects that encapsulate a DSA. Each object is composed of a set of distributed fragments similar to the Fragmented Objects and Distributed Shared Objects discussed earlier. The run-time
implementation and model are, however, built on the previous work on Topologies.
Akin to the work in pSather, Clémençon et al. specifically cited distribution as a means for
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improving performance by improving locality and reducing remote accesses on a multi-processor.
The authors asserted the following benefits:
• potential reduction in contention when accessing an object in parallel, since many operations
on the object will access only locally stored copies of its distributed state,
• decreases in invocation latencies, since local accesses are faster than remote accesses, and
• the ability to implement objects so that they may be used on both distributed and shared
memory platforms, therefore increasing the portability of applications using them.
As implied by the last two points, and influenced by their earlier work, Clémençon et al. assumed a
message passing communication model between fragments. Despite the message passing focus, the
performance results and analysis presented are relevant to the work done by our research group at
the University of Toronto [3–5, 48, 50].
Clémençon et al. observed two factors which affect performance of shared data structures on a
NUMA multi-processor:
1. contention due to concurrent access (synchronization overhead), and
2. remote memory access costs (communication overhead).
They observed that distribution of state is key to reducing contention and improving locality. When
comparing multiple parallel versions of the TSP program, they found that using a centralized work
queue protected by a single spin lock limited speedup to 4 times whereas a 10 times speed up
was possible with a distributed work queue on a system with 25 processors. Further, they found
that, by leveraging application specific knowledge, they were able to specialize the distributed
data structure implementation to further improve performance. They demonstrated that despite
additional complexities, distributed implementations with customized semantics can significantly
improve application performance. Note that, in the results presented, Clémençon et al. do not
isolate the influence of synchronization overhead versus remote access in their results3 .
Based on performance studies of TSP on two different NUMA systems, Clémençon et al. state
that, “Any large scale parallel machine exhibiting NUMA memory properties must be used in a
fashion similar to distributed memory machines, including the explicit distribution of the state
and functionality of programs’ shared abstractions.” [35] They further note that machines with
3
Concurrent centralized implementations which employ fine-grain locking or lock free techniques were not
considered.
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hardware cache coherence, such as the KSR [46], do not alleviate the need for distribution. Cache
coherence overheads further enforce the need for explicit distribution of state and its applicationspecific management, in order to achieve high performance. Based on initial measurements done on
small scale SGI multi-processors, Clémençon et al. predicted that, given the trends in the disparity
between processor speeds and memory access times, distributed data structures will be necessary
even on small scale multi-processors. They point out an often over-looked aspect of the use of
shared memory multi-processors:
Multi-Processors are adopted for high performance and shared memory multi-processors
are claimed as superior to message passing systems as they offer a simple convenient
programming model. However, to achieve high performance on shared memory multiprocessors, they require the use of complex distributed implementations akin to those
used on message passing systems.
This mirrors our own experience in using shared-memory multi-processors and motivates our Clustered Object work, which attempts to limit the impact of the added complexity through encapsulation and reuse.
The actual detailed model and implementation of the DSA run-time appears to have been
strongly influenced by: 1) the previous Topology work, 2) assumptions about application use, and
3) the desire to be portable to distributed systems. This resulted in a heavy-weight facility which
is only appropriate for coarse-grain, long-lived, fully distributed application objects whose access
patterns are well known. Limiting characteristics include:
• expensive message based interface to objects where object access is 6 times more expensive
than procedure invocation,
• a restricted scheduling and thread model,
• support only for inter-fragment communication via remote procedure calls and no support
for direct shared memory inter-fragment access,
• expensive binding operations that preclude short lived threads,
• no support for efficient allocation or deallocation of objects, and
• manual initialization that is serial in nature.
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The use of the DSA library seems to have been very limited with only the distributed work queue
explored in the context of the TSP application. Given limited use and lack of experience in a
distributed systems environment, it is unclear if the restrictive, fully distributed message passing
model is justified.
In summary there are three key results from the DSA work:
1. A shared memory multi-processor parallel application’s performance can greatly benefit from
the use of distributed data structures.
2. Better performance can be achieved by exploiting application-specific knowledge to tailor
distributed implementations, as opposed to generic object implementations or general distributed methodologies which impose fixed models for the sake of generality.
3. Locality optimization can be effectively employed at the level of abstract data types.

Clustered Objects
In 1995, our research group at the University of Toronto proposed the use of Clustered Objects [101]
to encapsulate distributed data structures for the construction of NUMA multi-processor systems
software. Like the Concurrent Aggregates, Fragmented Objects, Distributed Shared Objects and
Distributed Shared Abstractions, Clustered Objects enable distribution within an object-oriented
model with the motivation to enable NUMA locality optimizations, like those advocated by pSather
and DSAs.4 Unlike the previous approaches, Clustered Objects were designed for systems level
software and uniquely targeted at ubiquitous use, where every object in the system is a Clustered
Object with its own potentially unique structure. They are designed to support both centralized
and distributed implementations, fully utilizing the hardware support for shared memory where
appropriate. They do not impose any constraints on the access model or computational model either
externally or internally to an object. The supporting mechanisms are light-weight and employ lazy
semantics to ensure high performance for short-lived system threads. Clustered Objects are a key
focus of this dissertation and are discussed in more detail throughout this document.
4

Based on the experience of developing two multi-processor systems and associated systems software, the University
of Toronto group independently came to similar observations and conclusions to that of the DSA authors [34, 35, 99],
identifying the importance of locality to shared memory multi-processor performance and the possibility of utilizing
distribution to improve locality.
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Distributed Hash Tables
Finally, there has been a body of work which has looked at the use of distributed hash tables
in the context of specific distributed applications, including distributed databases [44], cluster
based internet services [57], peer-to-peer systems [38] and general distributed data storage and
look up services [24]. In general, the work done on distributed data structures for distributed
systems is primarily concerned with the exploration of the distributed data structure as a convenient
abstraction for constructing network based applications, increasing robustness via replication. Like
the Fragmented Object and Distributed Shared Object work, the use of distributed hash tables seeks
a systematic way of reducing and hiding network latencies. The coarse-grain nature and network
focus of this type of work results in few insights for the construction of performance critical and
latency sensitive shared memory multi-processor systems software.

2.2.2

Adaptation for Parallelism

Motivated by the sensitive and dynamic demands of parallel software, a number of researchers
have proposed leveraging the strict modularity imposed by object orientation in order to facilitate
adaptability and autonomic systems/computing. Unlike the previous work discussed, which focused
on object orientation for the sake of flexibility in system composition and configuration, the work
on adaptation focuses on using the encapsulation enforced by object boundaries to isolate the
computations which can have sensitive parallel performance profiles. Adaptation is enabled by
introducing mechanisms which allow reconfiguration of the isolated components, either by adjusting
parameters of the component or complete replacement. The most appropriate configuration can
then be chosen in order to maximize the performance based on the current demands. There has
been considerable work in the area of adaptable or autonomic computing. We restrict our discussion
to the work on adaptation for the sake of parallel performance.
In CHAOSarc [54], the authors explore a parallel real-time system for robot control using an
object-oriented decomposition. The work studies predictability within the context of a highly
configurable parallel programming environment. The focus on predictability led to a fine-grain
classification of computation and locking semantics in order to be able to match application demand. This resulted in a large configuration space in which the components used to implement
a computation must match the run-time constraints and aspects of the computation. This lead
Mukherjee et al. to consider reconfiguration of objects and the use of adaptive objects [99].
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Mukherjee et al. [99] explore the costs, factors and tradeoffs with building adaptive systems
in the context of implementing parallel solutions to the Traveling Sales Person problem. They
attempt to construct and formalize a theory of adaptation, proposing a categorization of objects as
non-configurable, reconfigurable, and adaptable. Reconfigurable objects permit external changes
to mutable properties which affect their operation. Adaptable objects encapsulate a reconfigurable
object, monitoring facility, adaptation policy and reconfiguration mechanism. The utility of the
formalization proposed is unclear and no concrete implementation or mechanisms for supporting it
is given. The Mukerjee et al. do provide strong motivation with respect to parallel performance of
the TSP applications. They illustrate the benefits of an adaptive lock object which modifies its spin
and blocking behavior based on the demands it experiences versus using a static lock object. A 17%
improvement in application execution time was observed when studying a centralized algorithm of
TSP which uses shared data structures and a 6.5% improvement when considering a distributed
implementation of TSP.
Motivated by the results above, the Gheith et al. attempted to extend the single application
benefits observed to the entire system by enabling adaptation in the system layers. They proposed
an architecture for a reconfigurable parallel micro-kernel called KTK [53]. They assert that:
• Run-time behavior differs across multiple applications and across multiple phases of a single
application.
• Operating system kernel configurations can provide high-performance applications with the
policies and mechanisms best suited to their characteristics and to their target hardware.
Gheith et al. appeal to the standard flexibility arguments of previous object-oriented systems.
• Dynamic kernel reconfiguration can improve performance by satisfying each application’s
needs.
• Efficient application state monitoring can detect changes in application requirements which
are not known prior to program execution time.
The KTK architecture proposes a number of core kernel components which support configuration,
reconfiguration and adaptation. Each object identifies a set of attributes which are mutable and
support some form of arbitration with respect to the attribute change. The micro-kernel should
provide monitoring of kernel components in order to facilitate adaptation policies and also provide
support for application-defined adaptation policies. Although the case for system reconfiguration
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is compelling, it is unclear to what extent the KTK prototype achieved the goals set out or to
what extent application performance was improved or facilitated. Motivated by KTK, Silva et al.
attempt to factor the support for reconfiguration of a parallel object-based software into a library
called CTK [122] in order to facilitate a programming model that enables the expression and implementation of program configuration and the run-time support for performance improvements
by changing configuration. Building on the KTK model, CTK adopts a model which incorporates
specification of mutable attributes and policies for attribute change. It also supports efficient online capture of performance data in order to enable dynamic configuration. Utilizing the group’s
previous work, CTK explores a distributed work queue DSA (see 2.2.1) with respect to reconfiguration in Traveling Sales Person solutions. The work proposes the use of a custom language that
incorporates the expression of object attributes and other facilities. CTK focuses on expressive
and general support for the specification of dynamic policies and attribute change. Evaluation
was limited to a single user-level application and the suitability of CTK in an operating system is
unclear.
Based on similar motivations, the K42 group has explored the integration of mechanisms for
enabling run-time adaptation of Clustered Objects [4, 5, 63, 64, 124]. Unlike the KTK and CTK
work, the K42 work focuses on the mechanism for enabling efficient replacement of a distributed
object rather than general issues of adaptation. The K42 work is uniquely focused on ensuring low
overheads so that object replacement can be used pervasively in the systems software. Furthermore,
the K42 work explores the use of adaptation with respect to system objects which are in critical
operating system paths and are subject to unpredictable dynamic concurrent access.

2.2.3

Summary

Previous work on distributed data structures and adaptation suggests that a high performance
operating system should:
• Enable data distribution, as highly concurrent shared memory multi-processor software requires distributed data structures to ensure high concurrency and low latency. Since operating
systems must reflect the concurrency of the workload, they, by definition, need to enable the
highest possible degree of concurrency in order not to limit application performance.
• Utilize object orientation to help cope with the complexity introduced by data distribution,
but ensure low overhead.
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• Support adaptation in order to support variability in parallel workloads and OS demands.

2.3

Modern Multi-Processor Operating Systems Research

There have been a number of papers published on performance issues in shared-memory multiprocessor operating systems, but mostly in the context of resolving specific problems in a specific
system [21, 26, 30, 90, 106, 129]. These operating systems were mostly for uniprocessor or smallscale multi-processor systems, trying to scale up to larger systems. Other work on locality issues
in operating system structure was mostly either done in the context of earlier non-cache-coherent
NUMA systems [28], or, as in the case of Plan 9, was not published [105]. Two projects that
were aimed explicitly at large-scale multi-processors were Hive [27], and Hurricane [134]. Both
independently chose a clustered approach by connecting multiple small-scale systems to form either,
in the case of Hive, a more fault tolerant system, or, in the case of Hurricane, a more scalable system.
However, both groups ran into complexity problems with this approach and both have moved on
to other approaches; namely Disco [20] and Tornado [48], respectively.

2.3.1

Characteristics of Scalable Machines

SMP architectures present the programmer with the familiar notion of a single address space within
which multiple processes exist, possibly running on different processors. Unlike a message-passing
architecture, an SMP does not require the programmer to use explicit primitives for the sharing of
data. Hardware-supported shared memory is used to share data between processes, even if running
on different processors. Many modern SMP systems provide hardware cache coherence to ensure
that the multiple copies of data in the caches of different processors (which arise from sharing) are
kept consistent.
Physical limits, cost efficiency and desire for scalability have led to SMP architectures that are
formed by inter-connecting clusters of processors. Each cluster typically contains a set of processors
and one or more memory modules. The total physical memory of the system is distributed as
individual modules across the clusters, but each processor in the system is capable of accessing
any of these memory modules in a transparent way, although it may suffer increased latencies
when accessing memory located on remote clusters. SMPs with this type of physical memory
organization are called Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) SMPs. Examples of such NUMA
SMP architectures include Stanford’s Dash [78] and Flash [74] architectures, University of Toronto’s
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Hector [140] and NUMAchine [139] architectures, Sequent’s NUMA-Q [119] architecture and SGI’s
Cray Origin2000 [76]. NUMA SMPs that implement cache coherence in hardware are called CCNUMA SMPs. In contrast, multi-processors based on a single bus have Uniform Memory Access
times and are called UMA SMPs, but are limited in scale.
When discussing data access on a NUMA multi-processor it is convenient to appeal to an
abstract notion of distance. An access to a data item is considered “near or close” if the data item
is stored in a memory module which has lower latencies for a specific processor, given a NUMA
architecture, and conversely the data item is “far or remote” if it is located in a module for which
the latencies are higher for the accessing processor.
It can be difficult to realize the performance potential of a CC-NUMA SMP. The programmer
must not only develop algorithms that are parallel in nature, but must also be aware of the subtle
effects of sharing both in terms of correctness and in terms of performance. These effects include:
• Access to shared data can suffer increased communication latencies due to the coherence
protocols and distribution of physical memory.
• The use of explicit synchronization is needed to ensure correctness of shared data, which can
also induce additional computation and communication overheads.
• False sharing reduces the effectiveness of the hardware caches and results in the same high
cache coherence overhead as true sharing. (False sharing occurs when independently accessed
data is co-located in the same cache line and requires careful data layout in memory to avoid.)
Memory latencies and cache consistency overheads can often be reduced substantially by designing software that maximizes the locality of data accesses. Replication and partitioning of data
are primary techniques used to improve locality. Both techniques allow processes to access localized
instances of data in the common case. They decrease the need for remote memory accesses and
lead to local synchronization points that suffer less contention.
Other more coarse-grain approaches for improving locality in general SMP software include
automated support for memory page placement, replication and migration [75, 84, 138] and cache
affinity aware process scheduling [42, 58, 85, 126, 137].
The two key factors affecting multi-processor software, and in particular OS performance, besides the policies and algorithms employed by the software, are memory system and locking behaviors. The key to maximizing memory system performance on a multi-processor is to minimize the
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amount of (true and false) sharing, particularly for read-write data structures. Not paying careful
attention to sharing patterns can cause excessive cache coherence traffic, resulting in potentially
terrible performance due to the direct effect of the extra cache misses and to the secondary effect of contention in the processor-memory interconnection network and at the memory itself. For
example, in a study of IRIX on a 4-processor system, Torrellas found that misses due to sharing
dominated all other types of misses, accounting for up to 50 percent of all data cache misses [132].
Similarly, Rosenblum noted in a study of an eight processor system that 18 percent of all coherence
misses were caused by the false sharing of a single cache line containing a highly shared lock in the
IRIX operating system [110].
In larger systems, the secondary effects become more significant. Moreover, in large NUMA
systems, it is also necessary to take memory access latencies into account, considering that accesses
to remote memory modules can cost several times as much as accesses to local memory modules.
The significance of this was observed by Unrau et al., where, due to the lack of physical locality in
the data structures used, the uncontended cost of a page fault increased by 25 percent when the
system was scaled from 1 to 16 processors [134].
The sharing of cache lines can often be reduced by applying various replication and partitioning
strategies, whereby each processor (or set of processors) is given a private copy or portion of the data
structure. The same strategy also helps increase locality, aiding larger NUMA systems. However,
replication and partitioning requires more work in managing and coordinating the multiple data
structures.
Despite disputes about the details, it is widely accepted that scalable large multi-processor
hardware is realizable, given a hardware-supported distributed shared memory architecture. But
such hardware will have properties that require special attention on the part of systems software if
general purpose workloads are to be supported.

2.3.2

Operating Systems Performance

Poor performance of the operating system can have considerable impact on application performance.
For example, for parallel workloads studied by Torrellas et al., the operating system accounted for
as much as 32% to 47% of the non-idle execution time [132]. Similarly Xia and Torrellas showed
that for a different set of workloads, 42% to 54% of the time was spent in the operating system [143],
while Chapin et al. found that 24% of total execution time was spent in the operating system [26]
for their workload.
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To keep the operating system from limiting application performance, it must be highly concurrent. The traditional approach to developing SMP operating systems has been to start with a
uniprocessor operating system and to then successively tune it for concurrency. This is achieved
by adding locks to protect critical resources. Performance measurements are then used to identify
points of contention. As bottlenecks are identified, locks are split into multiple locks to increase
concurrency, leading to finer-grained locking. Several commercial SMP operating systems have
been developed as successive refinements of a uniprocessor code base. Denham et al. provides an
excellent account of one such development effort [41]. This approach is ad hoc in nature, however,
and leads to complex systems, while providing little flexibility. Adding more processors to the
system, or changing access patterns, may require significant re-tuning.
The continual splitting of locks can also lead to excessive locking overheads. In such cases, it
is often necessary to design new algorithms and data structures that do not depend so heavily on
synchronization. Examples include the: software set associative cache architecture developed by
Peacock et al. [102, 103], kernel memory allocation facilities developed by McKenny et al. [96], fair
fast scalable reader-writer locks developed by Krieger et al. [73], performance measurement kernel
device driver developed by Anderson et al. [2], and the intra-node data structures used by Stets et
al. [128].
The traditional approach of splitting locks and selectively redesigning also does not explicitly
lead to increased locality. Chapin et al. studied the memory system performance of a commercial
Unix system, parallelized to run efficiently on the 64-processor Stanford DASH multi-processor [26].
They found that the time spent servicing operating system data misses was three times more than
time spent executing operating system code. Of the time spent servicing operating system data
misses, 92% was due to remote misses. Kaeli et al. showed that careful tuning of their operating
system to improve locality allowed them to obtain linear speedups on their prototype CC-NUMA
system, running OLTP benchmarks [67].
In the early to mid-1990’s, researchers identified memory performance as critical to system
performance [26, 29, 89, 110, 132]. They noted that cache performance and coherence are critical
aspects of SMP hardware which must be taken into account by software, and that focusing on
concurrency and synchronization is not enough.
Rosenblum et al. explicitly advocated that operating systems must be optimized to meet the
demands of users for high performance [110]. However, they point out that operating systems are
large and complex and the optimization task is difficult and, without care, tuning can result in in-
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creased complexity with little impact on the end-user performance. The key is to focus optimization
by identifying performance problems. They studied three important workloads:
1. Program development workload,
2. Database workload, and
3. Large simulations which stress the memory subsystem.
They predicted that, even for small scale SMP’s, coherence overheads induced by communication and synchronization overheads would result in MP OS services consuming 30% to 70% more
resources than uniprocessor counterparts. They also observed that larger caches do not help alleviate coherence overhead, so the performance gap between MP OSs and UP OSs will grow unless
there is focus on kernel restructuring to reduce unnecessary communication. They pointed out
that, as the relative cost of coherence misses goes up, programmers must focus on data layout to
avoid false sharing, and that preserving locality in scheduling is critical to ensuring effectiveness
of caches. Rescheduling processes on different processors can result in coherence traffic on kernel
data structures.
The research at the University of Toronto has been addressing these same issues. Unlike many
of the previously discussed MP OS research efforts, the University of Toronto chose to first focus on
multi-processor performance, thereby uniquely motivating, justifying and evaluating the operating
system design and implementation based on the structure and properties of scalable multi-processor
hardware. Motivated by the Hector multi-processor [140], representative of the architectures for
large scale multi-processors of the time [12,46,78,104], the group chose a simple structuring for the
operating system which directly mirrored the architecture of the hardware, hoping to leverage the
strengths of the hardware structure while minimizing its weaknesses.
By focusing on performance rather than flexibility, the Hurricane group was motivated to acknowledge, analyze and identify the unique operating system requirements with respect to scalable
performance. Particularly, based on previous literature and queuing theory analysis, the following
guidelines were identified [134]:
Preserving parallelism: The operating system must preserve the parallelism afforded by the
applications. If several threads of an executing application (or of independent applications
running at the same time) request independent operating system services in parallel, then they
must be serviced in parallel; otherwise the operating system becomes a bottleneck, limiting
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scalability and application speedup. Critically, it was observed that an operating system is
demand driven and its services do not utilize parallelism, thus parallelism can only come from
application demand. Therefore, the number of operating system service points must increase
with the size of the system and the concurrency available in accessing the data structures must
grow with the size of the system to make it possible for the overall throughput to increase
proportionally.
Bounded overhead: The overhead for each independent operating system service call must be
bounded by a constant, independent of the number of processors. If the overhead of each
service call increases with the number of processors, the system will ultimately saturate, so
the demand on any single resource cannot increase with the number of processors. For this
reason, system wide ordered queues cannot be used, and objects cannot be located by linear
searches if the queue lengths or search lengths increase with the size of the system. Broadcasts
cannot be used for the same reason.
Preserve locality: The operating system must preserve the locality of the applications. It is
important to consider the memory access locality in large-scale systems because, for example,
many large-scale shared memory multi-processors have non-uniform access (NUMA) times,
where the costs of accessing memory is a function of the distance between the accessing
processor and the target memory, and because cache consistency incurs more overhead in a
large system. Specifically it was noted that locality can be increased a) by properly choosing
and placing data structures within the operating system, b) by directing requests from the
application to nearby service points, and c) by enacting policies that increase locality in the
applications’ memory accesses. For example, policies should attempt to run the processes of
a single application on processors close to each other, place memory pages in proximity to
the processes accessing them, and direct file I/O to devices close by. Within the operating
system, descriptors of processes that interact frequently should lie close together, and memory
mapping information should lie close to the processors which must access it to handle page
faults.
Although some of these guidelines have been identified by other researchers [9,123], we are not aware
of other general purpose shared memory multi-processor operating systems which pervasively utilize
them in their design. Over the years, these guidelines have been refined but have remained a central
focus of the body of research work done at the University of Toronto.
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Hurricane, in particular, employed a coarse-grain approach to scalability, where a single large
scale SMP was partitioned into clusters of a fixed number of processors. Each cluster ran a separate
instance of a small scale SMP operating system, cooperatively providing a single system image.
Hurricane attempted to directly reflect the hardware structure, utilizing a collection of separate
instances of a small-scale SMP operating system, one per hardware cluster. Implicit use of shared
memory is only allowed within a cluster, we refer to this approach as fixed clustering.. Any coordination/sharing between clusters occurs using a more expensive explicit facility. It was hoped
that any given request by an application could in the common case be serviced on the cluster on
which the request was made with little or no interaction with other clusters. The fixed clustering
approach limits the number of concurrent processes that can contend on any given lock to the
number of processors in a cluster. Similarly, it limits the number of per-processor caches that need
to be kept coherent. The clustered approach also ensures that each data structure is replicated into
the local memory of each cluster.
Despite many of the positive benefits of clustering, it was found that: (i) the traditional withincluster structures exhibit poor locality, which severely impacts performance on modern multiprocessors; (ii) the rigid clustering results in increased complexity as well as high overhead or poor
scalability for some applications; (iii) the traditional structures as well as the clustering strategy
make it difficult to support the specialized policy requirements of parallel applications [48].
Related work at Stanford on the Hive operating system [27] also focused on clustering, firstly as
a means of providing fault containment and secondly as a means for improving scalability. Having
experienced similar complexity and performance problems with the use of fixed clustering, the
Stanford research group began a new project in the late 1990’s called Disco [20,56,109]. The Disco
project pursued strict partitioning as a means for leveraging the resources of a multi-processor.
Rather than trying to construct a kernel which can efficiently support a single system image, they
pursue the construction of a kernel which can support the execution of multiple virtual machines
(VMs). By doing so, the software within the virtual machines is responsible for extracting the
degree of parallelism it requires from the resources allocated to the VM on which it is executing.
Rather than wasting the resources of a large scale machine on a single OS instance that is incapable
of efficiently utilizing all the resources, the resources are partitioned across multiple OS instances.
There are three key advantages to this approach:
1. The underlying systems software which enables the partitioning does not itself require high
concurrency.
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2. Standard workloads can be run by leveraging the Virtual Machine approach to run standard
OS instances.
3. Resources of a large scale machine can be efficiently utilized with standard software, albeit
without native support for large scale applications and limited sharing between partitions.
To some extent this approach can be viewed as a tradeoff which permits large scale machines to be
leveraged using standard systems software.
Two fundamental points are raised by the Disco research:
1. Standard operating systems do not effectively support large scale multi-processors.
2. Despite point 1, the standard environment offered by commodity systems is compelling enough
to justify partitioning of the hardware.
This implies that a new scalable system must support the standard operating environment of a
commodity system if it is to be effective.
Like the Stanford group, the Toronto researchers also pursued a new project based on their
experiences with fixed clustering. In contrast, however, the Toronto group chose to pursue an
operating systems structure which relaxed the boundaries imposed by clustering when constructing
its new operating system which called Tornado. The fundamental approach was to explore the
structuring of an operating system kernel so that a single system image could be efficiently scaled
without having to appeal to the fixed boundaries of clustering.
Like other systems, Tornado had an object-oriented design, but not primarily for the software
engineering benefits or for flexibility, but rather for multi-processor performance benefits. More
specifically, the design of Tornado was based on the observations that: (i) operating systems are
driven by the request of applications for virtual resources; (ii) to achieve good performance on
multi-processors, requests to different resources should be handled independently, that is, without
accessing any common data structures and without acquiring any common locks; and (iii) the
requests should, in the common case, be serviced on the same processor on which they are issued.
This is achieved in Tornado by adopting an object-oriented approach where each virtual and physical resource in the system is represented by an independent object, so that accesses on different
processors to different objects do not interfere with each other. Details of the Tornado operating
system are given elsewhere [48, 49].
The contributions of the Tornado work include:
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1. an appropriate object decomposition for a multi-processor operating system,
2. the development of scalable and efficient support in the object run-time that would enable declustered (distributed) implementations of any object (Objects in Tornado were thus dubbed
Clustered Objects),
3. the development of a semi-automatic garbage collection scheme incorporated in the object runtime system that facilitates localizing lock accesses and greatly simplifies locking protocols,5
and
4. the development of a core set of low-level operating system facilities which are tuned for
multi-processor performance showing high degrees of concurrency and locality.
The primary core set of low-level OS facilities focused on in Tornado included:
• Scalable efficient multi-processor memory allocation.
• Light-weight protection domain crossing which is focused on preserving locality, utilizing only
local processor resources in the common case.
In Tornado, the majority of the system’s objects did not utilize distribution. Gamsa’s work on
Clustered Objects in Tornado focused on developing the underlying infrastructure and basic mechanisms [48]. My work, developing the Clustered Object model and studying the development and use
of distributed object implementations, began in Tornado [3] utilizing the supporting mechanisms
developed by Gamsa.
In the late 1990’s, IBM began an effort to develop K42, a research operating system to explore
scalability and a novel user-level structure, while providing compatibility with a standard OS. In
an attempt to account for scalability within the basic design and structure, IBM chose to base K42
on Tornado. The University of Toronto licensed Tornado to IBM. Our group at the University of
Toronto has closely collaborated with IBM to design and implement K42, with our research group
focusing on K42’s scalability.
In this dissertation, I explore the use of distributed data structures in K42, continuing my
initial work on Clustered Objects from Tornado. This includes the standardization of the use
of the Clustered Object mechanisms proposed in Tornado via a set of protocols which provide
5

With the garbage collection scheme, no additional (existence) locks are needed to protect the locks internal to
the objects. As a result, Tornado’s locking strategy results in much lower locking overhead, simpler locking protocols,
and can often eliminate the need to worry about lock hierarchies. As part of Tornado’s garbage collection scheme,
the Toronto research group independently developed a lock free discipline similar to that of Read-Copy-Update [97].
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a distributed object-oriented model, permitting incremental development while fully leveraging
hardware-supported shared memory. Doing so, this work builds upon the lessons of previous
research:
• focus on performance over flexibility,
• maximize concurrency, focusing on structures and algorithms rather than improved synchronization as done in earlier systems,
• maximize hardware locality,
• enable adaptation in order to cope with variability in parallel demands.
In addition to the development of the Clustered Object model and infrastructure, this dissertation
illustrates the viability of using distributed data structures in the construction and optimization
of key OS services, demonstrating considerable improvements in the scalability of standard OS
workload benchmarks. Two key features of K42 that facilitate our work are:
1. an object-oriented decomposition, as advocated by the Tornado work, which reflects workload
independence and enables per-resource instance optimization, and
2. a Linux compatible infrastructure that provides an accepted software environment, allowing
the execution of standard workloads.6
In the next chapter we will look more carefully at the motivation for introducing the complexity
of distribution into an operating system kernel.

6
Previous work has shown that using a standard software environment is critical to ensuring relavancy of OS
research performance results.

Chapter 3

Motivation and Clustered Object
Overview
In this chapter, we motivate the use of distribution in the construction of systems software for
shared memory multi-processor operating systems. We then provide an overview of Clustered
Objects, a software construction for the systematic application of distribution in an object-oriented
system. The aim of this chapter is to provide the necessary background for the following chapter
which describes examples of distributed structures that have been implemented in K42 as a part
of this work.

3.1

Motivation: Performance

To fully utilize multi-processor architectures, three issues require special attention:
Concurrency: Software must exploit concurrency to fully utilize the processing resources of
an SMP. Concurrent processes use shared memory to cooperate, but concurrent updates to
shared data must be serialized to ensure consistency. The addition of synchronization in the
form of locks and other atomic primitives can be used to control concurrency. Deciding where
to add synchronization and what type of synchronization to use can be non-trivial. A strategy
that is too coarse can lead to highly contended locks and limited concurrency. On the other
hand, a strategy that is too fine can lead to excessive overheads due to having to acquire and
release many locks. Often, a complete redesign of an algorithm and its data structures can
significantly reduce the amount of shared data and hence the need for synchronization.
45
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Cache Misses: Efficient use of caches is critical to good performance for two reasons. Firstly,
a low cache miss rate ensures that processors do not spend large amounts of time stalling
on memory accesses. Secondly, it reduces the traffic on shared system busses. With perprocessor caches, processors accessing data on the same cache line, either because the data
is being shared directly or because it is being shared falsely, causes the line to be replicated
into multiple caches. Sharing of cache lines by two or more processors causes an increase in
consistency overhead and an increase in cache misses1 . Avoiding shared data and carefully
laying out data in memory to avoid false sharing can substantially reduce cache line sharing,
and the associated increase in overheads.
Remote Memory Access: To achieve good performance on Non-Uniform Memory Access
(NUMA) systems, the extra costs of remote memory accesses must be avoided. Caches can
help to reduce the cost of remote accesses, but do not eliminate the costs completely. The first
access to a remote data element has a higher cost. Additionally, true and false read-write
sharing can force invalidation of locally cached copies of remote data. Eliminating shared
data and carefully placing data in the memory modules closest to the processors that access
the data can reduce the number of remote memory accesses.
We define the term locality management to refer to the combination of increasing concurrency,
reducing cache misses and reducing remote memory accesses. Gamsa et al. have outlined a set of
design principles for developing software that manages locality [50], the main points of which are:
• Concurrency
– Replicate read locks and implement write locks as a union of the read locks. This
increases concurrency by making the locks finer grained.
• Cache Misses
– Segregate read-mostly data from frequently modified data to reduce misses due to false
sharing.
– Segregate independently accessed data to eliminate false sharing.
– Replicate write-mostly data to reduce sharing.
1

To be more precise, invalidation-based cache coherence protocols require that a processor writing to a line obtain
ownership of the line if it does not already own it (upgrade miss). This results in the invalidation of all copies of the
line in other processors’ caches. Thus all other processors will suffer a miss (sharing miss) on a subsequent access to
the line.
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– Use per-processor data wherever possible to avoid sharing.
– Segregate contended locks from their associated, frequently modified data. This keeps
lock contenders from interfering with the lock holder.
– Co-locate un-contended locks with their associated data to better utilize spatial locality
and reduce the number of cache misses.
• Remote Memory Accesses
– Ensure that read-mostly data is replicated into per-processor memory.
– Migrate read/write data between per-processor memory if accessed primarily by one
processor.
– Replicate write-mostly data where possible and ensure replicas are in per-processor memory.
• Algorithmic
– Use approximate local information rather than exact global information.
– Avoid barriers
Replication, partitioning, migration and data placement are the key techniques advocated to
implement these principles. Replication refers to the creation of local copies of data that can
be locked and accessed locally. Partitioning is similar to replication but splits data into local
components rather than making copies. Migration allows data to be moved to a location that
provides greatest locality. Data placement refers to the use of padding and custom allocation
routines to control where data is placed on cache lines and in the system’s memory modules so as
to avoid false sharing.
To illustrate the magnitude of the performance impact of contention and sharing, consider the
following experiment: each processor continuously, in a tight loop, issues a request to a server,
utilizing the Inter-Process Communication facility (IPC). The IPC from the client to the server
and the request at the server are processed entirely on the same processor from which the request
was issued, and no shared data needs to be accessed for the IPC. Using K42 on an S85 Enterprise
Server IBM RS/6000 PowerPC bus-based cache-coherent multi-processor with 24 600MHZ RS64-IV
processors and 16GB of main memory, the round trip IPC costs 1193 cycles. It involves an address
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space switch, transfer of several arguments, and authentication on both the send and reply path.2
The increment of a variable in the uncontended case adds a single cycle to this number. Figure 3.1
shows the performance of 4 variants of this experiment, measuring the number of cycles needed for
each round-trip request-response transaction:
1. Increment a counter protected by a lock: each request is to increment a shared counter, where
a lock is acquired before the increment. This variant is represented by the top-most curve:
at 24 processors, each transaction is slowed down by approximately a factor of 19.
2. Increment a counter using an atomic increment operation. This variant shows a steady
degradation where, at 24 processors, each request-response transaction is slowed down by a
factor of about 12.
3. Increment a per-processor counter in an array. This variant has no logical sharing, but
exhibits false sharing since multiple counters reside in a single cache line. In the worst case,
each request-response transaction is slowed down by a factor of about 6. A knee appears at
16 processors due to the fact that 16 counters fit on a single cache-line on the machine used.
4. Increment a padded per-processor counter in an array. This variant is represented by the
bottom-most curve that is entirely flat, indicating good speedup: up to 24 request-response
transactions can be processed in parallel without interfering with each other.
These experiments show that any form of sharing in a critical path can be extremely costly — a
simple mistake can cause one to quickly fall off of a performance cliff. Even though the potentially
shared operation is, in the sequential case, less than one tenth of one percent of the execution
time of the experiment, it quickly dominates performance if it is in a critical path on a multiprocessor system. This kind of dramatic result strongly suggests that we must simplify the task
of the developer as much as possible, providing abstractions and infrastructure that simplify the
development of operating system code that minimizes sharing.
In general, data structures that may have been efficient in earlier systems, and might even
possess high levels of concurrency, are often inappropriate in modern systems with high cache miss
and write sharing costs. Moreover, as the example above demonstrates, a single poorly constructed
component accessed in a critical path can have a serious performance impact. While the importance
of locality has been recognized by many implementors of shared memory multi-processor operating
2

The cost for an IPC to the kernel, where no context switch is required, is 721 cycles.
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Figure 3.1: K42 microbenchmark measuring cycles required for parallel client-server IPC request to update
counter. Locks, shared data access and falsely shared cache lines all independently increase round-trip times
significantly. The knee at 16 processors, when using independent counters with false sharing, is due to the
fact that 16 counters fit on a single L2 cache-line and at 17 processors the load is being distributed to two
cache-lines.
systems, it can be extremely difficult to retrofit locality into existing operating system structures.
The partitioning, distribution, and replication of data structures, as well as the algorithmic changes
needed to improve locality, are difficult to isolate and implement in a modular fashion, given a
traditional operating system structure.
The fact that existing operating system structures have performance problems, especially when
supporting parallel applications, is exemplified in Figure 3.2, which shows the results of a few simple
micro-benchmarks run on a number of commercial multi-processor operating systems3 . For each
commercial operating system considered, there is a significant slowdown when simple operations
that should be serviceable completely independently of each other are issued in parallel. Microbenchmarks are not necessarily a good measure of overall performance, however these results do
3
It should be noted that these results are from 1999 and there have been advances in these commercial systems
which are not reflected in these results.
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Figure 3.2: Normalized cost (log scale) of simultaneously performing on n processors: n in-core page faults
(top), n fstats (middle), and n thread creations/deletions (bottom) for 5 commercial shared memory multiprocessor operating systems and for Tornado. The graphs on the right simply magnify the left-most part of
the graphs on the left for clarity. A full description of these experiments is available elsewhere [49].
show that the existing systems can have performance problems.

3.2

Clustered Objects

One of the main contributions of this work has been to improve K42’s scalability through the application of distribution to core system objects. The simple counter increment experiment demonstrates, that on a multi-processor, there is a large benefit to using a distributed counter rather than
a single shared one. In the distributed case, each processor increments a per-processor sub-counter
that does not require synchronization or shared memory access. When the value of the counter is
required, the per-processor sub-counters are summed.
When implementing a distributed counter, there are a number of properties that are desirable. The distributed nature of the counter should be hidden behind its interface, preserving clean
component boundaries and isolating client code from the distribution. An instance of the counter
should have a single, unique, processor-independent identifier that transparently directs the caller
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to the correct processor-specific sub-counter. Care must be used to ensure that the process for
directing an access to a sub-counter does not require shared structures or incur significant costs in
the common case. Using shared structures to access a per-processor sub-counter would defeat the
purpose of trying to eliminate sharing. Further, if the costs to direct an access to the correct subcounter are too expensive, then the use of this approach becomes questionable when the counter
is only accessed on a single processor. To ensure scalability on systems with a large number of
processors, a lazy approach to allocating the sub-counters is necessary. This ensures that the costs
of allocating and initializing the sub-counter only occur on processors that access the counter.
To provide both uniprocessor and multi-processor components within a single object model,
all K42’s objects are implemented using Clustered Objects. Clustered Objects support distributed
designs while preserving the benefits of a component-based approach. A Clustered Object can be
internally decomposed into a group of cooperating subparts, called Representatives, that implement
a uniform interface, but use distributed structures and algorithms to avoid shared memory and
synchronization on its frequent and critical operations. Clustered Objects provide an infrastructure
to implement both shared and distributed implementations of objects, and transparently to the
client, permit the use of the implementation appropriate for the access pattern of the object.
Collections of C++ classes are used to define a Clustered Object, and run-time mechanisms are
used to support the dynamic aspects of the model.
In K42, we have re-implemented the low-level Clustered Object infrastructure (along with an
extended garbage collection scheme) and implemented a new internal model of Clustered Objects
and the associated protocols. Chapter 5 describes Clustered Objects and associated infrastructure
and protocols in detail. The remainder of this section will provide an overview of Clustered Objects.
The overview provides the background for the next chapter, which describes examples of the use
of distribution in the construction and optimization of K42 system objects.
Clustered Objects allow each object instance to be decomposed into per-processor Representatives4 , and therefore provide a vehicle for distributed implementations of objects. Figure 3.3
abstractly illustrates a Clustered Object of a simple distributed integer counter. Externally, a single instance of the counter is visible, but internally, the implementation of the counter is distributed
across a number of Representatives, each local to a processor. An invocation of a method of the
Clustered Object’s interface on a processor is automatically and transparently directed to the Rep4
A Representative can be associated with a cluster of processors of an arbitrary size, from 1 to n, and not
necessarily per processor.
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Figure 3.3: Abstract Clustered Object Distributed Counter
resentative local to the invoking processor. The internal distributed structure of a Clustered Object
is encapsulated behind its interface and transparent to clients of the object. In Figure 3.3, a single
instance of the counter, represented by the outer ring labeled with the counter’s interface (inc,
val and dec), is accessed by code executing on the processors at the bottom of the diagram. All
processors invoke the inc method of the instance. Transparently to the invoking code, the invocations are directed to internal per-processor Representatives, illustrated by the three inner rings
in the diagram. Each Representative supports the same interface but encapsulates its own data
members. This ensures that the invocation of increment on each processor results in the update of
an independent per-processor counter, avoiding sharing and ensuring good increment performance.
In the next chapter we will study our use of distribution in the construction of K42 system
objects. The details of the Clustered Object infrastructure developed are presented in Chapter 5.

Chapter 4

Examples of Clustered Object
Implementations
This chapter reviews the Clustered Objects we have designed and developed in K42 for distributing
data structures in order to optimize performance and promote scalability, and presents associated
experimental results.

4.1

Case Study: K42 VMM Objects

Virtual memory management (VMM) is one of the core services that a general purpose operating
system provides and is typically both complex in function and critical to performance. Complexity
is due primarily to i) the diversity of features and protocols that the virtual memory services must
provide, and ii) the highly asynchronous and concurrent nature of VMM requests. The demand
for performance is primarily on one VMM path – the resident page fault path. Generally, each
executing program must establish access to the memory pages of its address space via page faults.
Acceptable system performance is achieved by ensuring that most page faults can be satisfied
without requiring IO by caching data in memory. Given temporal locality in page access, the page
fault path to pages which are cached (resident) is performance critical (hot) with respect to address
space establishment.
The optimization of the K42 VMM services has served as a case study for the application of
distributed data structures to a core operating system service. As noted before, it is important
that the services of an operating system be capable of reflecting the maximum concurrency of a
workload. As a result, we have taken the opportunity to explore aggressive optimizations to enable
53
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Figure 4.1: VMM Object Network representing an address space with two mapped files
concurrent faults to a single page without the need for synchronization and promoting locality in
memory accesses in the common case. In this section, we review how distributed data structures
encapsulated in the Clustered Objects of the K42 VMM are used to achieve the optimizations.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the basic K42 Kernel VMM Objects which are used to represent and
manage the K42 virtual memory abstractions. Specifically, the figure illustrates the instances of
objects and their interconnections that represent an address space with two independent files (File1
and File2) mapped in, as shown abstractly at the top of the diagram above the dashed line. The
associated network of kernel objects is shown below the dashed line.
We have reimplemented each of the diagonally filled objects (Process, Region, File Cache Manager (FCM), Page Manager (PM) and Global Page Manager (Global PM)) in a distributed fashion
and each is discussed in subsequent subsections. The other two objects, HATs, and FRs, are
discussed in the following two paragraphs.
HAT

The Hardware Address Translation (HAT) object is responsible for implementing the func-

tions required for the manipulation of the hardware memory management units and is used to add
a page mapping to the hardware-maintained translation services. In K42, a process’s threads are
scheduled on a per-process virtual processor abstraction which the OS maps to physical processors dynamically. As such, the page tables are managed on a per-virtual processor basis to allow
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flexibility in K42’s address space construction. To do this, the HAT object maintains page tables
on a per-processor basis. Hence, the default HAT implementation is distributed by definition and
naturally does not suffer contention. It thus requires no further distribution.

FR The File Representative (FR) objects are used to represent the file system entity of a particular file. The kernel uses the FR to communicate with the file system in order to conduct IO.
There are two fundamental types of FRs: one that represents actual standard named files and
one that represents anonymous files associated with computational mappings such as a process’s
heap. In the case of a named file, the FR is only accessed when IO operations are required (page
faults to non-resident pages) and as such is heavy weight and infrequent. The FR implementation
for a named file does use a single, shared, atomically updated counter, but, given that it is only
accessed on a non-performance critical path, we have chosen not to distribute it. In the case of
an anonymous file, the FR is responsible for determining if a page has been swapped to disk. As
such, all faults are directed to the FR to determine whether this is an initial fault or whether the
page has been accessed previously but is currently swapped out to secondary storage. If it is an
initial fault, the FR returns an appropriate return code indicating that the page frame should be
zero filled. Otherwise, it initiates IO to the swap device. Unless anonymous memory is swapped
out, which indicates more serious memory pressure, the common case only requires the access of a
read-mostly data variable on initial faults to an anonymous mapping. To date we have not observed
or optimized performance of K42 under serious memory pressure and did not explore distributing
FRs for anonymous mappings.
We now discuss the objects we distributed.

4.1.1

Process Object

The Process Object represents a running process and all per-process operations are directed to it.
For example, every page fault incurred by a process is directed to its Process Object for handling.
The Process Object maintains address space mappings as a list of Region Objects. When a page
fault occurs, it searches its list of Regions in order to direct the fault to the appropriate Region
Object. The left-hand side of Figure 4.2 illustrates the default non-distributed implementation of
the Process Object. A single linked list with an associated lock is used to maintain the Region
List. To ensure correctness in the face of concurrent access, this lock is acquired on traversals and
modifications of the list.
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Figure 4.2: Non-Distributed and Distributed Process Objects
In the non-distributed implementation, the list and its associated lock can become a bottleneck
in the face of concurrent faults. As the number of concurrent threads is increased, the likelihood
of the lock being held grows, which can result in dramatic performance dropoffs as threads stall
and enqueue on the lock. Even if the lock and data structures are not concurrently accessed, the
read-write sharing of the cache line holding the lock and potential remote memory accesses for the
region list elements can add significant overhead.
In order to gain insight into the performance implications of this implementation, let us consider
a micro-benchmark which we will refer to as memclone. Memclone is modeled after a scientific
application that utilizes one thread per processor to implement a distributed computation on a set
of large arrays. Specifically, each thread allocates a large array which it then initializes sequentially
in order to conduct its computation. This is modeled in the benchmark by having each thread
sequentially access each virtual memory page associated with its array. This benchmark was sent
to the IBM K42 group by one of IBM’s Linux collaborators. The collaborators observed that the
time to page fault the data pages of the arrays was limiting scalability on Linux. To understand
the implications of K42’s VMM structure on the performance of such a benchmark, we will briefly
trace the behavior of K42’s VMM objects during execution of the benchmark.
When each thread allocates its large array (on the order of 100 Megabytes) the standard Linux
C library implementation of malloc will result in a new memory mapping being created for each
array. In K42, this will result in a new Region and FCM being created for each array, where the
FCM is attached to an FR which simply directs the FCM to fill newly accessed page frames with
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zeros.
Thus, running the benchmark on n processors will result in the Process Object for the benchmark having n Regions, one per array, added to its region list. As each thread of the benchmark
sequentially accesses the virtual memory pages of its array, a page fault will occur for each page
accessed. This will result in a page fault exception occurring on the processor on which the thread
is executing.
K42’s exception level will direct the fault to the Process Object associated with the benchmark,
by invoking a method of the Process Object. The Process Object will search the region list to find
the Region responsible for the address of the page which suffered the page fault and then invoke
a method of the Region. The Region will translate the faulting address into a file offset and then
invoke a method of the FCM it is mapping. The FCM will search its data structures to determine
whether the associated file page is already present in memory. In the case of the page faults induced
by the benchmark, simulating initialization of the data arrays, all faults will be for pages which
are not present. As such, the FCM will not find an associated page frame and will allocate a new
page frame by invoking a method of the PM (Page Manager) to which it is connected. The PM
will then invoke a method of the Global PM to allocate the page frame. To complete the fault, the
FCM initializes the new page frame with zeros, and then maps the page into the address via the
HAT object passed to it from the Process.
When considering K42’s VMM structure, we observe that the memclone benchmark will result
in each thread accessing independent Regions and independent associated FCM’s. Therefore, we
expect these objects to be accessed exclusively by separate processors, and thus suffer no contention
and have good locality. The HAT, PMs and Process objects, however, are commonly accessed by all
page faults and thus may suffer contention-inducing remote accesses. As discussed earlier, the HAT
is not of concern, as, in the common case, it only accesses local processor state in order to establish
the page mapping by manipulating a processor’s local page table. The PM associated with the
Process Object does not do significant work on the page allocation path other than directing the
request to the Global PM1 . The only two objects that may suffer real contention are the Process
and Global PM objects. In order to isolate the impact of the Process Object on performance we
will assume that the optimized version of the Global PM is being used (discussed in Section 4.1.2).
The distributed Process Object is designed to cache the region list elements in a per-processor
1
The primary role for the PM attached to the process is to record the FCMs backing the computation/heap regions
of a process for the sake of paging.
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Representative (see right-hand side of Figure 4.2). A master list, identical to the list maintained in
the non-distributed version, is maintained in the root. When a fault occurs, the cache of the region
list in the local Representative is first consulted, acquiring only the local lock for uniprocessor
correctness. If the region is not found there, the master list in the root is consulted and the result
is cached in the local list, acquiring and releasing the locks appropriately to ensure the required
atomicity. This approach ensures that in general, the most common operation (looking up a region)
will only access memory local to the processor and not require any inter-processor communication
or synchronization.
It should be noted that the distributed object has greater costs associated with region attachment and removal than the non-distributed implementation. When a new region is mapped, the
new Region Object is first added to the master list in the root and then cached in the local list of
the processor mapping the region. To un-map a region, its Region Object must atomically be found
and removed first from the root and then from all Representatives that are caching the mapping. A
lookup for a region not present in the local cache requires multiple searches and additional work to
establish the mapping in the local list. As in the case of a multi-threaded process such as memclone,
the overhead of the distributed implementation for region attachment and removal is more than
made up for by the more efficient and frequent lookup operations.
In the case of a single-threaded application, all faults occur on a single processor and the
distributed version provides no benefit, resulting in additional overheads both in terms of space
and time. In order to maximize performance we advocate that the hot-swapping mechanisms,
discussed in Chapter 6, be used so that when a process is created, the non-distributed Process
Object is used by default. The distributed implementation should be automatically switched to
when a process becomes multi-threaded, using the hot-swapping facility.
Although one can imagine more complex schemes for implementing distributed versions of the
Process Object, the simple scheme chosen has three main advantages:
1. Its performance characteristics are clear and easy to understand.
2. It preserves the majority of function of the non-distributed version, and also making the
implementation easy to understand and maintain.
3. The distributed logic integrates easily into the non-distributed behavior, relying on a simple
model of caching which is implemented in a straightforward manner on top of the pre-existing
data structures and facilities: a simple list which uses a single lock (identical to the list used
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in the non-distributed version), and the standard Clustered Object infrastructure for locating
data members of the root object and the ability to iterate over the Representatives.
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Figure 4.3: Graph of average thread execution time for memclone running on K42. One thread is executed
per-processor. Each thread touches 2500 pages of an independent memory allocation. Each page touch results
in a zero-fill page fault in the OS. The performance of using non-distributed and distributed Process Object
is shown (in both cases the distributed Global PM Object is used). Ideal scalability would be represented
by a horizontal line.
Figure 4.3 displays the performance of memclone running on K42 with a non-distributed version
and the distributed version of the Process Object. We have instrumented memclone to measure
the execution time of each thread. Each thread of memclone touches 2500 pages of memory and
one thread is executed per-processor. The average execution time is measured and plotted in the
graph. Ideal scalability would correspond to a horizontal line on the graph. We see that beyond
10 processors, the performance of the non-distributed version degrades rapidly. The distributed
Process Object does perform better, however its scalability is still not ideal. Our tools do not
indicate any contention in a particular object or show a particular path as unduly dominating
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performance. Using a test which concurrently exercises the page fault exception and page mapping
features of each processor, without access to the VMM data structures of the OS, reveals a slow
down which we believe is particular to the S85 Enterprise Server IBM RS/6000, on which our
experiments are run. Without more advanced hardware and software tools however, it is not
feasible to isolate the exact source of the slowdown.

4.1.2

Page Managers and the Global Page Manager

The Page Manager (PM) object manages and tracks the physical page frames associated with a
process and is responsible for satisfying requests for page frames as well as reclaiming pages when
requested to do so. The PMs are organized as a hierarchy, in which the PM associated with each
process is attached to a Global PM which globally manages physical page frames of the system. In
K42, the implementation of the PMs associated with each process are trivial and do little beyond
redirecting calls to the Global PM2 . The only real service that the initial PM implementation
provides is to track the list of File Cache Management Objects (FCM’s) created by a process for its
computational regions. For completeness we have distributed this list of FCM’s in a manner very
similar to that of the Global Page Manager described in detail below. In the long run, however,
we expect the PM instances associated with each process to serve a more fundamental role in
implementing a per-process working set model of physical memory management and we expect to
have to reimplement it in the future as necessary.
The Global Page Manager, the object at the root of the hierarchical configuration of co-operating
Page Managers (PMs), is responsible for physical page frame management across all address spaces
in the system3 . All memory regions of an address space in K42 are mapped by Region Objects to a
specific file via a File Cache Management Object (FCM). This includes explicitly named files such
as a program executable, as well as the anonymous files associated with computational regions such
as a process heap. FCM’s maintain the resident pages of a file and are attached to a Page Manager
Object, from which they allocate and deallocate physical pages. FCM’s for named files opened
by processes are attached to the Global Page Manager. The Global Page Manager implements
reclamation by requesting pages back from the FCM’s attached to it and from the Page Managers
below it. Each Page Manager below the Global Page Manager is attached to a Process Object and
implements page management for the FCM’s associated with computational regions of the process.
2

The main purpose of the PMs associated with each process is to provide a degree of freedom for future exploration
of more complex VMM implementations.
3
K42 employs a working set page management strategy.
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Figure 4.4: Non-Distributed vs Distributed Global Page Manager
The left-hand side of Figure 4.4 illustrates the simple non-distributed implementation of the
Global Page Manager that was first used in K42. It contains a free list of physical pages and two
hash tables to record the attached FCM’s and PMs. All three data structures are protected by a
single, shared lock. On allocation and deallocation requests, the lock is acquired and the free list
manipulated. Similarly, when a PM or FCM is attached or removed, the lock is acquired and the
appropriate hash table updated. Reclamation is implemented as locked iterations over the FCM’s
and PMs in the hash tables with each FCM and PM instructed to give back pages during the
reclamation iterations.
As the system matured, we progressively distributed the Global Page Manager Object in order to
alleviate the contention observed on the single lock. The most recent distributed implementation
is illustrated on the right-hand side of Figure 4.4. The first change was to introduce multiple
Representatives and maintain the free lists on a per-processor basis. The next change was to
partition the FCM Hash Table on a per-processor basis by placing a separate FCM Hash Table
into each Representative and efficiently mapping each FCM to a particular Representative.
In the distributed version, page allocations and deallocations are done on a per-processor basis
by consulting only the per-Representative free list in the common case, which improves scalability.
The current implementation uses a very primitive scheme to balance the free lists across Representatives. A global free/overflow list is placed in the root of the distributed implementation. Initially,
the Global PM seeds its free memory via requests to a physical frame allocation service of K42, the
description of which is beyond the scope of this thesis. In steady state the free pageable memory
of the system resides on the free lists of the Global PM. When the free list of a Representative exceeds a preset threshold, the Representative moves a pre-defined number of pages onto the overflow
list maintained in the root. When a Representative cannot satisfy a request, the Representative
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attempts to replenish its free list by moving a pre-defined number of pages from the overflow list.
If the overflow is empty, a new chunk of pages is requested from the pool of un-allocated physical
memory. In the extreme, if no physical memory is available, the Global PM will initiate its paging
algorithms in order to reclaim currently inactive pages. The current approach is preliminary in
nature and by no means complete, relying on a number of hard coded constants and unverified
heuristics. However, a complete study of these policies has not yet proven necessary. The encapsulation afforded by the Clustered Object approach has allowed us to incrementally improve and
study the behaviour of the Global PM.
The mapping of FCM’s to an appropriate Global PM Representative is illustrative of the distributed techniques exploited to avoid contention. To provide efficient Clustered Object allocation,
Clustered Object identifiers are allocated on a per-processor basis such that a Clustered Object
allocated on a given processor is assigned an identifier from a range specific to that processor. Conversely, given a Clustered Object identifier, the processor on which it was allocated can be efficiently
determined. This calculation has been implemented as a general service of the Clustered Object
manager. In the case of the distributed Global Page Manager, the allocating processor for an FCM
is treated as its home processor. FCM attachment and detachment to the Global Page Manager
is achieved by invoking the service of the Clustered Object Manager to determine the allocating
processor for the FCM being attached or detached. Then the FCM is recorded in the hash table of
the Global Page Manager Representative associated with that processor. Given that there is only
one instance of the Global Page Manager in the system and that there is a Representative for every
processor, an array of Representative pointers was put into the root of the distributed Global Page
Manager to facilitate more efficient mapping of processor to Representative. The Clustered Object
class infrastructure developed provides facilities for locating a Representative, given a processor
number, but it is designed for general use and is thus more costly. A similar approach is used to
implement PM attachment and detachment.
Currently the Global PM implements a very simple paging algorithm, where page reclamation
is done as an iteration over the Representatives of the Global Page Manager. Each Representative
iterates over the FCM’s recorded in its hash tables, querying each for pages. The Global Page
Manager then iterates over the PMs recorded in its PM hash table. In the long run, we expect to
parallelize this algorithm more aggressively with multiple concurrent threads implementing reclamation on a per-processor basis, utilizing the distributed Representative structure of the Global
Page Manager.
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Figure 4.5: Graph of average thread execution time for memclone running on K42. One thread is executed
per-processor. Each thread touches 2500 pages of an independent memory allocation. Each page touch
results in a zero-fill page fault in the OS. The performance of using all four combinations of shared and
distributed implementations of the Process and Global PM objects are shown. Ideal scalability would be
represented by a horizontal line.
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In Figure 4.5, we plot the performance of an instrumented version of memclone, measuring the
average execution time of the threads using the various combinations of Process and Global PM
implementations. Each thread, again, touches 2500 pages of memory and one thread is executed
per-processor. Ideal scalability would be a horizontal line on the graph. Focusing on the two
curves labeled Distributed Process and Non-distributed Global PM Objects and Distributed Process
and Distributed Global PM Objects we can consider the performance impact of the Global PM
implementations. Beyond 8 processors a non-distributed version results in a sharp decrease in
performance. The distributed version yields better scalability however, a gradual decrease in performance is also observed. As discussed in the previous subsection, we believe characteristics of the
S85 hardware are limiting scalability when using our distributed objects for this micro-benchmark.
When we consider all curves of Figure 4.5, it is clear that using only one of the distributed
implementations is not sufficient. The use of both distributed implementations of the Process
Objects and the Global PM Object are required in order to obtain a significant improvement
in scalability. This is indicative of our general multi-processor optimization experience, where
optimizations in isolation often affect performance in non-intuitive ways, such that the importance
of one optimization over another is not obvious. A key benefit of the Clustered Object approach is
that every object in the system is eligible for optimization, not just the components or code paths
that the developer might have identified a priori.

4.1.3

Region

The Region Object is responsible for representing the mapping of a portion of a file to a portion
of a process’s address space. It serves two purposes. Firstly, it translates the address of a page
fault to an appropriate file offset which is being mapped by that portion of the address space. Secondly, it provides synchronization between various operations to the mapping, so that the following
properties hold:
1. Construction of the mapping (the associated objects and interconnections) does not conflict
with requests to un-map it or access it via page faults.
2. When an un-map request has been made, current in-flight page faults are allowed to complete
prior to destroying the objects that represent the mapping.
3. When an un-map request is made, new page faults to that portion of the address space are
rejected, while the un-mapping operation is being conducted.
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4. Only one un-map request is executed and all others made before the first is completed are
rejected.
5. When an un-map request is made, no new mappings can be established which overlap with
the original, until the un-map operation has completed.
6. Operations on a mapping are suspended while its bounds are changed, e.g., the region is being
truncated.
7. Operations on a mapping are suspended while a copy of the mapping is being created due to
a fork operation (e.g., creates a copy of itself).
To ensure the above properties, the original version of the Region Object was implemented using
a form of reference counting to provide the necessary synchronization. A single request counter
abstraction in the Region object is used to record all relevant requests (method invocations). At the
start of a request an enter operation is performed and on exit a leave operation is performed on the
counter. Depending on the state of the Region the enter operation will: 1) atomically increment
the counter, or 2) fail indicating that the request should be rejected, or 3) internally block the
request. The behaviour of the request counter is controlled by a control interface. Ignoring the
details, the request counter is fundamentally a single shared integer variable which is atomically
incremented, decremented and tested on all relevant methods of the Region object, including the
handleFault method which is on the resident page fault path.

4

If multiple threads of an application are faulting on the same portion of their address space,
we expect that the request counter in the Region Object will suffer contention. To understand
how parallel faults to a common portion of the address might occur, consider a modified version of
the memclone benchmark, in which a common data array is allocated and each thread accesses a
portion of the common array rather than independent arrays. A common array can be allocated
either by explicitly creating a common mapping (e.g., an mmap of /dev/zero) or by a single large
heap allocation (e.g., a single large malloc). This would result in the page faults induced by all
threads of memclone being serviced by a common Region and FCM, potentially causing contention
(with the design of the FCM being discussed in the next subsection).
Beyond the synchronization provided by the Region object, the Region Object is very simple,
requiring a small number of scalar variables which are, in the common case, read only with respect
4
In the long run we expect to replace the request count based Region implementation with a Read-Copy-Update
implementation, once a generic service such as QDO, briefly discussed in Chapter 8, is implemented.
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Figure 4.6: Distributed Region Clustered Object. There is a single “real” firstRep Representative. All
other Representatives are proxies which only contain a request counter. Most calls to the proxy are simply
forwarded to the firstRep, however the handleFault method manipulates the request counter of the proxy and
then forwards its call to a method of the firstRep which implements the main logic of the call. Thus, with
respect to the fault handling path the only read write variable is manipulated locally. The root maintains
the list of proxies as well as the state of the request counters globally in a single integral variable which can
be updated atomically.

to the handleFault method. To this end, we have taken an approach which just focuses on
distributing the request count to alleviate contention it may induce on the resident page fault path
(as illustrated in Figure 4.6). We have constructed a version which creates a single Representative
(the firstRep) when the distributed Region object is created. This Representative is nearly identical
to the original shared version except that the Root for the distributed version is constructed to
create specialized Representatives, which we refer to as proxy Representatives, for any additional
processor that may access the Region instance. For all methods other than the crucial handleFault
method, the proxy Representatives simply invoke the equivalent method on the firstRep since we
don’t expect contention on the other operations. In the case of the handleFault method, which is
the only method that invokes the enter of the request counter, the proxy Representative version
does an enter operation on a request counter local to it and then invokes the body of the standard
handleFault method on the firstRep. Figure 4.7 shows a fragment of the proxy Representative
class of the distributed region. The main point to note is that each proxy instance has its own
request counter. The classes of the distributed region cooperate to ensure that the local request
counters are globally consistent to ensure correctness on all paths in a manner that allows the
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handleFault method to only require manipulation of the local request counter.
A fragment of the class for the firstRep is shown in Figure 4.8. The majority of its implementation is inherited from the original non-distributed version of the Region. Only the methods relevant
to the manipulation of the request counter are overridden to account for the use of the multiple
request counts. The main point to note is that for an instance of the distributed Region there
is one firstRep Representative which serves as the main coordination point for the distributed request counters. Its request counter is always manipulated first with respect to the control interface
(e.g., stop, restart, and shutdown). This ensures that the distributed version of these preserves
the semantics of a single request counter. For example, if two stops occur on different processors,
the second (temporally) will fail as expected since both will first attempt the stop operation on
the request counter of the firstRep. However, if they were to have attempted to manipulate an
arbitrary local request counter both may have succeeded leading to potentially un-deterministic
behaviour. As such, the control methods manipulate the local request counter of firstRep and then
invoke routines of the distributed Region’s root to change the global state of the request counters
and manipulate the request counts of any proxies in a consistent manner.
The majority of the complexity and new functionality associated with the distributed Region
has been factored into the root class. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate fragments of the distributed
Region root class. The root’s methods are constructed to ensure correct behaviour in the face
of dynamic additions of Representatives. As is standard for distributed Clustered Objects, new
accesses to the Region on other processors can require the creation of new Representatives via
a standard instantiation protocol (Clustered Object miss-handling protocol) discussed in detail
in the next chapter. The protocol requires that a developer specify a createRep method in the
root of the Clustered Object which creates and initializes a new Representative for the processor
which accessed the object. In the case of the distributed Region’s root, this method creates a
proxy Representative and then initializes the state of the request counter associated with the new
Representative. The next two paragraphs briefly discuss how the Root of the distributed region
synchronizes Representative creation with concurrent changes to the request counters’ state.
As illustrated by the stopOtherRequests method, the methods that manipulate the state of
the request counter are coded to adhere to synchronization rules which ensure that changing the
state of the request counters and addition of proxies occurs atomically. To achieve this, a single
atomically manipulable data value, currentState, is used, which encodes the global state of all
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#define REDIRECTTO(m) firstRep->m
class ProxyDistRegion : public Region {
DistRegionDefault *firstRep;
ProxyDistRegion
*nxt;
RequestCountWithStop requests;
ProxyDistRegion(DistRegionDefault *fRep, ProxyDistRegion *n) :
firstRep(fRep), nxt(n) { }
ProxyDistRegion * getNext()
sval enterRequest()
void leaveRequest()
sval stopRequests()
void restartRequests()
sval shutdownRequests()

{
{
{
{
{
{

return nxt; }
return requests.enter(); }
requests.leave(); }
return requests.stop(); }
requests.restart(); }
return requests.shutdown(); }

public:
virtual SysStatusUval handleFault(AccessMode::pageFaultInfo pfinfo,
uval vaddr,
PageFaultNotification *pn,
VPNum vp)
{
SysStatusUval rc;
if (enterRequest() < 0) {
//N.B. when enter fails, DO NOT leave()
return _SERROR(1214, 0, EFAULT);
}
rc=REDIRECTTO(requestCounted_handleFault(pfinfo,vaddr,
pn,vp));
leaveRequest();
return (rc);
}
virtual SysStatus forkCopy(FRRef& fr)
{ return REDIRECTTO(forkCopy(fr)); }
.
.
.
};

Figure 4.7: Code fragment from the proxy Representative of the distributed Region object. The
single relevant request counter data member requests as well as the handleFault method is shown.
All other methods, such as forkCopy, are unconditionally redirected to the firstRep. Redirection is
achieved by the trivial REDIRECTTO macro which simply dereferences a pointer to the firstRep and
invokes the specified method.
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{ return requests.enter(); }
{ requests.leave(); }

// May want to use method pointers for these (or real hot swapping :-))
sval stopRequests()
{
rc=requestCount.stop();
if (rc < 0) return rc;
return COGLOBAL(stopOtherRequests(rc));
}
void restartRequests()
{
COGLOBAL(restartOtherRequests());
requests.restart();
}
sval shutdownRequests()
{
rc=requests.shutdown();
if (rc < 0) return rc;
return COGLOBAL(shutdownOtherRequests(rc));
}

Figure 4.8: Code fragment of some of the distributed Region firstRep implementation. The
the control operations of the request counter have been modified so that each operator now first
manipulates the request counter associated with the firstRep. The operations then invoke a
method of the new root for the distributed counter to manipulate the request counters of the proxy
Representatives that may exist.
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class DistRegionDefaultRoot : public CObjRootMultiRep {
struct State : BitStructure {
__BIT_FIELD(62, proxyListHeadBits, BIT_FIELD_START);
__BIT_FIELD(2, rcState, proxyListHeadBits);
enum RCStates {NORMAL=0, STOP=1, SHUTDOWN=2};
ProxyDistRegion *proxyListHead()
{
// to turn bits back into a pointer must shift them up 2
return (Proxy *)(proxyListHeadBits()<<2);
}
void proxyListHead(ProxyDistRegion *head)
{
// chop off bottom two bits from pointer
proxyListHeadBits(uval64(head)>>2);
}
} currentState;
DistRegionDefault *firstRep;

Figure 4.9: Code fragment showing the key data members of the root class created for the distributed Region object. The critical member is currentState which is used to encode both the
global state of the request counter as well as the list of Representatives.
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virtual CObjRep * createRep(VPNum vp)
{
ProxyDistRegion *proxy=0;
State oldState,newState;
// Atomically add a proxy
do {
oldState = currentState;
newState = oldState;
if (proxy) delete proxy;
proxy=new ProxyDistRegion(firstRep,newState.proxyListHead());
if (newState.rcState()==State::STOP) {
proxy->requests.stop();
} else if (newState.rcState()==State::SHUTDOWN) {
proxy->requests.shutdown();
}
newState.proxyListHead(proxy);
} while (!CompareAndStore64Synced(&currentState.data,
oldState.data,
newState.data));
return (CObjRep *)proxy;
}
sval stopOtherRequests(sval rc)
{
State oldState, newState;
sval rtn=0;
// update request counter state.
// doing so now ensures that any new
// proxys added will be in the right state
do {
oldState = currentState;
newState = oldState;
newState.rcState(State::STOP);
} while (!CompareAndStore64Synced(&currentState.data,
oldState.data,
newState.data));
// now update the request counters of the proxys
// that exist to match
for (ProxyDistRegion *p=newState.proxyListHead();
p!=0;
p=p->getNext()) {
rtn+=p->stopRequests();
tassertMsg(rtn==0, "oops proxy already stopped\n");
}
return rtn;
}
};

Figure 4.10: Code fragment of the root class created for the distributed Region object. The
createRep method, invoked when a new Representative is required, creates proxy Representatives.
It initializes the proxy Representatives in an atomic fashion, so that their request counters are
consistent with the current global view. Similarly the control operations of the request count must
be appropriately synchronized. The stopOtherRequests is shown as an example.
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the proxies as well as the pointer to the head of the proxy list5 . Thus, carefully coded loops, as
illustrated in the createRep method and stopOtherRequests, can be used to ensure that changes
of state and addition of proxies are mutually exclusive. Such loops use standard non-blocking
techniques in which copies of the current state are used to construct the intended change followed
by an atomic compare and swap attempt to commit the changes. If the compare and swap fails
then the change was not successful and must be retried based on the new state.
Furthermore, more subtle issues regarding deadlock are avoided by the implementation. The
standard Clustered Object classes provide a repLock and a list of all Representatives. The lock
is used to ensure mutual exclusion for the creation of Representatives and for simple traversals
of all the Representatives, such as scatter or gather operations. The repLock can be acquired
and the standard list of Representatives can be used to iterate over the Representatives. Doing
so ensures that the list of Representatives stays stable by suspending any attempts to initiate the
Clustered Object miss-handling protocol. In general, if the operation that is being carried out
over the Representatives only requires manipulation of the data members of the Representative
then such an approach of using the repLock and standard list of Representatives does not pose a
problem.
If however, the operations while holding the repLock directly or indirectly invoke other objects,
then it is possible that an attempt to access the original Clustered Object via its Clustered Object
reference may occur. This may cause the initiation of the Clustered Object miss-handling protocol
on the Clustered Object for which the repLock is held, resulting in a deadlock. For example, if the
repLock and standard Representative list were used by the distributed Region to implement the
loop to invoke the stop operation on each Representative’s request count, a deadlock could occur.
While holding the repLock, the thread iterating over the Representatives may block when it invokes
the stop operations in order to wait for concurrent accesses by other threads, which had already
incremented the request count, to complete. However, the threads executing those accesses may
cause an access to the object via its Clustered Object identifier causing the miss-handling protocol
to be initiated. But since the repLock is held by the thread which is waiting for the request count
to reach zero, the thread executing the miss-handling protocol will block resulting in a deadlock.
There is a software engineering advantage to constructing the distributed Region Object using
proxies. Adapting the non-distributed implementation with proxies to construct the distributed
5
The design requires access to currentState on the infrequent operations which change the global behaviour of
the counters and when a new representative is created
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Figure 4.11: Graph of average thread execution time for a modified memclone running on K42. One thread
is executed per-processor. Each thread touches 2500 independent pages of a single large common memory
allocation. Each page touch results in a zero-fill page fault in the OS. The graph plots the performance of
using a non-distributed versus a distributed Region Object to back the single common memory allocation.
Ideal scalability would be represented by a horizontal line.

implementation results in the main logic of the object continuing to reside in the single C++
class of the non-distributed Representative. This avoids having to create a duplicate independent
distributed implementation, thus avoiding the need to maintain two implementations as the system
evolves. Unfortunately this approach cannot always be used, as the more complex the object is,
the less likely a distributed version can be constructed from the shared implementation.
Figure 4.11 displays a graph of the performance obtained when running a modified version of
memclone on K42 using the non-distributed versus the distributed Region object. In the modified
version of memclone, a single large memory allocation is used for a common array, which is accessed
in a partitioned fashion. One thread is executed per-processor and each touches 2500 pages unique
to the thread, however the pages are from a common array created via a single allocation. The zero-
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fill page faults that the threads induce will therefore be serviced not only by a common Process
Object and the Global PM but also by a common Region and FCM which represent the single
memory allocation. In the performance data presented in the figure, all objects other than the
Region backing the allocation are using distributed implementations so that we can focus on the
impact of the Region in isolation. Again, ideal scalability would be manifested as a horizontal line
on the graph. Although the difference between the non-distributed and distributed Region is not
as dramatic as the effects of distributing the Process and PM objects, it is worth noting that even
a simple object, which is not much more than a counter, has an effect on scalability. As discussed
previously, we believe characteristics of the S85 hardware are limiting scalability when using our
distributed objects for this micro-benchmark.

4.1.4

File Cache Manager

All regions of an address space are attached to an instance of a File Cache Manager (FCM), which
caches the pages for that region. (Recall that an FCM may be backed by a named file or swap
space in the case of anonymous regions.) An FCM is responsible for all aspects of resident page
management for the file it caches. On a page fault, a Region Object asks the FCM to which it
is attached to translate a file offset to a physical page frame. The translation may involve the
allocation of new physical pages and the initiation of requests to a file system for the data. With
respect to paging, when a Page Manager asks it to give back pages, an FCM must implement local
page reclamation over the pages it caches. The FCM is a complex object, implementing a number
of intricate synchronization protocols including:
1. race-free page mapping and un-mapping,
2. asynchronous I/O between the faulting process and the file system,
3. timely and efficient page reclamation, and
4. maintenance of fork logic in the case of anonymous regions.
The standard, non-distributed FCM uses a single lock to ease the complexity of its internal implementation. When a file is accessed by a single process, the lock and centralized data structures
do not pose a problem. When many processes or threads of a single process access the file concurrently, however, then the shared lock and data structures induce inter-processor communication
resulting in degraded page fault performance.
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Figure 4.12: Original FCM Class Hierarchy
This section is presented in a style which documents not only what solutions we have derived
to address the challenges of distributing the FCM but also the process for arriving at them. The
construction and optimization of complex systems software components, in a large pre-existing
operating system source base is a challenging task. Our experience illustrates both the complexity
of developing a distributed implementation as well as the practical challenges a developer faces
in introducing such an implementation into K42. Clustered Objects help address some of the
complexity, but by no means makes the task of introducing distribution trivial.
Unlike the Process, Global Page Manager and Region objects, there is no straightforward way
to distribute the FCM’s data without adding considerable complexity and breaking internal protocols. Figure 4.12 illustrates the original FCM class hierarchy. At the top is the FCM class which
defines the basic interface for all FCMs and consists of approximately 35 methods. Each FCM class
from which instances can be created is used to define the page fault and management behaviour for
specific memory mappings (i.e. FCMDefault for standard mapped files, FCMComputation for anonymous mappings and others for specialized mappings, such FCMLTransTable for the local clustered
object tables.) The primary branch of the tree from which the majority of runtime instantiations
occur are the subclasses of FCMCommon. The classes utilize implementation inheritance in order to ease development and maintenance. Doing so, however, leads to a locking discipline that
cuts across all the classes of the hierarchy. This introduces subtle inter-dependencies which makes
it very difficult to add a new leaf class that inherits functionality but isolates a given path for
reimplementation with different synchronization semantics.
Given the relationships among the existing classes and complexity inherent to the FCM implementations, a new distributed FCM could not be easily derived from the shared implementations.
However, it did not seem prudent to invest in the construction of a new distributed FCM without
gaining some initial experience and insight to justify the effort. As such, an initial attempt was
made to validate the use of distribution in the FCM on the page fault path by constructing a
simplified, crippled FCMPartitionedTrivial class which only implemented enough of the FCM
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interface to allow a hand-crafted test case. The test permitted the performance of multiple faulting
threads on a dummy region to be examined. Alleviated from the burden of complete functionality,
only four methods required implementation. However the resulting FCM bears little resemblance
to standard FCMs either in implementation or functionality, as it:
• requires custom hand instantiation and mapping,
• only provides zero filled pinned memory,
• does not support IO interaction with filesystem (iėḋoes not implement asynchronous IO required for swapping functionality)
• does not support blocking faults,
• cannot be destroyed,
• does not support page reclamation, and
• does not support fork semantics.
For hand constructed experiments, in which multiple threads concurrently accessed a region of
memory, backed by an instance of FCMPartitionedTrivial, improved scalability was observed, in
comparison to FCMDefault. Having validated with simple techniques the benefit of using distribution on the page fault path, we were motivated to utilize distribution in the standard FCMs. It
is not clear, for a complex object which is on multiple system paths that it is possible to optimize
one path using distribution without degrading other paths, such that end system performance is
improved. Our options were to either completely redesign and implement the FCM hierarchy with
distribution in mind or attempt to somehow integrate distribution in the current scheme. The
former approach provides much greater latitude in dealing with multiple conflicting paths as distribution can be more fundamentally accounted for via algorithmic redesign. However, given the
nature of complex core system services, redesign has a number of drawbacks:
• Introducing distribution to a complex service usually only adds more complexity.
• Confidence and familiarity in “working software” can be hard won and should not be sacrificed
lightly. Maintenance and debugging of fundamental system services is a key challenge.
Given the above drawbacks, it was decided that an incremental approach would be preferable if it
preserves the fundamental protocols of the current design while enabling higher performance. If
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this approach failed to yield an implementation which was capable of delivering end performance
benefits, the knowledge gained would better guide a complete redesign.
After several failed attempts to directly integrate distribution in the current implementations,
a more modular approach was adopted. A single distributed hash table component was developed
which encapsulated the distribution of the table and associated locking semantics with a well defined
interface. The hash table is not a Clustered Object itself, but rather is designed to be embedded
within a Clustered Object. We refer to such components as Clustered Object Constituents or simply
constituents (see Section 5.2). The distributed hash table constituent is referred to as Dhash. By
encapsulating the locking and distribution with a well-defined interface, it was possible to better
isolate the changes and enable re-implementation of the current FCMs, which utilize a hash table
as its main data structure. This allowed us to preserve the majority of protocols and structure of
the current FCMs. An additional benefit was the development of a general distributed constituent
which could be used in the development of other Clustered Objects.
It is worth noting a contradiction often encountered when implementing system level code. On
the one hand, the demand for performance leads one to explore more complex implementations,
such as a distributed FCM, however to ease the burden, a generalized component, such as Dhash,
is desirable even though such components often sacrifice performance due to their general nature.
OS developers often avoid using general libraries when optimizing, as the need to exploit features
of the specific problem at hand precludes the generalized software. However, we contend that
encapsulated, highly concurrent, distributed implementations, which can ease optimization efforts,
will permit OS developers to explore aggressive multi-processor optimization in an incremental
fashion, thus enabling optimizations that might otherwise be too daunting.
We shall continue our discussion of the optimization of the FCM by first presenting the Dhash
constituent that was developed, and its use in the re-implementation of the FCM.
Dhash Overview
Motivated by the goal of optimizing the page lookup operation of the FCM, we developed a distributed hash table which has the following properties:
• provides a set of simple self contained synchronization semantics;
• can be included into a Clustered Object; and
• supports a distributed data model for the data elements of the hash table.
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Figure 4.13: An example Dhash structure.
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Figure 4.14: Dhash Classes.
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Figure 4.13 illustrates the basic structure of an instantiated Dhash constituent and Figure 4.14
the associated class hierarchy. There are two basic components to the Dhash: a MasterDhashTable
and LocalDhashTables, which are designed to be embedded into a Clustered Object’s root and
Representatives, respectively. After embedding the Dhash into a Clustered Object, calls can be
made to either the LocalDhashTables or the MasterDhashTable directly. Dhash has a number of
interesting features:
1. LocalDhashTables and MasterDhashTable automatically cooperate to provide the semantics
of a single shared hash table for common operations, hiding its internal complexity.
2. All locking and synchronization are handled internally.
3. Fine-grain locking is used, where common accesses require an increment of a reference count
and the locking of a single target data element.
4. All tables automatically and independently re-size themselves.
5. Data elements which have both shared and distributed constituents are supported.
6. Scatter and gather operations are supported for distributed data elements.
Each local table has a pointer back to the master table and the master table has pointers to
all local tables. The basic model of use is to direct queries to the constituent by invoking the
findOrAllocateAndLock method of the local tables, with a key. This method looks for the data
associated with the key in the local table; if it is found, it locks and returns the item back to the
caller. If however the item is not found, it searches the master table. If the data element is found
in the master table, it is locked and a local data copy is made, placed into the local table, locked
and returned to the caller, with the master data element being unlocked prior to return. However,
if the data element is not found in the master table, a new master data entry is allocated, prior to
the local copy being made. There are obviously many potential race conditions and complexities
in the above description (remembering that the allocations may also cause resize of the tables
independently). The code for the local and master tables has been carefully constructed to deal
with these conditions. It is important to note that the distributed nature of the lookup is hidden
from the caller. The caller is always guaranteed to be returned a locked local data element and an
indication of whether the element was newly allocated or found.
The Dhash constituent supports a distributed data model where data elements can have global
data and operations, as well as local data and operations. This allows the implementor to utilize
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Dhash to implement optimized distributed data models. The data being stored in the hash table
might have operations which can operate on local data elements that do not require coherence with
the other copies. However, other operations might require that certain state be global to all copies.
For example, we could design a page descriptor which tracks the state of a physical page frame in
a distributed fashion, where locally the descriptor tracks whether the page has been mapped to an
address space for access. Doing so allows concurrent faults on the page to proceed without having
to lock a shared descriptor. However, this implies that, to determine if a page has been mapped
into an address space, aggregation across all of the local state of the page descriptor is required.
For page descriptors, this is a relatively infrequent operation and allowing faults to occur in parallel
is a greater win. Conversely, the physical address of the page frame is clearly a global fact to the
page descriptor and thus one would like to store it globally and ensure that all local copies of the
descriptor access the global value.
The MasterDhashTable provides master operations which allow both global and distributed
operations on the data elements to be implemented. General support for distributed data allows
the constituent to be used in a diverse set of scenarios. It can be used in a more traditional fashion
in which both the global and local tables simply associate a key with a pointer to a shared data
record, or it can be used to implement more complex distributed data elements in which a key is
associated with replicated data which has specialized data coherence and distributed semantics.

Dhash Interface and Semantics
The operations of Dhash can be broken down into three categories:
Optimized lookup: This is the primary interface for the lookup service provided by Dhash. It
provides an efficient and aggressive distributed lookup service with which a client can query
and store data into the table associated with a key:
LocalDhashTable::findOrAllocateAndLock and MasterDhashTable::findOrAllocateAndLock:
When the local version is invoked, the caller is ensured to have a local data element, associated with the specified key, returned in a locked state. A data element is considered
to be a holder of the target data. If there is no data present in the table for the key,
the data element returned is in the empty state but locked to provide race free insertion of data. The return code indicates that either a non-empty or empty data element
was returned. Only one caller will ever get back a return status indicating empty and
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1. increment request count on local table, this ensures that the local table will remain
stable.
2. lookup key in local table
3. if found:
(a) lock element
(b) re-confirm match as element was not locked when initial match was made; on
failure unlock element and restart search from 2.
(c) decrement request count of local table
(d) return element and set return status to found
4. else if not found locally
(a) decrement request count of local table
(b) invoke findOrAllocateAndLock of master table; regardless of whether the data
was present in the master table or not a locked master data element associated
with the key is returned. However the return status does indicate if our query
caused the allocation of the element or whether it already existed in the master. The head of the hash bucket is used to synchronize insertion using atomic
primitives thus ensuring that only one thread ever allocates a new element.
(c) increment local request count
(d) search local table again to see if the element has been added while we were
searching the master
(e) if it was not found
i. allocate a local data element and lock it
ii. decrement local request count
iii. replicate the master data element to the local element
(f) else lock the element and re-confirm match; on success decrement local count;
on failure unlock element and restart from 4.(d)
(g) unlock the master element
(h) return the local data element and set the return status to indicate if the element
was found or allocated in the master

Figure 4.15: Basic algorithm for LocalDhashTable::findOrAllocateAndLock (does not include table
resizing)
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can thus be ensured that it can atomically take the necessary actions to fill the data
element. Internally, Dhash synchronizes around the associated master data element for
the key. The algorithm is outlined in Figure 4.15. Despite the subtle synchronization
nature of the algorithm, the two properties worth noting are: 1) in the case of the element being present, all that is required is an increment of the local request count, hash
lookup, lock of the element and a final decrement of the local request count; and 2)
the subtle internal synchronization is not exposed to the caller, the caller, regardless of
what happens, is ensured to have a local data element returned and that the return code
will indicate if they are responsible for filling the data element. The master version of
findOrAllocateAndLock is similar, but deals with the master table and master data
elements. It can be directly invoked if a client wants to query the master table, or more
commonly invoked by the local version, as indicated in Figure 4.15.
Data element management: These methods are provided for clients to manage the distributed
nature of the data elements in a systematic way while isolating the complexity of the synchronization:
MasterDhashTable::doOp: This is the primary function for applying an operator to a data
element in a distributed fashion. Given a master and local operator as well as locking
directives, this method applies the operators to the specified data element while encapsulating all necessary synchronization. Specifically they can be used to implement scatter
and gather functions.
MasterDhashTable::lockAllReplicas and unlockAllReplicas: Given a locked master
data element these methods can by used to explicitly lock or unlock all its replica’s.
This allows the construction of loops which atomically manipulate the replicas, outside
of the doOp support.
MasterDhashTable::emptyData: This method allows a client to remove a data element by
resetting the data element to the empty state. Internally, the method ensures that the
empty occurs atomically across all replicas of the element. It also ensures that the data
element is destroyed or reused only when it is actually safe to do so, that is, no threads
are actively inspecting the associated memory.
MasterDhashTable::startEmpty, finishEmpty and doEmpty: In some scenarios clients may
require more control over the removal of a data element from Dhash. These methods
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provide this control while still ensuring that the basic internal synchronization rules are
obeyed.
Table management: These methods are provided for clients to iterate over all elements the hash
tables.
MasterDhashTable::doOPAll: Similar to doOp above but applies the specified operators
across all data elements present in the tables.
MasterDhashTable::addReference and removeReference: These are utilities which allow
a client to construct iterations over all the data elements. A client must bracket their
function with addReference at the beginning and removeReference at the end. The
following methods can be used to implement the actual iteration over the elements.
MasterDhashTable::getNextAndLockAll: Once a client has invoked addReference, this
method can be used to iterate over the data elements. This method ensures that all the
replicas of the data elements are locked upon return.
MasterDhashTable::getNextAndLock: Similar to above but only locks the master and not
all the replicas of a data element.

Improvements
One of the advantages of the constituent approach is that we can progressively make improvements without having to modify the Clustered Objects that use Dhash. There are three main
improvements to the Dhash table implementation which have been identified to date:
1. A static fixed size array is used in the master to maintain pointers to the local tables; a
generalization would be to utilize a dynamic array.
2. Currently request counters are used to guard the hash table data structures and ensure that
data elements are not prematurely destroyed. The read-copy-update facilities (see 5.4.3) of
K42 should be used to guard the hash table data structures eliminating the use of request
counters.
3. The data element empty methods require further optimization; empty elements should be
more aggressively removed from hash chains and be made eligible for reuse.
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Figure 4.16: New FCM Class Hierarchies
The current Dhash implementation, without the above improvements, is sufficient to re-implement
the FCM. The improvements further generalize the utility of Dhash and potentially optimize the
base lookup performance, with respect to cycles. We believe all changes can be made as future
work, without impacting client code given the encapsulation afforded by the modularity.

Dhash FCM
As the system has evolved, various performance requirements on the FCM have been recognized.
Prior to support for shared segments (the use of common page tables when sharing mapped files
such as executables), there was considerable concurrent demand on the FCMs for shared files even
in single threaded multi-user workloads6 . Consider the text of a common executable such as a
Unix shell. A process created to run the shell suffers page faults on the processor it is executing
on to establish the page frames of the executable in its page tables. As such, the FCM backing the
shell’s text pages will suffer page faults on that processor, even though the pages will have likely
already been accessed on the same processor due to a prior run. This original scenario motivated
us to develop a distributed FCM based on Dhash, in which the hot path was the remapping of
the resident pages of a long lived file. An FCM implementation using the Dhash constituent in
a straightforward manner is sufficient in this case, as the majority of page faults will result in
accesses only to the local Dhash table in order to remap pages which have already been mapped
on the processor by a previous execution. This scenario can be highlighted by a micro-benchmark,
in which an instance of grep is run on each processor searching a common file. The instance of
6

Although there is support for shared segments, which can alleviate remapping requests to the FCMs which back
them, there are still scenarios which prohibit us from using shared segments under various conditions. For example,
the text of a Linux executable compiled on non-K42 systems cannot use shared segments.
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Figure 4.17: Graph of Distributed FCM vs Non-Distributed FCM performance: this graph illustrates the
results of running one instance of grep per processor. Each grep searched a common 111MB file for a common
non-matching search pattern. We measured the average time for an instance of grep to complete.

grep will induce concurrent page faults to the FCM, which caches the pages of the executable as
well as concurrent page faults to the data file which is being searched. Figure 4.17 illustrates the
performance of such a micro-benchmark using the non-distributed and the distributed version of
the FCM.
When we consider the performance of the modified version of memclone (Figure 4.18) with
the distributed FCM (line labeled Distributed Dhash FCM), we observe poor scalability. The
distributed FCM was designed to optimize the resident page fault path, in which the majority of
faults would be to pages which already exist in the FCM and have been previously accessed on
the processor. The memclone benchmark does not have this behaviour. Most of its page faults
are to pages which do not exist in the FCM, but do not require IO since they are initial touches
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Figure 4.18: Graph of average thread execution time for a modified memclone running on K42. One thread
is executed per-processor. Each thread touches 2500 independent pages of a single large common memory
allocation. Each page touch results in a zero-fill page fault in the OS. The graph plots the performance of
using a non-distributed FCM versus a distributed FCM using Dhash versus a partitioned FCM, to back the
single common memory allocation. Ideal scalability would be represented by a horizontal line.

of anonymous (zero filled) memory. This results in the page faults of memclone missing in the
local tables of Dhash and accessing the Dhash master table. The distribution of Dhash has no real
benefit, therefore, since all initial faults will go through the central master table, and we expect
no additional faults to an individual page. The distributed version acts like a central fine grain
locked hash table with the additional overhead of creating replicas whose cost of creation is never
amortized over multiple accesses. These costs are only justified if there are additional faults to the
pages which are satisfied from the replica created in the local hash tables. As noted above, this can
occur when a file is remapped on a processor, as in the case of an executable. It could also occur
because the Representatives of the FCM are assigned to more than one processor and thus the local
hash tables service a set of processors. In this case, access by one processor will enable cheaper
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access for the other processors sharing the Representative. It is left as future work to explore this
scenario for randomly accessed heaps of a long-lived system server (or server application such as a
database).
We can see from these examples that an individual distributed implementation optimized for a
given scenario may not be ideal for all usage scenarios. This is perhaps intuitive, as a distributed
implementation typically identifies a single path for optimization in order to permit more aggressive
techniques. Instances of a core system component, such as the FCM, can be used in multiple
scenarios in which the path for which it was optimized is not the hot path; however, it has been our
experience so far that a single instance is not typically used in multiple scenarios simultaneously. For
a specialized application like that modeled by the modified memclone benchmark, which has unique
parallel requirements for a single region of its address space, a separate distributed implementation
can be used. It is not clear, however, if there is a general solution for automatically identifying
when to use one implementation over another.
In the case of parallel scientific applications, such as those modeled by memclone, it is not
unreasonable to provide an interface which permits the application to specify that a given memory
allocation should be optimized for parallel access and thus yield better performance. The general
issues of how to identify when one implementation should be used rather than another is beyond
the scope of this thesis – rather our main concern is to illustrate that distributed implementations
are feasible. In Chapter 6 we present a facility for the dynamic switching of a Clustered Object
implementation which could be used to permit the selection of one implementation over another at
arbitrary points in the execution of a workload rather than just at instantiation time.
In the modified version of the memclone micro-benchmark, the data array is backed by a single
computational region whose individual pages are accessed predominately on a single processor and
only suffers an initial fault. A distributed FCM which utilizes a partitioned hash table would
be sufficient to improve the performance. A partitioned FCM could utilize parts of the Dhash
constituent, but in a different fashion. This version would essentially partition the set of pages
across a set of Representatives, but not distribute the page descriptors. To do this, a fixed number
of m master Dhash tables are used to manage the page descriptors for a fixed disjoint set of pages.
A new local Dhash table class would be constructed which simply redirects invocations to one of
the m master hash tables. All Representatives would have an instance of the local Dhash table but
only the first m Representatives have a master hash table. The policy for page assignment can be
determined by a specified shift value which is applied to the page offset. The result is then mapped
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to one of the m master tables via modulo calculation. Such an implementation would require the
degree of parallelism and, optionally the size of the region, to be known when it is constructed. A
prototype of the partitioned FCM was constructed and its performance is also shown in Figure 4.18.

Other uses of Dhash
We have identified two other system services that are candidates for re-implementation using the
Dhash constituent. A full description, evaluation, and re-implementation of these objects is beyond
the scope of this thesis. A brief description of the objects is provided below.

User Level PThread Support

Each address space in K42 implements its own K42 thread

level scheduler on top of which a standard Posix thread service is implemented. As part of this
implementation, a service to map a Posix thread identifier to an underlying K42 thread descriptor
is required. Currently a simple centralized locked global array is used to achieve this mapping.
We believe that this service can be reimplemented with the Dhash constituent in order to alleviate
lock contention and promote locality on Posix thread services such as creation and destruction
paths which require manipulation of the array. Furthermore, Posix thread delivery services require
lookup into the array although this does not require manipulation of the array. Currently the
global lock is used to synchronize these operations as well, which would also benefit from a Dhash
based implementation. Although other solutions could be used, given the encapsulated nature of
the Dhash constituent, we believe that its aggressive fine grain locking nature can be utilized with
less effort.

File System Pathname Translation

To alleviate the burden of filesystem development in

K42, a set of common file system services, implementing path to file object translation and locking
semantics, is provided. Currently these services are implemented as a tree of directory based hash
tables which are protected by locks associated with each hash table. We believe that a new single
level direct mapping service can be implemented based on the Dhash constituent. Dhash’s flexible
locking semantics and highly concurrent nature would permit us to use a single hash table which
translates a complete path string to a file system object handle.
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Figure 4.19: Clustered Object Manager

4.2

Clustered Object Manager

In K42, we expect that some services will be developed from their inception with distributed
implementations. An example of this is the Clustered Object infrastructure which was designed to
be scalable using distributed algorithms and an implementation which avoids global intra-processor
communication. One of the key components is a Clustered Object called the Clustered Object
System Manager (COSMgr) which we developed from its inception as a distributed Clustered
Object with multiple Representatives. The COSMgr of each address space provides Clustered
Object allocation and destruction services, and, unlike the objects previously described, was not
incrementally distributed.
Figure 4.19 illustrates the basic structure of the COSMgr. Rather than discussing the details of
the implementation, at this point we simply note the salient features with respect to distribution.
In the next chapter we discuss some of the services it provides and algorithms it employs in more
detail.
Each Representative is designed to serve two roles:
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1. Provide local services of the Clustered Object infrastructure to requests from the processor
with which it is associated. Such requests are satisfied in a fashion that requires no coordination or communication with other Representatives. Examples of these include the
allocation of a Clustered Object identifier and the reclamation of memory associated with a
Clustered Object which has been allocated and only accessed on the local processor.
2. Participate in the distributed services of the COSMgr by communicating and synchronizing
between Representatives in a pair-wise manner. Features of these distributed operations
include:
• No operations require global iteration over the Representatives, rather the Representatives are linked together in a circular structure (dark arrows in figure).
• Data flows (represented by thin arrows in Figure 4.19) are predominately internal to a
Representative, and those that are not internal are only between neighboring Representatives.
• Token passing is used as the primary mechanism for distributed synchronization, and is
implemented using cache lines which are at most shared between two processors.7
• Along with the token, per-Representative transfer arrays are used to pass distributed
work among the Representatives. Work which requires distributed computation is placed
onto a Representative’s transfer array. A Representative’s transfer array is read by the
next Representative in the circular structure when the token is passed to it. The Representative that receives the token reads the work request from the transfer array of the
previous Representative which had the token and processes the requests. Requests which
still require further distributed processing are similarly placed on its transfer array to be
passed to the next Representative when the token is passed. In this manner, distributed
computations are accomplished by passing work requests between Representatives in a
pair-wise fashion.
Another Clustered Object that has been developed from, scratch with multiple Representatives,
(by a member of the IBM K42 team) is a Resource Manager which tracks local resource usage in
order to implement distributed algorithms for management, including load balancing and admission
control.
7
The token passing mechanism is invoked periodically at a low frequency. Alternate feedback driven designs which
invoke token circulation only when necessary and on processor subsets have been considered but not explored.
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In 2004 two new distributed Clustered Objects which factor out key aspects of the current COSMgr, an Event Manager and a Read-Copy-Update (RCU) Manager were being developed. These
Clustered Objects optimize and generalize aspects of the current garbage collection mechanisms
in order to permit more general use. The Event Manager is intended to implement a distributed
communication service, using distributed event queues and local soft timer [6] techniques, in order
to provide a light-weight batching inter-processor communication facility. The RCU manager is
intended to provide the current thread tracking mechanisms of the COSMgr in a more general,
non-polling, fashion in order to facilitate wider use of these mechanisms. The development of and
evaluation of these Clustered Objects is outside of the scope of this thesis. RCU techniques are
briefly discussed in the next chapter.

4.3

Summary

In this chapter we have presented examples of using distribution in a modular fashion in K42. We
have focused on improving locality of objects in the virtual memory management of K42, to yield
scalable resident page fault performance. In the next chapter we will discuss the Clustered Object
model and the infrastructure used to construct these examples. Three key points from this chapter
are:
• The complexity of a distributed implementation can successfully be encapsulated by a Clustered Object.
• Multiple objects may require distributed re-implementations in order to improve the scalability of a given service. The Clustered Object approach successfully supports incremental
evaluation and development.
• Simple caching strategies can be used to ease the burden of developing distributed implementations of system objects, however, a given distributed implementation can be considerably
more complex than non-distributed versions.
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Chapter 5

Clustered Objects
In this chapter we describe the details of the Clustered Object protocols and infrastructure we have
developed. We begin with a overview of how Clustered Objects are implemented.

5.1

Overview

Each Clustered Object is identified by a unique interface to which every implementation conforms.
We use a C++ pure virtual base class to express a Clustered Object interface (Clustered Object
interface class). An implementation of a Clustered Object consists of two portions: a Representative
definition and a Root definition, expressed as separate C++ classes. The Representative definition
of a Clustered Object defines the per-processor portion of the Clustered Object. In the case of the
performance counter, it would be the definition of the sub-counters. An instance of a Clustered
Object Representative class is called a Rep of the Clustered Object instance. The Representative
class implements the interface of the Clustered Object, inheriting from the Clustered Object’s
interface class. The Root class defines the global portions of an instance of the Clustered Object.
Every instance of a Clustered Object has exactly one instance of its Root class that serves as
the internal central anchor or “root” of the instance. Each Rep has a pointer to the Root of the
Clustered Object instance. The methods of a Rep can access the shared data and methods of the
Clustered Object via its root pointer.
At run-time, an instance of a given Clustered Object is created by instantiating an instance
of the desired Root class.1 Instantiating the Root establishes a unique Clustered Object Identifier
1
The client code is not actually aware of this fact. Rather, a static Create method of the Rep class is used to
allocate the root. Because we do not have direct language support, this is a programmer enforced protocol.
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(COID also referred to as a Clustered Object ref) that is used by clients to access the newly created
instance. To the client code, a COID appears to be a pointer to an instance of the Rep Class. To
provide better code isolation, this fact is hidden from the client code with the macro: #define
DREF(coid) (*(coid)). For example, if c is a variable holding the COID of an instance of a
clustered performance counter that has a method inc, a call would look like: DREF(c)->inc().
A set of tables and protocols are used to translate calls on a COID in order to achieve the unique
run-time features of Clustered Objects. There is a single shared table of Root pointers called the
Global Translation Table and a set of Rep pointer tables called Local Translation Tables, one per
processor. The virtual memory map for each processor is set up so that a Local Translation Table
appears at address vbase on each processor but is backed by different physical pages2 . This allows
the entries of the Local Translation Tables, which are at the same virtual address on each processor,
to have different values on each processor. Hence, the entries of the Local Translation Tables are
per-processor despite only occupying a single range of fixed addresses. When a Clustered Object
is allocated, its root is instantiated and installed into a free entry in the Global Translation Table.
The Global Translation Table entries are managed on a per-processor basis by splitting the global
table into per-processor regions of which each processor maintains a free list and only allocates
from its range, avoiding synchronization or sharing. The address of the corresponding location in
the Local Translation Tables address range is the COID for the new Clustered Object. The sizes of
the global and local tables are kept the same, allowing simple pointer arithmetic to convert either
a local to a global or a global to a local table pointer. Figure 5.1 illustrates a Clustered Object
instance and the translation tables.
In order to achieve the lazy creation of the Reps of a Clustered Object, Reps are not created
or installed into the Local Translation Tables when the Clustered Object is instantiated. Instead,
empty entries of the Local Translation Table are initialized to refer to a special hand-crafted object
called the Default Object. Hence, the first time a Clustered Object is accessed on a processor (or
an attempt is make to access a non-existent Clustered Object), the same global Default Object is
invoked. The Default Object leverages the fact that every call to a Clustered Object goes through
a virtual function table. (Remember that a virtual base class is used to define the interface for a
Clustered Object.) The Default Object overloads the method pointers in its virtual function table
to point at a single trampoline3 method. The trampoline code saves the current register state
2

In K42, a page table is maintained on a per-processor and per-address space basis, and thus each processor can
have its own view of the address space.
3
Trampoline, refers to the redirection of a call from the intended target to an alternate target.
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Clustered Object Instance

Local Translation Tables
(tables of Rep pointers)
i

vbase

COID=vbase+(i * sizeof(table entry))

Figure 5.1: A Clustered Object Instance and Translation Tables.
on the stack, looks up the Root installed in the Global Translation Table entry corresponding to
the COID that was accessed, and invokes a well-known method that all Roots must implement
called handleMiss. This method is responsible for installing a Rep on the processor into the Local
Translation Table entry corresponding to the COID that was accessed. This is done either by
instantiating a new Rep or by identifying a preexisting Rep and storing its address into the address
pointed to by the COID in the Local Translation Table. On return from the handleMiss method,
the trampoline code restarts the call on the correct method of the newly installed Rep. The above
process is called a Miss and its resolution Miss-Handling. Note that after the first Miss on a
Clustered Object instance, on a given processor, all subsequent calls on that processor will proceed
as standard C++ method invocations via two pointer dereferences. Thus, in the common case,
methods of the installed Rep will be called directly with no involvement of the Default Object.
The map of processors to Reps is controlled by the Root Object. A shared implementation can
be achieved with a Root that maintains one Rep and uses it for every processor that accesses the
Clustered Object instance. Distributed implementations can be realized with a Root that allocates
a new Rep for some number (or cluster) of processors, and complete distribution is achieved by a
Root that allocates a new Rep for every accessing processor. There are standard K42 Root classes
which handle these scenarios.

5.2

Clustered Object Development Strategies

Rather than having each Clustered Object developed in an ad hoc way, we expect that a library of
reusable distributed data structures, which provides standard abstractions, will be developed over
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time to facilitate the wider development of distributed Clustered Objects. Such data structures
should provide a well defined and flexible set of base components for Clustered Object development.
They should encapsulate the complexity of the distributed protocols associated with the data
structure, governing the interaction between the Representatives, and between a Representative
and the Root. These base Clustered Object constituents should allow the programmer to optimize
the behaviour and usage for the specific Clustered Object being built.
In general we expect there to be two main paths to Clustered Object development:
1. Incremental approach:
(a) Start with a more traditional shared implementation.
(b) Identify hot contended paths and operations (given a set of operating parameters).
(c) While preserving the majority of the shared implementation, introduce distribution to
alleviate sharing on the hot operations. The fundamental algorithms and paths in which
the object participates remain the same.
(d) Run like this until new operating parameters dictate that a “from scratch distributed
design” is necessary.
2. From scratch approach:
(a) Designing the paths and algorithms in a distributed fashion utilizing a distributed implementation.
Along both paths, we expect Clustered Object constituents to alleviate some of the development
burden, particularly on the incremental path. However, it is expected that some objects will require
more extreme performance optimizations requiring completely hand written implementations.

5.3

K42 Clustered Object Facilities

As part of this research effort, we have implemented basic Clustered Object infrastructure within
K42, as motivated by our prior work in Tornado [49], which includes the translation tables and
associated mechanism which enables the miss-handling process as well as the Clustered Object
garbage collection mechanisms (not yet described). Unique to this thesis, we have developed a
model for Clustered Object development and a set of protocols to generalize the use of the basic
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Figure 5.2: Standard Clustered Object Base Classes for Roots and Representatives.
facilities. This includes higher level distributed garbage collection facilities4 as well as a set of
standard base C++ classes for the development of Clustered Objects. Apart from the standard
base classes, we will refer to the Clustered Object infrastructure and services of K42 that have
been developed, as the Clustered Object System (COS). The COS and base classes are designed
to cooperatively define and provide the Clustered Object model and protocols. The majority of
new COS function is implemented by a distributed Clustered Object called the Clustered Object
System Manager (COSMgr), briefly described in Section 4.2.

5.3.1

Clustered Object Root Classes

Figure 5.2 illustrates the class trees that were developed.
On the left side of Figure 5.2 is the class tree that enables the development of Clustered Object roots. The top two classes (COSMissHandlerBase and COSMissHandler) define the common
interfaces that all Clustered Object roots require to properly interact with the basic miss-handling
mechanisms and garbage collection protocols of the COS. Specifically, they define the interfaces
that the COS expects to invoke during miss-handling and deallocation (garbage collection):
handleMiss: As described in Section 5.1, the handleMiss method is invoked by the translation
mechanisms, during the miss-handling procedure, on the root of the Clustered Object on
which the miss occurred.
4

Gamsa proposed and implemented the basic scheme for shared object destruction in Tornado including a token
based algorithm for the establishment of system wide quiescent states. In this work, I have implemented a redesigned
scheme focusing on the destruction of distributed Clustered Object implementations. The new mechanisms and
protocols are as described in this dissertation.
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getRef: Every root must be able to return the Clustered Object identifier associated with the
Clustered Object it is part of. This service is provided by the getRef method.
getTransSet: During deallocation of a Clustered Object, the COS invokes the getTransSet
method to obtain the translation set from the root of the Clustered Object. Every Clustered Object is responsible for tracking the set of processors for which it has established a
translation.
getVPCleanupSet: In order to ease reclamation of the distributed resources of a Clustered Object,
the COS provides a facility, which a developer can use to request asynchronous call-backs of
the Clustered Object’s cleanup method (described next). To specify that call-backs should
occur and the set of processors on which they should occur on, the developer implements the
getVPCleanupSet method. This method is invoked by the COS when the Clustered Object
is submitted for deallocation, which ensures that call-backs will then be invoked on the set of
processors returned. If an empty set is returned then only one invocation of cleanup method
will occur and the Clustered Object must implement its own procedure for distributing the
freeing of its memory.
cleanup: This method is invoked by the COS after it has determined there are no threads which
can access the memory of a Clustered Object after it has been submitted for deallocation.
The object should use this call to free its memory resources. Using the getVPCleanupSet
method described above, a Clustered Object can have the COS invoke the cleanup method
in parallel on a set of processors, in order to implement distributed freeing of its resources.
In addition, the COSMissHandler class defines a field called myRef for a root to store the Clustered
Object identifier for the Clustered Object instance it represents. This is the value that the default
implementation of the getRef method returns.
The CObjRoot class defines common interfaces and default implementations of methods that the
standard root implementations (its subclasses) rely on. Specifically, it defines constructors which
ensure that, when a root is instantiated, the appropriate methods of the COSMgr are invoked to
allocate a new Clustered Object identifier and to have the new root installed as the root for the
identifier. These implementations store the identifier in the myRef member. CObjRoot class also
defines the interfaces and the default implementations to enable a Clustered Object to operate with
the hot-swapping support of K42 (see Chapter 6).
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class ProcessDistributedRoot : public CObjRootMultiRep {
PIDType _pid;
public:
PIDType getPid() { return _pid; }
void setPID(PIDType pid) { _pid = pid; }
};

Figure 5.3: Example code for defining shared data of a Process Object
The CObjRootSingleRep and CObjRootMultiRep classes are the default implementations for
roots of non-distributed (single Representative) and distributed (multi-Representative) Clustered
Objects, respectively. One of the key requirements we identified in earlier work was the need for
explicitly supporting both shared and distributed data within a Clustered Object [3]. In K42,
the root for a distributed Clustered Object is used as the location for shared data, methods, and
management of the Clustered Object.
When writing a distributed Clustered Object, the Root for the new Clustered Object is defined
as a descendent of RootMultiRep. The developer defines any shared data of the Clustered Object
as data members of the Root. For example, in the Process Object, it is reasonable to treat the
Process Identifier (PID) to be a shared data member, as it is read only and infrequently accessed,
and hence would be a member of the Root. (Figure 5.3 illustrates how this would be coded.) This
class hierarchy provides a simple development model for defining global data for a Clustered Object
instance and yet still allows for the use of inheritance and encapsulation. In order to access the
global data members or methods of the Clustered Object, the methods of the Representatives use
a predefined macro COGLOBAL as in:
if (requestingPID == COGLOBAL(getPid())) { ...).
It is important to note that the global data members and methods are not externally accessible;
only methods of the Representatives can access the methods and data of the root.5
The CObjRootMultiRep class provides default implementations of all the methods specified by
COSMissHandlerBase and COSMissHandler. It supports the multi-Representative structure as well
as additional internal services to the Clustered Objects. Specifically it:
1. handles all low level interaction with the Clustered Object System, implementing the instance side protocols for distributed, miss-handling (lazy instantiation of reps) and garbage
collection,
5
Clients of a Clustered Object only access the object via it’s COID and as such can only invoke the external
Representative interface. The Root is encapsulated and not visible externally.
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2. provides the base support for arbitrary cluster sizes, where a single Representative can be
used for a specified number of processors,
3. provides a way for a developer to specify the custom actions that need to be taken to create
the unique Representatives for a given Clustered Object, and
4. tracks and provides services for locating and accessing all of the Representatives of a distributed Clustered Object.
These behaviours are implemented by CObjRootMultiRep and require no additional programming
when developing a new distributed Clustered Object.
We have special-cased the development of non-distributed Clustered Objects by providing the
CObjRootSingleRep root class. CObjRootSingleRep eliminates some of the overheads associated with supporting general multi-Representative Clustered Objects. When developing a nondistributed Clustered Object, the developer does not need to define a new root class but can
simply instantiate an instance of CObjRootSingleRep.

5.3.2

Clustered Object Representative Classes

The Representatives (reps) of a Clustered Object provide the means for defining the distributed
data and methods of the Clustered Objects. Roots, derived from CObjRootMultiRep, ensure that
a Rep is created for each cluster of processors, with the cluster size being a parameter of the object
instance. Thus the data members of the Rep are per-cluster and the public methods service the
request from the processors of the cluster it is associated with. On the right-hand side of Figure 5.2
is the tree of base classes for the development of Clustered Object Representatives.
The COSTransObject class ensures that all Representative classes have as their first member
a C++ virtual function table pointer. This ensures that all Representatives are compatible with
translation tables and low-level miss-handling mechanisms, which rely on the first data word of
every Representative being a pointer to its virtual function table. This enables the construction of
specialized objects, which can serve as a doppelganger for any Clustered Object, intercepting all
invocations to a Clustered Object’s interface, as in the case of the Default Object (see Section 5.1).
The CObjRep is the base class for Clustered Object Representatives which inter-operate with both
CObjRootSingleRep and CObjRootMultiRep root classes. CObjRep ensures that all classes derived
from it contain a pointer to a root which is a sub-type of CObjRoot. It also defines a cleanup
method which the standard roots invoke when they want a Representative to free its resources.
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Figure 5.4: A non-distributed Clustered Object instance created from the standard base Clustered Object
Classes. It is composed of a single Representative, which is a subclass of CObjRep, and a single instance of
CObjRootSingleRep as its root.

The default implementation of this method simply destroys the Representative using the C++
delete function, which will trigger the standard C++ destructor for the Representative. We will
discuss the destruction protocol in more detail in Section 5.4. The BaseObj and Obj classes are
K42-specific, defining methods and members that a Clustered Object must have to operate with
other non-Clustered Object related services of K42.
The CObjRootSingleRep, CObjRootMultiRep and CObjRep classes impose an implicit internal
structure for both single-Representative and multi-Representative Clustered Objects. Figure 5.4
depicts a generalized single-Representative Clustered Object, which is composed of a single instance
of CObjRootSingleRep and a single Representative which is a sub-type of CObjRep. In the figure
we see that the Root contains three fields:
myRef: As discussed earlier, the root stores the Clustered Object Identifier in this field.
therep: In the case of CObjRootSingleRep the root contains a pointer to the single shared Representative, stored in this field.
transSet: The CObjRootSingleRep records the set of processors for which it has established
translations of the Clustered Object Identifier to the single Representative, stored in this
field.
In the figure two fields of single Representative are made explicit:
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vtable All Representatives must contain as the first data member the implicit C++ generated virtual function table pointer. We ensure this by carefully constructing the top class (COSTransObject)
so that all its subclasses will have the vtable pointer as their first member.
myRoot All Representatives contains a pointer to the Root of the Clustered Object instance they
belong to.
Figure 5.5 illustrates an example of the code for a simple performance counter implemented
as a single-Representative Clustered Object. In K42, we utilize a number of standard macros
to control properties of memory used to allocate any C++ object instance.

Specifically, for

C++ object instances that we know will be accessed only on one processor we use the macro
DEFINE LOCALSTRICT NEW, and for objects instances that will be accessed on many processors we
use the macro DEFINE GLOBAL NEW as in Figure 5.5. These macros make calls to the appropriate
K42 memory allocator interface, which minimize false sharing.
Similarly, Figure 5.6 illustrates the structure of a generalized distributed Clustered Object
composed of multiple Representatives and a single root, using CObjRootMultiRep and CObjRep
classes. Of particular note is the replist, which is used to record the mapping of Representatives to processors. Each node of the replist associates a processor (Virtual Processor (vp))
number with a specific Representative. In the next section, we will discuss the implementation of
CObjRootMultiRep in more detail. Figure 5.7 illustrates an example of the code for a distributed
version of the performance counter. It assumes the same base PerfCounter class shown at the top
of Figure 5.5.
In the distributed version, a root class PerfCtrDisributedRoot is defined as a sub-class of
CObjRootMultiRep. Only the single createRep method is defined, which specifies the unique behaviour for the instantiation of Representatives for the distributed performance counter. With respect to the Representative class, the main difference is that the value method now is written to implement a gather across the current Rep set using standard methods provided by CObjRootMultiRep.
The main feature to note is that utilizing the standard base classes, the new classes of the distributed
performance counter only had to specify the behaviour unique to the distributed counter and did
not have to implement any behaviour specific to the Clustered Object infrastructure.
The key to obtaining good performance is to ensure that the hot or common services of a
Clustered Object are serviced by a single rep instance without the need to co-ordinate with the
root or other reps, thus only accessing data (including locks) of the Rep to which the access was
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// Virtual base interface class for Performance Counters
class PerfCounter : public CObjRep {
public:
virtual SysStatus value(sval &count)=0;
virtual SysStatus inc()=0;
};
NEW_COID(PerfCounter);
class SharedPerfCounter : public PerfCounter {
protected:
sval _val;
DEFINE_GLOBAL_NEW(SharedIntegerCounter);
SharedIntegerCounter() : _val(0) {}
public:
static SysStatus Create(PerfCounterCOID &coid) {
coid=(PerfCounterCOID)
(new CObjRootSingleRep(new SharedIntegerCounter()))->getRef();
return 1;
}
virtual SysStatus inc() {
FetchAndAddSignedSynced(&(_value),1);
return 1;
}
virtual SysStatus value(sval &count) {
count=_val;
return 1;
}
};

Figure 5.5: Code for a simple non-distributed performance counter.
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Figure 5.6: A distributed Clustered Object instance created from the standard base Clustered Object
Classes. It is composed of multiple Representatives, which are instances of a subclass of CObjRep, and a
single instance of root which is derived from CObjRootMultiRep as its root.
made. A critical challenge is developing implementations which are capable of servicing all hot
operations of an object in a localized fashion despite potentially conflicting requirements. For
example, we have seen that the distributed performance counter was capable of achieving scalable
performance for updates. However, if we look at the performance, in cycles, to obtain the counter’s
value, we see that the costs grow proportionally with the number of processors accessing the counter.
In the case of the performance counter, it is clear that the update method is the hot method and
having less than scalable performance for obtaining the counter’s value is likely acceptable for
many applications. However, it is not at all clear that, for more complex objects under varying
and potentially conflicting loads, it will be possible to make such simple tradeoffs and still achieve
global, stable, scalable performance. This is one of the central questions this work explored in the
examples of Chapter 4.

5.4

Clustered Object Protocols

This section discusses the key Clustered Object protocols. We will focus on the support for distributed Clustered Objects, as non-distributed objects are a special case simplification. The fol-
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class PerfCtrDistributed : public PerfCounter {
// Root definition for the distributed performance counter
class PerfCtrDistributedRoot : public CObjRootMultiRep {
public:
// All roots must define what reps should be created when
// the first miss on a processor occurs
virtual CObjRep * createRep(VPNum vp) {
CObjRep *rep=(CObjRep *)new PerfCtrDistributed();
return rep;
}
DEFINE_GLOBAL_NEW(PerfCtrDistributedRoot);
};
// Per Representative Definitions (local data and methods)
sval _val;
PerfCtrDistributed(): _val(0) {}
public:
// Create method used to instantiate new instances
static SysStatus Create(PerfCounterCOID coid) {
coid = (PerfCounterCOID)
(new PerfCtrDistributedRoot)->getRef());
}
// Loop across all the reps and aggregate their individual values
virtual SysStatus value(sval &count) {
PerfCounterDistributed *rep=0;
count=0;
COGLOBAL(lockReps());
for (void *curr=COGLOBAL(nextRep(0,(CObjRep *&)rep));
curr; curr=COGLOBAL(nextRep(curr,(CObjRep *&)rep))) {
count+=rep->_val;
}
COGLOBAL(unlockReps());
return 1;
}
// increment this reps value
virtual SysStatus inc() { FetchAndAddSignedSynced(&(_val),1); }
DEFINE_LOCALSTRICT_NEW(PerfCtrDistributed);
};

Figure 5.7: Code for a simple distributed performance counter.
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lowing is an overview of the Clustered Object protocols:
Allocation and Initialization: protocols which enable various allocation and initialization scenarios.
Inter-Rep: protocols which enable a Representative to identify and cooperate with the other
Representatives of a Clustered Object.
Destruction and RCU: protocols for leveraging semi-automatic garbage collection for the internal management of destruction of a Clustered Object and support for Read Copy Update
primitives.
Hot-swapping: protocols which enable an instance of a Clustered Object to be replaced dynamically with another type-compatible instance.
We discuss each of these in turn. Hot-swapping is discussed separately in Chapter 6.

5.4.1

Allocation and Initialization

There are two categories of Clustered Object instances accessible in an address space; well-known
objects and dynamically allocated objects. The COSMgr provides mechanisms for the address space
initialization code to instantiate the well known objects, including the COSMgr itself. The default
Clustered Object classes cooperate with the COS via the COSMgr to implement allocation and
initialization of the dynamic objects. In this subsection, we will focus on dynamic object allocation
and initialization.
In order to ease the programmer’s burden, support for lazy Representative mapping and management has been factored out from Representative instantiation and incorporated into the CObjRootMultiRep
root class. When a root is allocated, the default constructors invoke the alloc method of the wellknown COSMgr Clustered Object. As discussed earlier, the COSMgr is the primary object which
manages the Clustered Object System. The alloc method reserves a free entry in the global translation table for a new Clustered Object and stores a pointer to the root of the new Clustered Object
in the entry. This implicitly allocates a new Clustered Object identifier (as a reminder, a Clustered
Object identifier, or ref, is the address of an entry in the local translation table which corresponds
to an entry in the global translation table). The COSMgr manages Clustered Object identifiers
by maintaining simple free lists of global table entries. To ensure scalability and facilitate the
identification of the processor on which a Clustered Object was allocated (the home processor for
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the Clustered Object), the COSMgr manages the global translation table on a per-processor basis.
There is one COSMgr Representative for each processor and each manages a distinct range of the
global translation table. Given this partitioning, the alloc method of a COSMgr Representative
need not synchronize or co-ordinate with other Representatives, as each manages a unique range
of the global translation tables using independent data structures.6
Installing a pointer to the root in the global translation table entry, associated with the newly
allocated Clustered Object identifier, ensures that any access to the external interface of the object
will result in the miss-handling mechanisms invoking the handleMiss method of the installed
root. More specifically, the low-level miss-handling code will invoke the static GenericDefaultFunc
method of the COSMgr. This method translates the identifier of the Clustered Object on which
the miss occurred into a pointer to the associated global translation table entry. Each global
translation table entry contains a request counter which is used to record all in-flight invocations
of the handleMiss method on the root. This counter allows the hot-swapping and destruction
algorithms, which are discussed in more detail later, to turn away new misses on an object and
wait for current in-flight misses to complete. To this end, after translating the Clustered Object
identifier to a pointer to the associated global translation table entry, the GenericDefaultFunc
increments the request counter and then invokes the handleMiss method of the associated root.
GenericDefaultFunc expects the handleMiss method of the root to return back a pointer to a
Representative of the Clustered Object. GenericDefaultFunc then continues execution by directing the low-level miss-handling code to re-invoke the original method which caused the miss on the
Representative returned. Note that the GenericDefaultFunc does not install the Representative
into the local translation table, rather this is left to the Clustered Object itself. Doing so allows
for specialized Clustered Object roots to be developed which do not cache Representatives in the
local translation tables but rather simply redirect calls to specified Representatives.
The CObjRootMultiRep supports a basic notion of processor clusters, in which a cluster size is
specified as an instantiation parameter. Processors are grouped into clusters based on the specified size and their processor number. For example, if a cluster size of four is specified then
CObjRootMultiRep will treat processors 0-3 as one cluster, 4-7 as another and so on. On NUMA
architectures it would be natural to match the cluster size for some objects to the machine’s node
size.
6
The use of partitioning is viable as the translation tables are backed by pagable memory and a given processor’s
range is densely managed.
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The handleMiss method of the CObjRootMultiRep class implements the following clusterbased behaviour for misses. For each cluster of processors, it instantiates a new Representative
only on the first miss which occurs on any processor of the cluster. For every miss on a processor
the CObjRootMultiRep caches a pointer to the Representative for the associated cluster in the
processor’s local translation table. Additional accesses to the Clustered Object on the processor
will be directly serviced by the Representative without a miss. It is important to note, however, that
the local translation table is treated only as performance optimization with respect to functionality.
The COS semantics dictate that local translation table entries can be flushed at any time. Therefore,
the root must serve as the ultimate authority for maintaining the mappings of the Representatives
to processors and no code including that of the root should rely on the local translation tables
for anything beyond a cache. As such, the CObjRootMultiRep has been implemented to maintain
these mappings and is able to re-establish the correct translation for any processor independent of
whether a miss has or has not previously occurred on the processor.
Roots for distributed Clustered Objects automatically inherit the above behaviour for misshandling from the CObjRootMultiRep root class. A developer need only specify the actions that are
required to actually instantiate a new Representative and initialize it, by implementing a createRep
method which the default methods of CObjRootMultiRep invoke as needed.
In order to provide this miss-handling behaviour, the handleMiss method of the CObjRootMultiRep
class maintains a number of logical facts:
• The set of processors on which a translation, in the form of a cached pointer to a Representative, has been established. In the current implementation this is maintained in the transSet
member (see Figure 5.6).
• The set of processors on which a Representative has been instantiated. In the implementation
this is maintained in the repSet (see Figure 5.6).
• The mappings of processors to Representatives is maintained by the replist member (see
Figure 5.6).
These facts are also used to provide the services that allow a developer of a Clustered Object to
locate and iterate over the Representatives, as described in the next subsection, and also allow the
object to provide the COS with the necessary information to correctly interact with the destruction
and hot-swapping protocols. To simplify implementation, each instance of CObjRootMultiRep
uses a single lock (repLoc) to protect the data structures it uses to maintain these facts. The
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actual data structures and synchronization methodology are not as important as the facts that the
CObjRootMultiRep maintains. In the long run we expect the implementation of CObjRootMultiRep
to be optimized as necessary.

5.4.2

Inter-Rep Protocols

As discussed earlier, using the standard base classes for Clustered Object development ensures that
the root of the Clustered Object is accessible from the Representatives via a standard root pointer
in the Representative instances (as illustrated in Figure 5.6). The CObjRootMultiRep provides the
following methods to access the Representatives:
lockReps: This method acquires the repLock, stops any misses from occurring and hence ensures
that the set of Representatives does not change.
unlockReps: This method releases the repLock, re-enabling misses.
nextRep: This method provides a means for iterating over the list of Representatives. If bracketed
by calls to lockReps and unlockReps, then iterations are ensured of covering the exact set
of Representatives. If nextRep is used without first calling lockReps, then it is still safe, but
the iteration is not guaranteed to visit Representatives added during the iteration.
findRepOn: Given a processor number, this method returns the rep associated with the cluster
that the VP is a part of. If no Rep exists, this method returns NULL.
getRepOnThisVP: This method returns a Rep associated with this vp. If one does not already
exist, one is created, added to the Rep list and returned.7
These methods are utility methods provided for the developer of a distributed Clustered Object to
access the state maintained by default. It is expected that if a developer has special requirements
for traversing the Representatives of a Clustered Object, she will explicitly construct the necessary
support. For example as in the case of the COSMgr object, the Representatives are explicitly
linked together in a ring to support the neighbour structure required. If however, a simple gather
is being implemented, as in the case of the value method of the perfCounter example presented
in Figure 5.7, the standard lockReps, unlockReps and nextRep suffice.
7
This method is named in order to be explicit that it will only return a Rep for the current virtual processor on
which the method is invoked.
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These methods have been sufficient for simple use and validation of the Clustered Object model
for this dissertation. Future work may explore optimizations and support for O(1) translation of
processor number to Representative in a standard way. Future work may also explore explicit
support for lock free traversal of the Representatives. This would help alleviate the potential
for programmers accidentally introducing subtle deadlocks. The methods as implemented in this
work must be used with care, since the lockReps and unlockReps manipulate the lock used to
serialize execution of the missHandling routine and hence actions bracketed between them cannot
be arbitrary. Actions which induce a miss on the object either directly or indirectly can cause a
deadlock. In the case of simple gathers of data values, using direct Representative pointers is not
a problem.

5.4.3

Destruction and RCU

As many have noted, the construction of dynamic parallel systems software has a number of challenges, one of which is the problem of existence locking [65, 107]. Given the dynamic allocation of
data structures which are accessed by concurrent threads, there are subtle race conditions which
must be dealt with to ensure that threads do not access stale or dangling references. For example,
let us assume that a thread A allocates a data item D to which it receives a pointer from the
allocation. Thread A then spawns a new thread B, to which it passes the pointer to D. Thread A
then attempts to access D; however if no additional steps are taken, thread B may already have
deallocated D and thus rendered A’s pointer stale or dangling. The standard techniques employed
to deal with such situations are existence locks and reference counters.
Gamsa proposed the use of a semi-automatic garbage collection system that exploits the nature
of systems software in order to alleviate some of the burden associated with such race conditions
between allocation, access and deallocation of dynamic objects [48, 49]. The approach partitions
the references to a data item into two categories: permanent and temporary. Permanent references
are those which are stored in memory structures such as tables or objects, whereas temporary references are those which are in registers or on the thread stacks. Gamsa’s scheme advocates that all
permanent references be explicitly invalidated prior to submitting the object to the garbage collection service. The garbage collection service then ensures that the object is only deallocated when
no temporary references exist. At first glance this may not seem significant, as the programmer
must still manually deal with the permanent references; however, such a scheme has a number of
advantages. Since temporary references are automatically dealt with, all that needs to be done is
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to invalidate all references, without regard for order or atomicity. For example, one can simply set
all permanent references to a value which will cause future accesses to be denied; e.g., to destroy an
object O to which there is a permanent reference in a table, one simply updates the table entry with
a reference to a well-known static object which returns an error on all accesses and then submits O
to the garbage collector. There is no need to synchronize around the table entry; all future readers
of the entry will fail to gain access to the object. Any threads that currently exist, and may have
a temporary reference, will be accounted for by the garbage collector.
McKenney et al. coined the term Read-Copy-Update (RCU) synchronization to describe a generalization of the above methodology and utilized it in PTX [97] and in Linux to implement a
number of optimizations such as lock-free module loading and unloading [93, 95, 133]. K42’s Clustered Object system utilizes RCU mechanisms to provide Clustered Object garbage collection as
proposed by Gamsa and dynamic replacement or hot-swapping of Clustered Objects [5]. In addition to implementing the K42 garbage collection infrastructure, we have developed a standard
set of protocols to facilitate the destruction for Clustered Objects which are composed of multiple
Representatives. We proceed by first discussing the garbage collector and RCU in general terms
and then describe the supporting K42 mechanisms and Clustered Object protocols.
The garbage collector is responsible for delaying deallocation of an object until all the threads
which have a (temporary) reference to the object terminate. In order to make the implementation
of such a collector tractable, rather than identifying explicitly which threads have a reference to
the object, the collector defers deallocation until all threads that existed at the time the object was
submitted have terminated. This is in general insufficient as there is no guarantee that all threads
will terminate in a timely fashion, or at all. However, operating systems are event-driven in nature
where the events are serviced by short-lived threads. The majority of activity in the OS can be
represented and serviced as individual requests with any given request having an identifiable start
and end. This nature can be leveraged to enable the garbage collector and RCU synchronization
algorithms in general.
By associating changes of system data structures with an epoch of requests, one can identify
states in which a data structure is no longer being referenced. For example, to swing the head
pointer of a linked list from one chain of nodes to another, one can divide the accesses to the list
into two epochs. The first epoch includes all threads in the system that were active before the
swing, and the second epoch includes any new threads begun after the swing. Because new threads
will only be able to access the new chain of nodes, nodes of the old chain are guaranteed to no
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longer be in use once the threads in the first epoch have ended. At this point, the old chain is
quiescent and can be modified at will (including being deleted).
The key to leveraging RCU techniques is being able to divide the work of the system into shortlived “requests” that have a cheaply identifiable start and end. In non-preemptive systems such as
PTX and Linux8 , a number of key points (e.g., system calls and context switches) can be used to
identify the start and end of requests. K42 is preemptable and has been designed for the general
use of RCU techniques via the Clustered Object garbage collection services. K42’s design does not
use long-lived system threads nor does it rely on blocking system-level threads. All blocking occurs
outside of the system context and data structures by blocking user-level threads and the use of
continuation structures. By ensuring that all system requests are handled on short-lived system
threads, creation and termination occurs in a timely fashion and can be used to identify the start
and end of requests.
Specifically, it is possible to determine when all threads in existence on a processor at a specific
instance in time have terminated. This can be achieved by using a generation based thread tracking
algorithm, where a generation is identified by a generation number g and associated with a thread
counter. For each thread assigned to a generation, the generation’s thread counter is incremented
and when a thread terminates the thread counter of the generation to which the thread is assigned
is decremented. All new threads are assigned to the current generation (gcurrent ) and at a specified
threshold a new generation (gcurrent+1 ) is created and made current (with initially gcurrent = g0 ).
Doing so bounds the number of threads assigned to any generation. To determine when all threads
in existence prior to time t have terminated, one records the generation number of the current
generation at t (gt = gcurrent) and then forces a new generation to be created and made current.
When the sum,

P0

i=t gi ,

is zero we can assert that all threads in existence prior to t have terminated.

An approximation of this algorithm can be efficiently implemented with a fixed number of generation
counters. The implementation in K42 use two generation counters.
K42’s threads are assigned to one of two generation counters.9 Each generation counter records
the number of threads that are active and assigned to it. At any given time, one of the generation
counters is identified as the current generation counter and all new threads are assigned to it. To
determine when all the current threads have terminated, the pseudo code presented in Figure 5.8 is
used. In K42, the process of switching the current generation counter is called a generation swap.
8
9

Schemes for extending the current RCU support in Linux to preemptive versions have been proposed [95].
The design supports an arbitrary fixed number of generation counters but only two are used currently.
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i=0
while (i<2)
wait until non-current generation is zero and make it the current generation
i=i+1

Figure 5.8: Pseudo code to determine when current threads have terminated.
Two generation swaps are required to establish that the current set of threads have terminated.
It should be noted that the use of a fixed number of generations is an approximation to the
generalized algorithm, as there is the potential for new threads to delay the declaration that all
prior threads have terminated. We have, however, in practice found this implementation to be
timely and accurate even in the face of preemption.
On top of the generation swapping mechanism, we have implemented the notion of a thread
marker. Thread markers abstract the generation swapping mechanisms, isolating the client code
from the details. Two operations are provided on thread markers: Set and updateAndCheck.
A client creates a thread marker and then invokes Set when they want to “mark” a point in
time relative to which they would like to determine a quiescent state. When a client wants to
know if a quiescent state has been reached they invoke updateAndCheck on the marker. This
method returns either ACTIVE, indicating that active threads exist, or ELAPSED, indicating that
a quiescent state has been achieved and all threads have terminated. We have found the thread
marker abstraction general enough to implement the Clustered Object garbage collector and the
hot-swapping algorithm. It has also enabled others to implement RCU based facilities such as a
non-blocking hash table and a specialized resource reclamation facility outside of the Clustered
Object system.
In order to determine when all the threads across all processors of an address space have
terminated, the Clustered Object System implements a global thread marker facility. A single
token is passed from processor to processor. The processors are organized in a ring, and when a
processor receives ownership of the token it sets a local thread marker; when the marker has elapsed
it passes the token to the next processor in the ring. Thus, when the token has made a complete
circuit, all processors of the address space have established a quiescent state, and hence a global
quiescent state is achieved. Various optimizations to this algorithm have been designed but are not
within the scope of this thesis.
In the remainder of this subsection, we discuss the Clustered Object protocols implemented
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by the CObjRootMultiRep, CObjRep and the COSMgr that implement distributed reclamation of
a multi-Representative Clustered Object. The default implementation of the destruction protocol
ensures that the Representatives will be deallocated from the processor on which each was allocated.
If the developer wishes to deallocate additional resources in a distributed fashion, she simply needs
to add the extra deallocations to the standard C++ destructor of the Representative. Additionally,
the default implementation ensures that the root of a Clustered Object is only destroyed after
destruction of the Representatives has been initiated and, again, the programmer can extend the
actions taken by defining a standard C++ destructor for the root.
There are two types of resources associated with a Clustered Object:
1. Memory of the root and Representatives and any associated memory dynamically allocated.
2. Translation table entries: the set of local translation table entries that have been used to
cache pointers to the Clustered Object’s Representatives and the global translation table
entry associated with the Clustered Object.
In order to reclaim these resources, the COSMgr implements a distributed reclamation algorithm
in co-operation with the roots of Clustered Objects. Ultimately, the COSMgr relies on the root of
a Clustered Object to correctly reclaim its memory, but actively reclaims the translation resources.
To implement this distributed reclamation, the COSMgr utilizes the distributed structure illustrated in Figure 4.19 of Chapter 4. A Clustered Object is submitted to the COSMgr for destruction
via the destroyCO method, which operates solely on the processor on which it was invoked, only accessing data structures of the associated COSMgr Representative. This method takes the following
actions:
1. Marks the global translation entry for the Clustered Object as being destroyed. This ensures
that new misses on the Clustered Object will be turned away with an error.
2. Using the request count of in-flight misses, maintained in the global translation entry, destroyCO
waits for any current misses to complete.
3. The object is then categorized as either only requiring local reclamation with respect to
memory and local translation entries or as requiring remote processing. To do this it queries
the root of the object for the set of processors on which it has established translations,
via the root’s getTransSet method. Based on this set, the object is placed on either the
stage1LocalList or the stage1RemoteList. In our discussion we will only focus on the
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processing of objects which have been accessed on multiple processors and are hence put on
the stage1RemoteList.
At this point the destroyCO method returns to the caller, and with respect to the caller, the object
will be destroyed asynchronously at some future point when the COS has determined that it is no
longer possible to access the object.
Associated with each Representative of the COSMgr is a worker event which periodically processes the destruction work on each processor. As indicated above, Clustered Objects submitted for
destruction are placed on a stage1 list for later processing. Each entry on a stage1 list represents
the entry of new work into the distributed reclamation system of the COSMgr and will be processed
by the worker event. The worker events establish two states associated with each object submitted
for destruction:
Memory Quiet: No new accesses to the memory of the object can occur and a quiescent state has
been reached on all of the processors which accessed the object and thus memory reclamation
can commence.
Id Quiet: When a quiescent state has been reached on all processors of the system, the global
translation resources can be reclaimed.
The main goal of the COSMgr is to establish these states and initiate the actions to reclaim
the resources. The CObjRootMultiRep class provides a default implementation of a root which
both provides necessary information to the COSMgr as well as utilizing the COSMgr services to
implement the memory reclamation.
Prior to submitting the object for destruction, it is the programmer’s responsibility to ensure
that no new accesses to the object can occur via permanent references (see Section 5.1). Therefore,
the Memory Quiet state can be established by waiting for all threads on each of the processors
which have accessed the object to terminate. The COSMgr has been implemented to determine the
Memory Quiet state in a distributed fashion using a token-based scheme which avoids broadcasting interprocessor interrupts for every object destroyed and amortizing the costs of communication
through batching.
At any given time, only one COSMgr Representative is identified as owning the token. When
the worker event associated with the Representative which owns the token executes, it waits for all
the current threads on the local processor to terminate via the RCU mechanisms and then processes
the objects on its stage1 list. The following steps are taken for each object:
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1. Make a copy of the set of processors on which the object has been accessed by querying the
root of the object via its getTransSet method. The CObjRootMultiRep implementation of
the root ensures that the set returned is accurate.
2. If the object has been accessed on the processor of the COSMgr Representative associated
with the worker event then:
(a) Reclaims the local translation table entry associated with the object on this processor.
(b) Takes this processor out of the set of accessing processors.
3. The pointer to the root of the object, along with the potentially modified set of processors
which have accessed the object, are copied onto the transferArray associated with this
COSMgr Representative for further processing.
Similarly, the worker event processes the objects that are on the transferArray of the Representative which had the token before. For each object:
1. If the object has been accessed on the processor of the COSMgr Representative associated
with the worker event then:
(a) the local translation table entry associated with the object is reclaimed,
(b) the processor is taken out of the set of accessing processors, and
(c) if the set of accessing processors is empty then the object has been processed by all
processors which accessed the object. In this case the cleanup method of the root is
invoked in order to begin memory reclamation.
2. If the set of accessing processors is not empty, then the object is placed on the transferArray
of this COSMgr Representative for further processing.
After all the objects have been processed, the worker event passes the token to the next COSMgr
Representative in the ring. An object submitted for destruction will be progressively processed by
each processor that has accessed it, as the token circulates around the ring of COSMgr Representatives. To review: as each COSMgr Representative processes an object, it checks to see if it is the
last processor in the set of accessing processors, and if so, it initiates the memory reclamation of
the object by invoking the cleanup method of the root of the object.
Before looking at how the memory is actually reclaimed, let us examine how the Id Quiet state
is established. As an object is circulating along with the token, between the Representatives of
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the COSMgr, it will eventually be processed by the processor on which the object was allocated10 .
When this processor processes the object, it records the Clustered Object identifier associated with
the object on a list of identifiers to be reclaimed the next time it receives the token. Each time
a COSMgr Representative receives the token, it reclaims any Clustered Object identifiers on its
reclaim list. As discussed earlier, the token’s arrival is indicative of a quiescent state having occurred
on all processors, and therefore, for any Clustered Object identifier on a COSMgr Representative’s
reclaim list, the token arrival represents the Id Quiet state. Since the local translation entries
are reclaimed as the token visits each of the processors on which the object has been accessed, the
COSMgr Representative only reclaims the global translation entry as it processes the entries of its
Clustered Object identifier reclaim list.
In order to facilitate distributed reclamation of the memory associated with a Clustered Object,
the COSMgr maintains an additional per-Representative list of objects, called the vpCleanupList.
call-backs to the cleanup method are periodically made to the roots of the objects on the vpCleanupList.
When an object is being initially queried for its translation set it is also queried for the set of processors on which it would like to have cleanup call-backs invoked (the vpCleanupSet). This set
is circulated along with the object as the token is passed. Each processor specified in the vpCleanupSet adds the object to its vpCleanupList when it processes the object. Each time the
worker event associated with a COSMgr Representative executes, it invokes the cleanup method
on the roots of the objects specified on the vpCleanupList.
The CObjRootMultiRep uses this feature to implement distributed reclamation of its Representatives. Its getVPCleanupSet specifies that it would like to have cleanup call-backs invoked
on the set of processors on which its Representatives were instantiated. This establishes periodic
invocations of the cleanup method of the root for all processors for which a Representative was
instantiated. By default, these invocations do not take any action but simply return a value that
indicates that invocations should continue to occur and are kept on the vpCleanupList of the associated COSMgr Representative. However, once the Memory Quiet state has been established
for the object, the COSMgr executes a single invocation of the cleanup method of the object,
passing it a unique parameter indicating that the object should now begin memory reclamation.
On this invocation the CObjRootMultiRep changes the behaviour of the call-backs to indicate that
they should now reclaim the resources. Future call-backs now destroy the Representatives associ10
The token passing memory reclamation described in the previous paragraph is implemented to continue to pass
the object around if it has not visited the allocating processor.
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ated with the processors. Additionally, they atomically check to see if they are destroying the last
Representative and if so the root object is also destroyed.
Although the above may seem complex, the default semantic that the COSMgr and CObjRootMultiRep
provide is straightforward and simple to use:
• The standard C++ destructor for the Representative instances will automatically be invoked
when it is safe to do so, on the processor on which the Representative was allocated, in a
parallel fashion. Thus the programmer can simply place any per-processor destruction logic
in the standard C++ destructor of the Representative. If none is specified, the default action
will be to deallocate the memory of the Representative.
• The standard C++ destructor for the root will be invoked as the final action of the object,
only after the cleanup method has been invoked on all of the Representatives. Thus all global
resources can be destroyed in the standard C++ destructor for the root.
Additionally, an advanced programmer can over-ride the default behavior and implement a completely custom reclamation behavior, without modification to the Clustered Object system itself
by over-riding the methods of the CObjRootMultiRep class.

5.5

Summary

In this chapter we have described the Clustered Object infrastructure, which provides a simple
but flexible model for Clustered Object development. The infrastructure provides the developer
with a structure in which every Clustered Object is composed of two types of components; a single
Root and one or more Representatives. Standard protocols for the construction, management and
destruction of a Clustered Object are implemented by reusable components of the infrastructure,
easing the programmers’ burden. A runtime Clustered Object System provides basic allocation
and garbage collection facilities. These services are implemented via a distributed Clustered Object
Manager.
The support for Clustered Objects described here has enabled the examples presented in Chapter 4 and provides the basic object model for K42. All objects in K42 are Clustered Objects and
over the span of the development of K42, many developers have created new Clustered Objects,
even if they were not aware of it. Portions of my Clustered Object infrastructure has been in use
since 1998.

Chapter 6

Hot-swapping
Distributed implementations can offer better scalability, but they also typically suffer greater overheads when scalability is not required. Distributed implementations also tend to optimize certain
operations, improving their scalability, while increasing costs of other operations. In order to
provide a means for coping with the tradeoffs of using distributed implementations, we have developed a technique for dynamically replacing a live Clustered Object instance with a different,
but compatible, instance. This mechanism can be used to switch between shared and distributed
implementations and additionally enable other forms of dynamic adaptation. Our contribution has
been in the development of the mechanisms and the algorithm for the dynamic replacement of a
Clustered Object instance.
There are a number of challenges in the design of a hot-swapping infrastructure capable of
dynamically switching a “live” software component: 1) avoid adding overhead to normal method
invocations, 2) avoid complicating the design of those objects that can be switched, 3) ensure
the switching code is scalable, 4) correctly handle in-flight requests to the object being switched,
5) avoid deadlock during the switch, and 6) guarantee integrity when transferring state from the
old to the new object instance. The distributed nature of Clustered Objects further exacerbates
these challenges as it can mean having to swap the multiple constituents of a component across
multiple processors in a coordinated way.
In this chapter, we describe the basic hot-swapping mechanism and algorithm as constructed
on top of the Clustered Object infrastructure. We begin with an overview and then present the
details.
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Overview

Our swapping mechanism allows any Clustered Object instance to be hot-swapped with any other
Clustered Object instance that implements the same interface. Moreover, swapping is transparent
to the clients of the component and thus no support or code changes are needed in the clients.

6.1.1

Algorithm Overview

The outline for our hot-swapping algorithm is as follows (and is described in more detail further
below):
(i) instantiate the replacement Clustered Object instance;
(ii) establish a quiescent state for the instance to be replaced (potentially blocking calls as necessary) so that we know it is no longer being used;
(iii) transfer state from the old instance to the new instance;
(iv) swap the new instance for the old, adjusting all references to the instance;
(v) unblock calls that were blocked (which now will be serviced by the new instance); and
(vi) deallocate the old instance.
There are three key issues that need to be addressed in this design. The first and most challenging issue is how to establish a quiescent state so that it is safe to transfer state and swap references.
The swap can only be done when the instance state is not currently being accessed by any thread
in the system. Perhaps the most straightforward way to achieve a quiescent state would be to
require all clients of the Clustered Object instance to acquire a reader-writer lock in read mode
before any call to the object (as is done in the re-plugging mechanism described by McNamee et
al. [98]). Acquiring this external lock in write mode would then establish that the object is safe
for swapping. However, this approach adds overhead for the common case and can cause locality
problems, defeating the scalability advantages of Clustered Objects. Further, the lock could not be
part of the component itself and the calling code would require changes. Our solution avoids these
problems by leveraging the same basic RCU mechanisms provided by the Clustered Object System
as discussed in Section 5.4.3.
The second issue is deciding what state needs to be transferred and how to transfer the state
from the old component to the new one, both safely and efficiently. We provide a protocol that
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Clustered Objects developers can use to negotiate and carry out the state transfer. Although the
state could be converted to some canonical, serialized form, one would like to preserve as much
context as possible during the switch, and handle the transfer efficiently.
The final issue is how to swap all of the references held by the clients of the component so
that the references point to the new instance. In a system built using a fully-typed language
such as Java, this could be done using the same infrastructure as is used by garbage collection
systems. However, this would be prohibitively expensive for a single component switch and would
be overly restrictive in terms of systems language choice. An alternative would be to partition a
hot-swappable component into a front-end component and a back-end component, where the frontend component is referenced (and invoked) by the component clients and is used only to forward
requests to the back-end component. Then there would be only a single reference (in the frontend component) to the back-end component that would need to be changed when a component
is swapped, but this adds extra overhead to the common call path. Given that all accesses to a
Clustered Object in K42 already go through a level of indirection, namely the Local Translation
Table, the more natural way to swap references in our system is to overwrite the entry pointers in
a coordinated fashion.

6.2

Details

To implement the swapping algorithm outlined above, a specialized Clustered Object called the
Mediator Object is used during the swap. It coordinates the switch between the old and new
objects, leveraging the Clustered Object infrastructure to implement the swapping algorithm. To
handle the swapping of distributed Clustered Object instances with many parallel threads accessing
it, the Mediator is itself a distributed Clustered Object that implements the swapping algorithm
in a distributed manner by utilizing a set of worker threads.
The Mediator establishes a worker thread and Rep on each processor for which the original
Clustered Object instance has been accessed. The Mediator instance is interposed in front of the
target Clustered Object instance and intercepts all calls to the original object for the duration
of the swapping operation. The details of how the interposition is achieved will be described
later. The worker threads and Mediator Reps transit through a sequence of phases in order to
coordinate the swap between the old Clustered Object instance and the new one replacing it. The
Mediator Reps function independently, only synchronizing when necessary in order to accomplish
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Figure 6.1: Component hot-swapping.

This figure shows the phases of hot-swapping with respect to a single processor
and the Reps: prior, forward, block, transfer, complete, and post. In the forward phase, new calls are tracked and forwarded
while the system waits for untracked calls to complete. Although this phase must wait for all old threads in the system to
complete, all threads are allowed to make forward progress. In the block phase, new calls are blocked while the system waits
for the tracked calls to complete. By blocking only tracked calls into the component, this phase minimizes the blocking time.
In the transfer phase, all calls to the component have been blocked, and state transfer can take place. Once the transfer is
complete, the blocked threads can proceed to the new component and the old component can be garbage collected.

the swap. Figure 6.1 illustrates the phases that a Mediator Rep goes through while swapping a
Clustered Object. The remainder of this section describes how the Mediator Reps and worker
threads accomplish the swap. We present the actions that occur on a single processor but in the
general case these actions proceed in parallel on multiple processors.
Prior to initiating the swap (Figure 6.1a), the old object’s Reps are invoked as normal. The
first step of hot-swapping is to instantiate the new Clustered Object instance, specifying that it
not be assigned a COID, and that the installation of its root into the Global Translation Table be
skipped. Second, a new Mediator instance is created and passed both the COID of the old instance
and a pointer to the Root of the new instance. The Mediator then proceeds to interpose itself in
front of the old instance.
Interposing a Mediator instance in front of the old Clustered Object instance ensures that
future calls temporarily go through the Mediator. To accomplish this, the Mediator instance must
override both the Global Translation Table entry root pointer and all the active Local Translation
Table entries’ Rep pointers. To change the Global Translation Table entry Root pointer, it must
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Figure 6.2: Mediator Rep implementation
ensure that no misses to the old object are in progress. As part of the standard Miss-Handling
infrastructure, there is a reader-writer lock associated with each Global Translation Table entry
and all misses to the entry acquire this lock in read mode. In order to atomically change the Global
Translation pointer, the associated reader-writer lock is acquired for write access, ensuring that no
misses are in progress. When the lock has been successfully acquired, the Root pointer of the entry
is changed to point to the Root of the Mediator and all future misses will be directed to it. The
Mediator remembers the old object’s Root in order to communicate with it. During this process
there may be calls that are in flight to the old Clustered Object, and they proceed normally.
Swinging the Root is not sufficient to direct all calls to the Mediator instance. This is because
some Rep pointers may already be established in the Local Translation Table entry associated
with the old instance, causing some calls to proceed directly to the Reps of the old instance. To
handle this, the Mediator spawns a worker thread on all the processors that have accessed the old
object. These threads have a number of responsibilities, but their first action is to reset the Local
Translation entry on each processor back to the Default Object. This ensures that future accesses
will be directed to the Mediator Object via the standard Miss-Handling process. Because the Root
maintains the set of processors for which it has suffered a miss, the Mediator can query the old
object’s Root to determine for which processors to spawn threads.
On each Mediator miss, the Mediator Root installs a new Mediator Rep into the Local Translation Table for the processor on which the miss occurred. The Mediator Reps are specialized C++
objects similar to the Default Object. They are designed to handle hot-swapping of any Clustered
Object transparently. To do so, the Mediator Rep intercepts all calls and takes action based on the
current phase of the Rep (Figure 6.1).
Figure 6.1, parts b, c, d and e, illustrate a single Mediator Rep in the different phases of a
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swap (described in more detail below). Once the Mediator Rep has been installed into the Local
Translation Table entry, virtual method calls that would normally call one of the functions in
the original object end up calling the corresponding method in the mediator. A small amount of
assembly glue captures the low-level state of the call, including the parameter passing registers and
return address. The actions that the Mediator Rep has to take on calls during the various phases
of swapping include: forwarding the call to the old or new instance depending on the phase and
keeping a count of active calls (increment the counter prior to forwarding the call and decrement it
after the forwarded call returns), selectively blocking calls, and releasing previously blocked calls.
To be transparent to the clients and the target Rep when the call is being forwarded, the Mediator
Rep may not alter the stack layout and hence it must only use Rep-local storage to achieve the
appropriate actions. As can be seen in Figure 6.2, the Mediator Rep utilizes three other data
members other than its vtable pointer.
The vtable of the Mediator Rep, like that of the Default Object, is constructed to direct every
call regardless of its signature to a single common mediation routine. When a phase requires that
new calls be tracked and forwarded, the Mediator Rep uses an in-flight call counter to track the
number of live calls. Because the counter needs to be decremented when the call completes, the
Mediator must ensure that the forwarded call returns to the mediation routine prior to returning
to the original caller. This means that the Mediator Rep must keep track of the point to which to
return after decrementing its in-flight call counter on a per-thread basis. To maintain transparency
it avoids using the stack, in the current, version by maintaining a hash table indexed by thread id
to record the return address for a given thread. The Mediator Rep also uses a data member to
track its current phase. The phases are detailed in the following paragraphs.

6.2.1

Forward

This initial phase is illustrated in Figure 6.1b. The Mediator stays in this phase until it determines
that a quiescent state has been reached, with respect to the threads started prior to the swap
being initiated. Specifically the Mediator determines that there are no longer any threads that
were started prior to the swap initiation still accessing the object. To detect this, the worker
thread utilizes thread marker services of K42’s Read-Copy-Update mechanism.(See Section 5.4.3
for details.)
By waiting for all threads that were in existence when the swap was initiated to terminate,
we are sure that all threads accessing the old object have terminated. However, to ensure system
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responsiveness while waiting for these threads to terminate, new calls to the object are tracked and
forwarded to the old instance by the Mediator Rep using its in-flight call counter and hash table.
The thread descriptors are also marked as being in a forwarded call in order to simplify deadlock
avoidance as described in the next paragraph. Such calls are referred to as tracked calls. Once the
worker thread, using the generation mechanism, determines that all the untracked threads have
terminated, the Mediator Rep switches to the Block phase. Note that the Forward phase, and
transition to the Block phase, happen independently and in parallel on each processor, and no
synchronization across processors is required.

6.2.2

Block

In this phase, the Mediator establishes a quiescent state, guaranteeing no threads are accessing the
old Clustered Object on any processor. To do this, each Mediator Rep establishes a quiescent state
on its processor by blocking all new calls while waiting for any remaining tracked calls to complete.
However, because a tracked call currently accessing the object might itself call a method of the
object again, care must be taken not to cause a deadlock by blocking any tracked calls. This is
achieved by checking the thread descriptor to determine if the thread is in a tracked call. This
also ensures that concurrent swaps of multiple Clustered Objects do not deadlock. If a thread in
a tracked call, in one object, calls another object that is in the blocked phase it will be forwarded
rather than blocked, thus avoiding the potential for inter-object deadlocks. To ensure a quiescent
state across all processors, the worker threads must synchronize at this point prior to proceeding.
A shared data member in the Mediator root is used for this purpose.

6.2.3

Transfer

Once the Blocked phase has completed, the Transfer phase begins. In this phase the worker
threads are used to export the state of the old object and import it into the new object. To assist
state transfer, a transfer negotiation protocol is provided. For each set of functionally compatible
components, there must be a set of state transfer protocols that form the union of all possible
state transfers between these components. For each component, the developers create a prioritized
list of the state transfer protocols that the component supports. For example, it may be best to
pass internal structures by memory reference, rather than marshaling the entire structure; however,
both components must understand the same structure for this to be possible. Before initiating a
transfer, a list is obtained from both the old and new component instances. The most desirable
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format, based on the two lists, is recorded by the Mediator instance. The actual data transfer is
carried out in parallel by the worker threads. The worker threads request the state from the old
object in the format that was recorded in the Mediator instance and pass it to the new object.

6.2.4

Complete

After the state transfer, the worker threads again synchronize so that one may safely swing the
Global Translation Table entry to the Root of the new Clustered Object. All the worker threads
then cease call interception by storing a pointer to the new Clustered Object’s Reps into the Local
Translation Table entries so that future calls go directly to the new Clustered Object. The worker
threads then resume all threads that were suspended during the Block phase and forward them to
the new Object (Figure 6.1e). The worker threads deallocate the original object and the mediator
and then terminate.

6.3

Summary

In this chapter we have presented a methodology that we have implemented which permits a Clustered Object implementation, with potentially distributed state, to be dynamically switched with
another implementation. Given the level of indirection that our Clustered Object infrastructure
introduces, one may assume that hot-swapping is straight forward. There are however, subtle issues that must be resolved to enable hot-swapping, including, the detection and establishment of
a quiescent state, and how to coordinate the swap of the distributed representatives of a Clustered
Object. By leveraging the flexibility of the Clustered Object infrastructure, we were able to construct a specialized Mediator Clustered Object, which can be interposed in front of other Clustered
Objects and carry out the hot-swap algorithm.

Chapter 7

Performance
In this chapter we present results of experiments running standard workload benchmarks on K42.
The purpose of these experiments is to validate and gain insight into the effectiveness of K42’s
fundamental architecture in general and the effectiveness of the distributed implementations of key
memory management objects in particular. The benchmarks considered were:
SDET: SPEC Development Environment Test, a multiuser workload in which concurrent users
issuing standard commands is simulated [125].
Parallel Postmark: Multiple concurrent instances of the Postmark benchmark in which each instance simulates the file accesses of a transactional server such as an email, netnews or a web
transaction server [68].
Parallel Make: Multiple concurrent multi-file compilations of an application source tree.
For comparison purposes, and as a reference point, we present results of the same experiments
executed on Linux running on the same hardware. This was done primarily to show that the
uniprocessor K42 performance is comparable to Linux performance (in part to demonstrate that
the scalability results were not achieved by artificially slowing down uniprocessor performance).
The experiments were conducted at a specific point in K42 development1 prior to the completion
of K42’s Linux compatibility support. Given the constraints of the time we had to make minor
modifications to the benchmarks to accommodate K42’s functional limitations. The same modified
versions of the benchmarks were run on both Linux and K42.
1

The results were gathered in March of 2003.
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While the results presented in this chapter are limited in comparison to what might be possible
in the future, we believe the scalability of the fundamental architecture is well represented. All
the results presented in this chapter were obtained by running K42 or Linux 2.4.19 as distributed
by SuSE (with the O(1) scheduler patch) on PowerPC hardware. We used an S85 Enterprise
Server IBM RS/6000 PowerPC bus-based cache-coherent multi-processor with 24 600MHZ RS64IV processors and 16GB of main memory. For some experiments, we also used a 270 Workstation
with four 375MHZ Power3 processors and 512MB of main memory. Unless otherwise specified, all
results are from the S85 Enterprise Server. At the time of experimentation, disk IO was limited,
so each of the experiments was run using RamFS. Although we have eliminated physical IO we
continue to exercise all OS paths. For each main workload experiment, we ran the same script on
both K42 and Linux version 2.4.19
Figures 7.1 to 7.3 depict the scalability of K42 with three different benchmarks running on
a 24-way shared memory multi-processor. For both the SDET and Parallel Make benchmarks,
K42 scales well up to 24 processors. For the PostMark benchmark, as presented, the speedup on
K42 is good, and better than on Linux, but does begin to flatten and have variability past 10
processors. Further investigation revealed limitations in our physical memory allocation, which has
since been addressed. However, it was not possible to reproduce the PostMark results to validate
the improvement. The following sections describe the benchmarks in more detail.

7.1

SDET

The SPEC Software Development Environment Throughput (SDET) benchmark [125] consists of
a script that executes a series common Unix commands and programs including ls, nroff, gcc, grep,
etc. Each of these are run in sequence. For our experiments, the SDET benchmark was modified
by removing some system utilities such as “ps” and “df” which at the time of the experimentation
were not supported on K42. To examine scalability, we ran one script per processor. Each script
is independent, there is no application-level sharing between scripts, and all data files operated on
are unique to a single script. All the user programs (bash, gcc, ls, etc.) are the exact same binary,
whether run on K42 or Linux. The same version of glibc 2.2.5 was used, but modified on K42 to
intercept and direct the system calls to the K42 implementations.
Figure 7.1 illustrates the speedup obtained when running SDET on Linux and K42, using the
original non-distributed VMM Objects and the distributed VMM Objects that were presented in
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Chapter 4. We calculate speedup as the improvement in throughput relative to the K42 uniprocessor
throughput result, where the throughput numbers are those reported by the SDET benchmark and
represent the number of scripts per hour that are executed. For each configuration of processors,
we ran the benchmark several times and plot the average as well as the minimum and maximum
speedup observed, as indicated by the range bars.
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Figure 7.1: Speedup as defined as the increase in throughput of SDET benchmark run on K42 using both
the non-distributed and distributed VMM objects and on Linux. Results are relative to the uniprocessor
K42 non-distributed VMM result.

7.2

Postmark

Postmark was designed to model the filesystem activity of a combination of electronic mail, netnews,
and web-based commerce transactions [68]. It creates a large number of small, randomly-sized files
and performs a specified number of transactions on them. Each transaction consists of a randomly
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chosen pairing of file creation or deletion with file read or append. A separate instance of Postmark was launched for each processor with corresponding separate directories. Each instance runs
independently, and there is no application-level sharing between instances. We ran each instance
of the benchmark with 20,000 files, 100,000 transactions, and default options, but disabled Unix
buffered files due to K42 limitations at the time of experimentation. The completion time for each
instance was recorded. The experiment was repeated several times for each processor configuration
and the average time to complete an instance for a processor configuration was calculated, the minimum and maximum completion time was also recorded. The results, calculated as speedup and
normalized to the K42 uniprocessor result, are plotted in Figure 7.2. The minimum and maximum
speedup for each processor configuration are shown as range bars. The K42 results were obtained
with the distributed virtual memory objects. K42’s uniprocessor result is approximately two times
slower than the Linux uniprocessor result. Postmark is predominately a filesystem benchmark and
K42’s filesystem support has received little attention with respect to performance tuning, and as
such its base costs have not been optimized.

7.3

Parallel Make

Our parallel make experiment is designed to model the common task of several developers building
an application in parallel. (In this case the arbitrarily chosen application is GNU Flex). We created
one build directory per processor and invoked one sequential make in each of these directories in
parallel (all make’s built from a common source tree, to unique build directories). Each make
instance runs independently with respect to the output files generated, they do however, share
common input files. A driver application synchronized the invocations of each make process to
ensure simultaneous start times, tracked the run-time of each make and reported the final result
as an average of all make run-times. GNU Make 3.79 and GCC 3.2.2 were used. The results,
calculated as speedup and normalized to the K42 uniprocessor result, are illustrated in Figure 7.3
with minimum and maximum speedup for each processor configuration shown as range bars.

7.4

Discussion of Workload Experiments

The distributed implementations discussed in this thesis, although limited to the case study objects
of the virtual memory system, are shown to improve the scalability of K42 on the SDET workload
and reasonable performance is obtained for the two other workloads. The use of an object oriented
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Figure 7.2: Speedup of p independent instances of Postmark normalized to K42 uniprocessor result.

decomposition was not enough to obtain good scalability for the general purpose multi-user workload, in which intuitively good scalability is expected. Shared system object instances can lead to
bottlenecks which limit the scalability of the workload.
In our development process, we have used lock contention as our primary guide to identify
sharing within the resident page fault path. Having started with non-distributed implementations,
with a single lock per-object, the use of standard lock contention analysis identified which object
instances on the page fault path were suffering contention. Each contended object implied shared
access and hence became a candidate for an implementation optimized to improve locality. As
can be observed, the distributed Clustered Object implementations, designed to improve locality
on a per-object basis, have helped improve scalability for the system-wide workloads. Taking
this approach has allowed us to identify opportunities for locality optimizations without the need
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Figure 7.3: Speedup of p independent instances of Parallel Make normalized to K42 uniprocessor result.

for specialized tools to measure hardware contention. Unfortunately, not having such tools also
means that we must rely on code path analysis and indirect measurements to validate that the new
distributed implementations do not rely on shared memory access.
Like others we have observed that system developers cope with inherent complexity of critical
system paths, such as the page fault path, by first exploring the design and implementation using
simple large grain synchronization. Improved parallelism is left for a later optimization effort.
The Clustered Object approach successfully enabled this natural iteration within the context of
an object oriented decomposed path. Scalability optimization of individual objects in isolation did
permit improved workload scalability, while preserving the object boundaries, configuration and
protocols.
We claim, based on the performance measurements and our analysis, that the distributed im-
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plementation have resulted in page fault paths which have good locality and thus have the potential
for good scalability for a large range of system configurations. The distributed implementations
address not only the lock contention associated with the centralized implementations, but also the
shared memory accesses along the paths. The complete validation of this claim is beyond the scope
of this work as it requires larger-scale hardware than we have access to and more advanced tools
for gathering and analyzing SMP hardware performance.
In general, when we consider the results with respect to Linux, we observe that Linux scales
reasonably well up to a certain number of processors, but its performance then begins to degrade
for all but the Parallel Make benchmark. Linux scalability will likely continue to improve given the
large number of contributions made each year. We believe that new structures and techniques, such
as those of K42, will become increasingly important as the number of processors increases further
and as newer hardware with increasing processor-memory speed disparity become more common.
This trend is evident in the work of Bryant et al. who attempt to apply some similar optimizations
to the Linux VMM in an ad hoc manner [19].

7.5

Hot-swapping

In this section we present some initial results evaluating the hot-swapping mechanisms and illustrate
some of the performance scenarios that are being explored.

7.5.1

Basic Overheads

In K42, the basic overhead of a Clustered Object invocation consist of the costs associated with the
object translation table and C++ virtual function table. The overhead of the object translation
table is a single memory load. The overhead of dispatching a virtual function call is approximately
10 cycles. The remainder of the basic overheads for hot-swapping are associated with the Mediator
and come into play only when an object is being swapped. There are three performance costs for
the Mediator: attaching the Mediator, calling through the Mediator (as opposed to instrumenting
the component directly), and detaching the Mediator. Table 7.1 lists these costs as measured on
a 270 Workstation. Attaching the Mediator is the most expensive operation, involving memory
allocation and object initialization; however, at no point during the attach are incoming calls
blocked. Although during detaching the Mediator only requires updating the object translation
table, the tear down of the Mediator is listed as an overhead for the process performing the detach.
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µseconds
17.84 (0.16)
1.40 (0.02)
4.23 (0.49)

Table 7.1:

Basic Mediator overheads. The average cost of attachment, calling through, and detachment of a
mediator is listed in microseconds along with its standard deviation.

7.5.2

Hot-swapping Overhead

To determine the expected overhead of hot-swapping, we perform a “null” hot-swap of a contended
FCM (swapping the FCM with itself) while running a 4-way SDET on a 270 workstation. Contention on an FCM is detected by many threads accessing an FCM concurrently, such that the
lock associated with the non-distributed implementation cannot be acquired due to another thread
holding the lock. Although contention is the worst time to swap (because threads are likely to
block, increasing the duration of the mediation phases), it is important to understand this sort of
“worst-case” swapping scenario. The results are shown in Figure 7.4.
During a single run of 4-way SDET, the system detected 424 points of contention. The average
time to perform a hot-swap at these points was 27.6 µs with a 19.8 µs standard deviation, a 1.06 µs
minimum and a 132.6 µs maximum. Hot-swapping while the FCM is not under contention is more
efficient, because the forward and block phases are shorter. Performing random null hot-swaps
throughout a 4-way SDET run gave an average hot-swap time of 10.8 µs. Because most of the time
spent doing a hot-swap is spent waiting for the generation to advance (during which no threads are
blocked) the effect of these hot-swaps on the throughput of SDET is within normal performance
perturbation2 .

7.5.3

Application of Hot-swapping

In this subsection, we present an example use of the hot-swapping mechanism to implement perfile adaptation based on file access. The purpose is to illustrate how the mechanisms we have
implemented can be used to select between multiple implementations of an object at run-time.
As an example, the hot-swapping mechanism has been used by a K42 developer to select between
three implementations of a file: 1) shared, 2) exclusive and 3) small exclusive, as described below.
Shared (Shrd): For a file accessed by multiple processes, the file’s meta data and cache is most
2

Running with and without the NULL hot-swaps is undetectable with respect to SDET throughput.
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Figure 7.4: Null swap. This figure presents a histogram showing the cost of performing a null-swap of the
FCM module at contended points of system execution. For each bin, there is a count of the number of swaps with
completion times that fell within that bin. On average, a swap took 27.6 µs to complete, and no swap took longer
than 132.6 µs.
conveniently stored in the file system server. The shared file implements this model, requiring
communication with the OS on each file access.
Exclusive (Excl): When a file is accessed exclusively by one process, its file meta information can
reside entirely within the application, which requires less communication with the OS.
Small Exclusive (Sm Excl): In general, file data is cached by the OS; however, access for small,
exclusive files (< 3 KB) can be improved by also caching the file’s data within the application’s
address space. While this incurs a memory overhead for double caching the file (once in the
application, once in the OS), this is acceptable for small files, and it leads to improved
performance.
In order to take advantage of these optimizations, the developer chose to have all files, when
first opened, use the most aggressive implementation and, if access dictated that this was no longer
suitable, to then swap to a more appropriate implementation. Specifically, all files when opened
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Figure 7.5: File implementation hot-swapping This figure compares the performance of Postmark under three
configurations: 1) Leftmost bar (Shrd), all files use Shared Implementation, 2) Middle bar (Excl & Shrd), system
uses Exclusive Implementation and utilizes hot-swapping to select the Shared Implementation when necessary, 3)
Rightmost bar (Sm Excl, Excl, & Shrd), system uses Small Exclusive Implementation and uses hot-swapping to
select, the Exclusive Implementation (Excl) and Shared Implementation (Shrd) as needed.
use the small exclusive implementation. If, however, the file is accessed in a manner that changes
the requirements then the implementation is hot-swapped with either an instance of the exclusive
implementation or the shared implementation. If the file grows beyond the small file threshold
but is still accessed exclusively by one process then a hot-swap to the exclusive implementation is
initiated. If concurrent access (multiple processes opening the file) to an exclusively accessed file
occurs then the file’s implementation is swapped to the shared implementation. Figure 7.5 shows
the uniprocessor Postmark performance of three schemes: 1) shared only, 2) exclusive and shared
and 3) small exclusive, exclusive and shared. In the first case the system does not utilize hotswapping and all files utilize the shared implementation only. In the second case the system uses
the exclusive implementation by default and hot-swaps to the shared implementation as necessary,
resulting in a 34% performance improvement in throughput over using the shared implementation
solely. In the third case, the system uses the small exclusive implementation and swaps as necessary
to the exclusive and shared implementations, resulting in a 40% improvement in throughput over
just using the shared implementation.
Originally, K42 implemented the above optimizations using a more traditional adaptive approach, hard-coding the decision process and both implementations into a single component. Anec-
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dotally, we found that reimplementing these using hot-swapping to switch between separate implementations simplified and clarified the code, and it was less time-consuming to implement and
debug.

7.6

Summary

In this chapter we have presented results which establish the effectiveness of the distributed VMM
object implementations at improving the scalability of a standard system workload benchmark
(SDET). We also presented the results from running the same benchmark on the Linux operating
system on the same hardware platform to validate that the scalability we have achieved has not
come at the expense of artificially poor uniprocessor performance. Additionally, we have shown
that K42’s general performance, when using the distributed implementations, is comparable to
Linux on two other benchmarks, PostMark and Parallel Make.
We argue that these results show that Clustered Objects provide a means for improving the
scalability of critical operating system services so as to yield measurable user-level performance
improvements. The specific distributed implementations of the VMM objects presented in this
dissertation are not the central result. Clustered Objects provide a framework to address measurable
scalability problems through the introduction of distribution in a modular fashion to internals of a
complex system.
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Chapter 8

Concluding Remarks
This dissertation describes our experience and what we have learnt developing distributed implementations of services in the K42 operating system. We reviewed a series of examples of distributed
implementations of objects and examined their impact using micro-benchmark experiments. We
then described the basic clustered object infrastructure we developed to support distributed implementations, and discussed how the infrastructure also provides the basis to allow individual objects
to be hot-swapped to new implementations. In the performance section, we established that, for
general purpose benchmarks, like SDET, parallel make, and postmark, the structuring techniques
used improve locality and at the same time do not prohibit competitive uni-processor performance.

8.1

Summary of Contributions

The key contributions of this work are as follows:
• We explored the application of distributed data structures in an object-oriented operating
system and found a set of principles to help developers exploit distribution and locality to
improve scalability. Most previous work on multi-processor performance has focused primarily
on addressing concurrency with little attention to locality.
• We developed an infrastructure to simplify design and implementation of distributed objects.
Such an infrastructure has proven to be helpful in coping with the associated complexity of
distribution at the object level.
• We have conducted a case study, which demonstrates that a fully partitioned and localized
implementation of a core OS service, virtual memory management, is possible. The existence
139
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proof of a distributed high-performance OS service implementation is a critical result. Additionally, our work illuminates the main issues in applying distribution and provides design
and code patterns to deal with them, demonstrating the synergy of an object-oriented design
to the problem.
In the remainder of this chapter, we discuss each of these contributions and conclude with future
work.

8.2

Principles for Developing Distributed Objects

Prior to this work, no previous object-oriented operating system project has addressed locality
and distribution for SMP performance. We had gone down a number of false starts in developing
distributed objects, throwing away many person-months of work. This is an anecdotal indication
that such designs are non-trivial. We have found the following principles key to effective design of
distributed objects:
Think Locally: Utilize a distributed component model – in our case Clustered Objects – to seek
localized solutions rather than purely concurrent ones.
Be Incremental: Utilize simple techniques for developing distributed implementations from nondistributed ones, focusing on measurable performance issues, to limit scope and complexity.
Be Conservative – Encapsulate and Reuse: Be very careful in adopting complex protocols
which utilize shared memory to access remote data, as innocuous code can have very subtle
implications and associated errors. Where possible, encapsulate such protocols and facilitate
reuse.
Inherit with Care: When using OO language support – C++ in our case – inheritance can
entangle concurrency protocols across many implementations, making optimization difficult.
We discuss each of these principles in turn.

8.2.1

Think Locally

As discussed in the Chapter 2, over the last several years, the University of Toronto group has
observed that a key performance characteristic of shared memory multi-processors is overheads
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associated with shared data access and induced remote communications. Motivated by these observations, in this work we have chosen to pursue locality optimizations as a primary focus rather
than first focusing on improving concurrency as is done traditionally. Without special support,
it is easier to measure performance bottlenecks due to poor concurrency of software rather than
measuring locality characteristics. However, one has a choice of how to address a given concurrency
problem. The traditional approach is to improve concurrency by introducing finer grain synchronization, thus leading to reduced lock hold times. This approach, however, may not lead to better
locality as it does not address the source of the problem, the underlying sharing. Another option
is to treat the concurrency problem as an indicator of sharing, and seek solutions which improve
locality and thus address both the lack of concurrency and, indirectly, overheads associated with
sharing. Reducing sharing is a requirement for SMP software if it is to scale well independent of
system size.
Key to addressing performance problems by improving locality was first developing a mental
model for distributed implementations by the way of Clustered Objects. This naturally then gave
us the basis on which to approach each new implementation. It gave us a concrete set abstractions
with which to reason and design solutions around. For example:
• What state should be placed in the Clustered Object Representatives and hence be local?
• What state should be shared and placed in the Clustered Object Root?
• How should the Representatives be created and initialized? At what point should new Representatives participate in the global operations of the object?
• How should local operations and global operations synchronize?
• How should the CO Representatives be organized and accessed?
Based on our experiences, we have found it useful to have a model and nomenclature for distributed implementations in the developer’s mind. Solutions for each performance problem could
be approached within the context of the model, with the goal of providing localized hot path processing. A key utility of the model is its ability to motivate and guide the developer in achieving
good locality. Our current Clustered Object model has been developed from experience and has
specifically been designed to be simple. It encourages the developer to address questions like those
listed above.
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Be Incremental

It is important to acknowledge the complexity and burden in developing distributed implementations. We have found it useful to develop localized implementations as iterations on a simple
non-distributed implementation through the introduction of straightforward extensions, where possible.
A typical requirement for many systems objects is to maintain some form of a mapping, where
an input identifier is mapped to an output value, typically a data structure handle. Such mapping
services often limit the scalability of such objects. In these cases, scalability can often be improved
by introducing a local cache for the mappings while preserving the semantics and protocols of
a non-distributed implementation. We have found the following to be a good first approach in
improving the scalability of such objects:
1. Create a new distributed implementation by:
(a) moving the majority of the data fields of the non-distributed version into the Root of
the new implementation;
(b) placing a cache of the critical mapping into the Representatives of the new implementation;
(c) modifying the operations of the Representatives to access all non-mapping related data
members from the Root;
(d) modifying all operations that utilize the mapping service to first consult the local cache;
and
(e) adding appropriate code to manage and maintain the caches.
2. Measure performance using the new implementation. If the performance is not adequate,
more aggressive techniques need to be considered, possibly moving additional data elements
from the Root to the Representatives.

8.2.3

Be Conservative – Encapsulate and Reuse

Even when using straightforward locking strategies, asynchronous parallel software can be difficult
to reason about and validate with respect to correctness. When implementing a Clustered Object for
the sake of improving scalability, it can be natural to explore aggressive and subtle synchronization
strategies in order to maximize performance on the critical paths. This, however, can lead to
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implementations which can be very subtle and complex to reason about. Furthermore, it can
also lead to implementations which are non-portable as they may rely on the memory consistency
model of the architecture on which they have been developed. To this end, we found that it is
best to be conservative with respect to how shared state and function are implemented across the
Representatives of a Clustered Object. If possible, it is best to adopt a simple locking strategy in
which a lock is placed in each Representative as well as the root and to adopt simple to use rules for
acquisition. For example, all purely local operations acquire only the lock of the Representative.
Manipulating global data members requires that only the root lock be acquired. For operations
that must access both global and local state, the locks are accessed in a strict order (eġ,̇ root first
and then local). However, if more complex fine grain synchronization is required, then it is best to
try and encapsulate these semantics in a separate component such as Dhash (see Section 4.1.4). By
doing so, one restricts the pervasive fine grain synchronization from impacting the comprehension
of the system object being implemented. Encapsulation allows the protocols of the encapsulated
data structure to be tested, ported and verified independently. Finally, there is greater chance of
amortizing the cost of development by facilitating reuse through encapsulation.

8.2.4

Inherit with Care

The final point we would like to make is based on our experience constructing distributed implementations in the context of an object-oriented language. Some object oriented features such
as decomposition, encapsulation, polymorphism and specialization have proven to be very useful
both in the general construction of K42 and particularly in the construction of distributed implementations. Inheritance, specifically implementation inheritance, has not proven as effective.
Originally, in the Tornado project, when C++ was adopted, a decision was made to avoid using
implementation inheritance. Given that there were at most three core developers and the main
code base was small, this did not prove problematic. However, K42 is now a large code base
developed over the years by several core programmers and many associated programmers. This
has led to implementation inheritance being widely used to enable code reuse. Although this has
eased the development burden and encouraged specialization, it has made it very difficult to introduce a distributed implementation for an arbitrary object. When parallel software is developed
using implementation inheritance, unless foresight is given to later optimizations, synchronization
semantics permeate class trees. In general, re-implementing a class which belongs to a deep class
tree with a new synchronization strategy, is not possible without re-implementing all the classes
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from which it inherits. This is tedious and also leads to a proliferation of classes which becomes a
maintenance burden. To this end, we recommend that if implementation inheritance is going to be
used, it should be done with an aim to factor out the synchronization protocols up front so that
later distributed implementations can be introduced more readily.

8.3

Infrastructure for Distributed Implementations

In K42, we have made a large investment in infrastructure to support distributed and localized implementation of objects, and I was responsible for this infrastructure, which includes the Clustered
Object translation mechanisms, Clustered Object base classes (which provide the default structure
of a Clustered Object in terms of a Root and Representatives and the default Clustered Object Root
implementations), and the garbage collection facilities. We incrementally added this infrastructure
over time to move code and protocol complexity out of the implementation of individual objects
and into a common infrastructure which could be re-used. As other systems start focusing on
distribution and localization, the lessons learned from this infrastructure will, we believe, become
increasingly relevant.
The investment made into the Clustered Object model and infrastructure has proven to be
qualitatively useful and beneficial in the development and optimization of K42. At the onset of the
Clustered Object work in K42, based on our initial study [3] of the object translation mechanisms of
Tornado [49], we proposed an explicit model for the structure of a Clustered Object. This model,
described in Chapter 5, was encoded into the basic Clustered Object infrastructure of K42 and
utilized for the construction of all Clustered Objects. Below, we highlight some of the features
that were found to be important and that we recommend be incorporated in any infrastructure
for supporting distributed implementations. We only focus on aspects beyond those of the basic
translation mechanisms which provide for the efficient and transparent mapping of a single object
identifier to a local Representative.
We have found it important to establish and encode the internal structure of a Clustered Object
used for general distributed implementations. We found that the notion of a “root” in a clustered
object is critical for a number of reasons. First, it gives us a natural strategy to incrementally
distribute an implementation, where the root is the original non-distributed implementation and
we distribute just the functions that are performance critical. Second, it enables a natural implementation for what we have found to be a common case, i.e., the reps just implement a cache of
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state, while there is a centralized implementation to handle all the modifications. Finally, making
the root a standard part of our infrastructure has allowed us to provide standard mechanisms for
maintaining information, like the list of all Representatives and a place for synchronization when
destroying objects. Our experience is that it is critical to put all this complexity in the infrastructure, such as the reusable default Root implementations, rather than burden programmers of
individual objects with it.
Secondly, we have found it important to design the infrastructure so that the standard model
can be utilized with ease but at the same time permit knowledgeable developers to override and
explore unique usages. When developing support for the Clustered Object model on top of the
translation mechanisms, a layered approach was taken in which successive thin C++ classes were
used to define the roles of the Root and Representatives. Each class enforced a more restricted model
by providing default implementations for each role. This approach permitted the development of
specialized objects, while not complicating the average developer’s burden. The degrees of flexibility
that has been utilized includes:
• Simple overriding of construction policies to allow the construction of “well known” static
objects as well as objects which override the default lazy Representative creation in order
to explicitly create one Representative per-processor at allocation time. Such objects are
particularly useful when constructing base OS services created during OS initialization.
• A specialized Mediator object, described in Chapter 6, was implemented with a highly customized miss-handling behaviour in order to facilitate the hot swapping algorithm.
• A family of objects, called Arbiters, has been created which utilize a number of degrees of
freedom to explore runtime call arbitration on a per-object basis.
A critical subtlety to parallel systems programming is the issue of existence locking, as discussed in Section 5.4.3. In this work we have generalized Gamsa’s [48, 49] use of a semi-automatic
garbage collector in order to relieved some of the burden associated with existence locking and
facilitate the wider use of RCU1 techniques. Standardizing and encapsulating the destruction protocols within the Clustered Object infrastructure alleviated the majority of developers from having
to be concerned with existence locking issues. No special actions or code needs to be written
when implementing new standard centralized or distributed Clustered Objects. We believe that
1
RCU is a synchronization discipline which utilizes the event driven nature of systems software to avoid locking
in the common case, see Section 5.4.3 for more details.
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any multi-processor object infrastructure, especially a distributed one, can benefit greatly from a
codified destruction protocol which simplify locking issues.
We have provided a facility to export the basic RCU mechanisms, implemented in the Clustered
Object system and scheduling system as a general service. This has enabled the development of the
hot-swapping infrastructure, a resource reclamation subsystem and a non-blocking (RCU) based
hash table. We have found that by providing a simple, flexible RCU interface, thread markers
(Section 5.4.3), we enable developers to utilize RCU based algorithms outside of the Clustered
Object system. We believe that RCU mechanisms are essential in a modern system to fully exploit
the event driven nature of systems software and utilize it for performance gains. Our experience
of successfully constructing and using RCU mechanisms in the context of a preemptive, general
purpose parallel system has served as a motivating existence proof for the Linux community which
is adopting RCU support [94].
Having adopted a decomposition supporting specialization, we have extended the infrastructure
to permit the development of a hot-swapping facility for replacing one implementation for another
at runtime (see Chapter 6). Although our experience using this facility is limited, our infrastructure
demonstrates that dynamic adaptation within the context of a high performance multi-processor
operating system kernel on a per-object basis is feasible. Moreover, distributed data structures
do not preclude the use of adaptation. We have shown that, with appropriate infrastructure,
distributed Clustered Objects can be hot-swapped.

8.4

The Feasibility of Multi-Processor Performance

It has been widely believed that operating systems are fundamentally unable to scale to large
SMP except for specialized scientific applications with restricted uses of OS functions. It has also
been widely believed that any operating system that has reasonable scalability will demonstrate
poor base performance and extreme complexity, making it inappropriate for generic systems and
loads. These beliefs, based on current OS structures and performance, have had a large impact
on how existing commercial hardware systems developed by IBM and others are constructed. In
this work, we have demonstrated that a fully partitioned and localized implementation of a core
OS service, virtual memory management, is possible. The existence proof of such a distributed
high-performance implementation is, we believe, a major research result.
From the study of the page fault path we observe:
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1. Scalability is improved through the application of techniques designed to improve locality.
2. Distributed data structures used to improve locality, by reducing the number of shared memory accesses on the critical paths, are more complex and subtle than the original centralized
data structures.
Given this tension between scalability and complexity, it is important to consider how and when
to make tradeoffs. Two approaches proved to be important in this regard. One key aspect was
to leverage the decomposed nature of our software, specifically the object-oriented decomposition.
The second was to be measurement driven.
At first one might assume that having a system path implemented over multiple objects may
pose a barrier to designing and constructing an end-to-end distributed implementation. Multiple
objects introduce boundaries when considering the processing of a system path, and hence lead
to reasoning and implementing the path in small portions rather than in its entirety. This may
seem contradictory to the motivating SMPs performance results, which illustrated that a single
shared data access on a systems path can limit performance, thus implying the need to carefully
construct a path in its entirety. But our experience has been to the contrary. We have found there
to be a valuable synergy between object-oriented decomposition and distribution. Object-oriented
decomposition helps bound the complexity of both analysis and implementation, permitting a
feasible distributed implementation of a complex system service. The two main advantages have
been (i) the opportunities afforded by the decomposition to permit an incremental approach, and
(ii) the support for fine grain specialization.
Despite having redesigned and reimplemented multiple VMM objects to achieve good page
fault scalability, the object by object approach proved to be a tractable and successful. Practically,
it meant that we were able to seed the development of a completely distributed page fault path
with a well-tested central implementation which established the core asynchronous protocols and
requirements. This let us focus on the implications of improving performance through improved
locality, as a separate concern from the fundamental design of page fault processing. Furthermore,
the initial OO decomposition constrained the analysis and the way in which distribution could be
introduced into the page fault path. We assert that it would have been impractical – or at the least,
extremely difficult – to have initially designed and implemented the page fault paths in a distributed
fashion in their entirety from the beginning. The OO decomposition leads to an iterative approach
– measuring the performance for a given workload, and optimizing the first object observed to limit
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performance. Optimizing one object alone was not, in general, sufficient to improve the bottom
line performance, so the procedure had to be re-applied until all relevant objects were identified.
Specialization lets us isolate each unique page fault scenario, allowing us to focus only on the
ones relevant to the scalability of the workloads being studied. For example, when studying SDET,
the limiting page fault path was user-level page faults to long lived files such as executables and
data files. As such we only needed to focus on optimizing the FCM implementation for such files.
Specialization allows a developer the advantage of focusing on an optimized implementation for a
constrained scenario without having to add complexity to handle the general case. This is particularly useful when applying distribution, as in general one must trade off improved performance
on some operations over degraded performance on others. Thus we can leverage fine grain specialization in order to cope with conflicting demands on a shared resource to make a distributed
implementation tractable.
Given the effort and complexity introduced by distributed implementations, we found it important to optimize only as performance measurements exposed a need. This ensured that we had
a guiding focus for each distributed implementation, namely to improve the current performance
problem. Doing so led us to adopt simple approaches that optimized the currently relevant subset
of operations on the object in question. This again leads to incremental development in which
complexity is bounded. The object-oriented decomposition also gave us a natural way to categorize and analyze the performance measurements gathered. Others developing performance-oriented
software outside the MP domain, most notably Kernighan et al. [70] and Bentley [14], have noted
the importance of an incremental measurement driven approach.

8.5

Future Work

We have identified or are currently pursuing extensions to the work of this thesis.
Locality Profiling using Hardware Support:

In order to validate and ensure that the locality

optimizations introduced are having the desired effect, better feedback on how the hardware
is performing is required. We have started to explore how one might be able to obtain
a locality profile for a performance test using hardware performance monitors available on
modern processors.
Distributed Constituent Development:

DHash has proven to be useful and we are pursuing its

use in other Clustered Objects. We believe that the development of more constituents in
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order to create a library for Clustered Object development could substantially reduce the
burden of distributed object development. Part of this would include a generalized model
and framework for embedding constituents.
Clustered Object Language Support: Another avenue to explore is explicit language support for
the Clustered Object model. For example, the ability to use language features to explicitly
define and isolate the interface between a Root and its Representative classes.
Dynamic Adaptation: In this work, we have provided a set of mechanisms for hot-swapping one
object implementation with another dynamically at runtime. We have begun to explore this
facility as a means for supporting general dynamic adaptation. There are many avenues and
open questions to explore in this area. For example: Are there general methods for determining when a swap should occur? How can the characteristics of implementations be expressed
such that a runtime system can decide when one implementation is more appropriate than
another? What is necessary to use hot-swapping to apply an upgrade for a class (for example swapping all instances of a class and ensuring that new instances are created from the
new definition, while preserving system integrity). One avenue to explore, with regards to
evaluating when a hot-swap should be initiated, is the use of per-object runtime evaluation
of performance, using hardware-supported profiling.
SMT Support: As chip-level multi-processors become more prevalent, exploring their impact on
Clustered Objects, both from a basic infrastructure perspective as well as on a per-object
basis will become necessary. It may prove to be beneficial to consider the reconfiguration of
distributed implementations to match the performance characteristics of such machines.
Comprehensive RCU Interface:

Our experience generalizing the RCU support has been very

promising and has led us to pursue a new more generalized interface for exploiting quiescent
states. We are pursuing a service called Quiescent Do (QDO) in which an arbitrary operation
and set of processors is specified. When a subsequent quiescent state is detected on the
processors, the operation is efficiently executed, on one or more of the processors depending
on an invocation parameter.
Advanced RCU Support:

Our current approach for detecting quiescent states across multiple

processors utilizes the token passing algorithm described in this work (Section 5.4.3). We
are currently exploring a new mechanism with lower latencies, which is demand-driven rather

than periodic in nature. The approach being explored is to use system constructed poll points,
hardware supported synchronized clocks and timer events to ensure that quiescent states can
be coordinated by time stamps across multiple processors. Such a facility would predicate a
reimplementation of the garbage collection services described in this work.
OO Runtime Structure:

Having observed and guided a number of new developers to K42, a

general observation regarding the use of an object-oriented decomposition and infrastructure
can be made: Although any given object may be tractable with respect to complexity and
comprehension, we are in need of tools and support to help global comprehension, and provide
the necessary context for any given object. New developers are lost in a sea of classes and
inter-object protocols. Despite trying to use standard idioms, it never seems to fail that the
given example that a new developer is trying to understand is a “special” case. Tools are
required to help a new developer explore the runtime structure and the roles and relationships
of the objects. We are currently pursuing the development of a runtime Clustered Object
browser. The browser would allow a user to graphically explore the objects in existence at
runtime, their relationships, performance and possible manipulate them using hot-swapping.
The browser will utilize many aspects of the current Clustered Object infrastructure.
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